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Resumen

En esta memoria se estudian los diagramas de fases de diferentes sistemas
que tienen como característica común, las de estar confinados en mayor o
menor medida y estar formados por átomos o moléculas lo suficientemente
ligeros como para que los efectos cuánticos sean apreciables. Además,
sólo consideraremos el régimen en el que la temperatura esta próxima
al cero absoluto, de manera que sus respectivos estados fundamentales
son buenas descripciones de cada uno de estos sistemas. Para obtenerlos,
hacemos uso del método “diffusion Monte Carlo”, una técnica numérica
que nos permite calcular de forma exacta, dentro del error estadístico,
el estado fundamental de cualquier conjunto de bosones considerando las
correlaciones entre partículas.
La primera parte de este trabajo se centra en el diagrama de fases
del deuterio molecular adsorbido en C-grafano, la versión hidrogenada del
grafeno, sintetizado por primera vez en 2009. Nuestro estudio es la continuación de una larga serie de trabajos en los que se ha estudiado el
comportamiento de gases cuánticos (4 He, H2 , 3 He, D2 ) en confinamientos
cuasi-bidimensionales (grafito, grafeno) o cuasi-monodimensionales (nanotubos de carbono). El objetivo último de estos trabajos era encontrar
nuevas fases, diferentes de las que existen en las estructuras tridimensionales. En este contexto, calculamos el diagrama de fases completo de
orto-D2 en grafano, encontrando que es muy similar al del obtenido previamente para el mismo adsorbato en grafito [Fre+90; CCG12], aunque el
10
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estado fundamental es una fase sólida conmensurada, la δ, en lugar de la
√
√
3 × 3 típica de grafeno y grafito.

La segunda parte de esta tesis se ocupa del comportamiento de áto-

mos neutros en redes ópticas cuasi-monodimensionales. Una red óptica
es un patrón periódico de pozos de potencial creado por la interferencia
constructiva de dos o más láseres. El trabajo inicial de Jaksch [Jak+98]
abrió el camino a un alud de cálculos teóricos al establecer la equivalencia,
bajo ciertas condiciones, entre el Hamiltoniano completo para una red óptica y el bien conocido modelo discreto de Bose-Hubbard. Greiner et al.
[Gre+02] demostraron que esa identificación era correcta al encontrar experimentalmente un aislante de Mott, una de las fases posibles en el Hamiltoniano discreto de Bose-Hubbard. Desgraciadamente, el comportamiento
de átomos neutros en redes ópticas no está siempre bien descrito por el
modelo de Bose-Hubbard. Para demostrarlo, calculamos los diagramas
de fases de una serie de átomos neutros en diferentes redes ópticas cuasimonodimensionales usando sus Hamiltonianos completos y continuos. Este
estudio se realizó tanto para sistemas homogéneos como para sistemas confinados en la dirección longitudinal, encontrando que, aunque las fases (o
los estados) eran las mismas para ambos Hamiltonianos, el modelo de BoseHubbard infravalora la profundidad de la red óptica necesaria para crear
una fase aislante (o dominios aislantes para sistemas finitos). En la misma
línea, un estudio separado para un sistema desordenado concluyó que en
una descripción continua, la zona de estabilidad del vidrio de Bose se ve
reducida respecto a los resultados para un modelo de Bose-Hubbard.

Palabras clave: sistema cuántico; transición de fase; diffusion Monte
Carlo; grafano; red óptica; superfluido; aislante de Mott.

Abstract

In this dissertation we studied the phase diagrams of different systems
with two common characteristics: the particles that constitute them are
confined to a more or lesser extent, and their masses are small enough
for quantum effects to be appreciable. In addition, we considered only the
regime in which the temperature is close to absolute zero, what means that
the corresponding ground states are expected to be good descriptions of
those arrangements. To obtain those ground states we used the diffusion
Monte Carlo method, a stochastic technique that allows us to calculate
the lowest energy state of any bosonic system within statistical accuracy
and taking into account the atom-atom correlations.
The first part of this work will focus on the phase diagram of D2 on Cgraphane, the hydrogenated version of graphene, a compound synthesised
for the first time in 2009. Our study is a continuation of a long series of
efforts in which the behaviour of quantum gases such as 4 He, H2 , 3 He, D2 ,
on quasi-two dimensional (graphite, graphene) or quasi-one dimensional
(carbon nanotubes) confinements were considered. The ultimate goal was
the experimental discovery or the theoretical prediction of new phases,
different from the full three-dimensional homogeneous ones. Within this
frame, we calculated the complete phase diagram of ortho-D2 on graphane,
finding it very similar to the one obtained previously for the same adsorbate
on graphite [Fre+90; CCG12], even though the ground state was a different
√
√
registered solid (δ instead of 3 × 3).
12
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The second part of this dissertation is concerned with the behaviour of
neutral atoms loaded in quasi-one-dimensional optical lattices. An optical
lattice is a periodic pattern of potential wells created by the constructive interference of two or more laser beams. The seminal work of Jaksch
[Jak+98] opened the door to many theoretical works on the subject by
establishing the equivalence, under certain conditions, of the full optical lattice Hamiltonian and the well-known Bose Hubbard model. That
identification proved to be successful when Greiner et al [Gre+02], found
experimentally a Mott insulator, one of the phases known to be supported
by the Bose-Hubbard discrete Hamiltonian. Unfortunately, neutral atoms
in optical lattices are not always well described by a Bose-Hubbard model.
To show that, we computed the phase diagrams of different quasi-one dimensional optical lattices using their full continuous Hamiltonians. We did
so both for homogeneous and longitudinally confined systems, finding that
even though the phases (or states) were similar for both Hamiltonians, the
Bose-Hubbard model underestimates the optical potential depths necessary to create insulator phases (or insulator domains in finite systems). In
the same line, a separate study on a disordered system concluded that in a
continuous description the stability zone of the Bose glass decreases with
respect to the results for with a Bose-Hubbard model.

Keywords: quantum system; phase transitions; diffusion Monte Carlo;
graphane; optical lattices; superfluid; Mott insulator; Bose glass.

“Science makes people reach selflessly for truth
and objectivity; it teaches people to accept reality, with wonder and admiration, not to mention
the deep awe and joy that the natural order of
things brings to the true scientist”.
Lise Meitner(1953)

Part I:
Introduction

14

Introduction

The physics of low temperatures is dominated by quantum effects. This
means that, to theoretically understand the behaviour of any system of
particles at temperatures close to zero, instead of considering Newton’s
equations of motion, we have to solve the many-body Schrödinger equation
that describes it. This is (in most cases) an extraordinarily difficult task,
since it involves the calculation of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a Hamiltonian that includes all possible particle-particle interactions.
Even if we concern ourselves only with the ground state (usually a good
approximation at ultra-low temperatures), there are very few systems with
analytical wavefunctions (the hydrogen atom is a typical example, the
many-body Heisenberg-Ising model is another [Sut04]). In a sense, the
words of Paul Dirac [Dir29] still apply
“ The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are
thus completely known, and the difficulty lies only in the fact
that application of these laws leads to equations that are too
complex to be solved.”
since we have to resort to numerical approximations to compute any property of the ground state of a many-body arrangement. This is specially
true when the interactions between the particles are not weak, and correlations play a major role in determining the properties of such setups. In
15
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this work, we will be dealing with two examples of this kind of systems:
molecular deuterium physisorbed on carbon-based surfaces, and ultra-cold
atomic gases loaded in optical lattices.
Physisorption of quantum gases.
At temperatures close to zero, quantum gases such as H2 , D2 or 4 He are adsorbed on a variety of surfaces, producing characteristic low-dimensional
phases (monolayers, bilayers and so on) different from their bulk counterparts [BCZ97]. Given their low masses, a full quantum description is
absolutely in order to accurately describe them. Two are the main possibilities for the ground state of a single layer of adsorbate: quasi-two
dimensional liquids (such 4 He on alkali metal surfaces) or solids. In this
last case, two are also the potential situations [Fre+90]: incommensurate
structures, produced when adsorbate-adsorbate interactions dominate over
the adsorbate-substrate ones and determine the behaviour of the system,
and commensurate (or registered) phases, where the opposite happens. A
registered solid is characterized by a simple ratio between the lattice constant of the solid adsorbate and that of the substrate structure.

Figure 1: Graphite structure. On the left, top view of layer stacking. On
the right, side view of layer stacking. c

Graphite, a well-known allotropic form of carbon whose structure is
displayed in Fig. 1, is a prototypical surface to study the adsorption of

17
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quantum gases. Graphite is made up of a stack of layers 3.35 Å apart
and kept together by van der Waals forces. Within each of those layers
the carbon atoms are located in the nodes of a honeycomb lattice, forming
three covalent bonds with their neighbours. Up to 1984, not much was
known about the adsorption of the hydrogen isotopes on graphite, apart
from that they formed commensurate solids at low densities and triangular
incommensurate structures at higher ones [NME77; NMP80; SS82]. Afterwards, some specific-heat measurements [WF84; FW85; Mot86; Fre89;
FW86; Wie+87] brought to light information about the commensurateincommensurate transitions and allowed drawing their full phase diagrams.
In 1990, a neutron diffraction study [Fre+90] of D2 adsorbed on graphite
corroborated all those previous results and revealed the existence of new
commensurate phases for that particular hydrogen isotope. A full quantum Monte Carlo calculation was able to reproduce that very complicated
phase diagram by describing the stability regions of all the experimental
phases [CCG12].
A new graphite-related structure was found in 2004, when K. Novoselov
and A. Geim

1

[Nov+04; Nov+05] were able to experimentally isolate one

of the multiple layers that constitute graphite. This new carbon form was
called graphene, and nowadays it is a hot research topic because its extraordinary optical, electronic and mechanical properties. For instance,
electron transport in graphene is described by a Dirac-like equation, what
allows the experimental study of relativistic quantum phenomena [Gei09].
Another source of interest is its behaviour as adsorbent, specially in comparison to that of graphite. In particular, since its own nature makes
graphene a weaker adsorbent than graphite, one might expect changes in
the phase diagrams of quantum gases on the single-layer structure. Unfortunately, no experiments have been done in the topic yet. However, there
1

Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov were awarded with the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 2010, “for ground-breaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene”.
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is a wealth of theoretical works both at finite [KC12; Hap+13] and zero
temperatures [GB09; GB10; CCG12]. The main conclusion of all these
works is that graphene behaves essentially in the same way as graphite.
The main difference is an almost-constant offset in the adsorbate energies
that depends on the particular quantum gas studied. In particular, no new
stable quantum liquid at T=0K was found.

Figure 2: Graphene structure. c

The search for such a stable liquid led to the study of quantum gases
adsorbed on graphene-related compounds, in particular, graphane. In this
structure, all the four carbon bonds are saturated with the formation of
C-H covalent links. Several allotropes of graphane have been theoretically
predicted, but only one of them (the C-graphane) has been experimentally
obtained. Two other forms of graphane have been predicted to be stable (B-graphane and W-graphane [SCB07; Cad+10]), but have not been
produced yet. Unfortunately, quantum Monte Carlo simulations [CC+13]
indicate that no new stable liquid was possible for H2 . In this dissertation
we study the phase diagram of D2 on graphane, in a direct continuation
of those calculations.

19
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Figure 3: Bose-Einstein condensate (GNIST/JILA/CU-Boulder). c

Optical lattices.
In 1995, the realization of a Bose Einstein condensate (BEC) in an
ultra-cold dilute atomic vapor, with properties close to those predicted by
Einstein, 2 was achieved for the first time by Cornell, Wieman and coworkers using 87 Rb atoms [And+95]. A few months later, a condensate of 23 Na
atoms was also obtained by Ketterle

3

and his group at MIT [Dav+95],

and only a couple of years later the same was done for lithium [Bra+95;
BSH97]. These accomplishments marked the beginning of the extremely
active research field of the study of ultracold atoms. A Bose–Einstein
condensate (BEC) is a macroscopic quantum state of matter in which a
large fraction of the total number of particles occupy a single quantum
state with zero momentum [Ann04]. Naively, one could think that creating a BEC simply requires to cool the sample until its de Broglie wave2

In 1924-1925, Einstein extending Bose’s previous ideas, predicted theoretically
the Bose-Einstein condensation phenomenon, whereby a gas of noninteracting bosonic
atoms will, below a certain temperature, suddenly develop a macroscopic population in
the lowest energy quantum state.
3
In 2001, Eric A. Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle and Carl E. Wieman were awarded
with the Nobel Prize in Physics “for the achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation in
dilute gases of alkali atoms, and for early fundamental studies of the properties of the
condensates"
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lenght, λdB = 2π~2 /mkB T

2

, is comparable to the interatomic separation

[Ket01]. However, without any other constraints, the gas would follow its
favourite mechanism to form a conventional liquid or solid. To avoid this
and guarantee the condensate, extremely low densities are required. Experimentally this is done by cooling and trapping the atoms using lasers
and/or magnetic traps. The strength of the atom-atom interactions can
be manipulated by changing the magnetic field intensity in the proximity
of a Feshbach resonance [Chi+10].

Figure 4: Sketch of a two-dimensional optical lattice. c

One of the ways in which a set of ultracold atoms can be trapped is by
a pair of laser beams interfering to create a standing wave. The intensity
of the electric field created by such a pair varies periodically in space, a
change that is “seen” by a neutral atom as a set of periodically distributed
potential wells. An optical lattice is a regular pattern of those potential
minima, with a geometry determined by the configuration of the lasers,
and a lattice depth tunable by altering the laser intensity. When loaded
with neutral atoms, an optical lattice is a good candidate to analogically
“simulate” strong interacting quantum systems, due to the excellent control
over nearly all the experimental parameters that define it [BDZ08]. This
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also has applications in the field of quantum information.
The simplest theoretical model one can use to describe the behaviour
of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice is the Hubbard model. This was
originally developed to describe electrons (fermions) in narrow conduction
bands [Hub63], and it is the simplest model for interacting particles in a
discrete lattice. Fisher et al. [Fis+89] used this very same model applied
to bosons (now the Bose-Hubbard model) to find that a set of particles
with short-range repulsive interactions moving in a periodic external potential had two different phases: a superfluid and a Mott insulator, this
last one only at commensurate densities. In the presence of disorder we
have also a “Bose glass". But it would not be until 1998, that Jaksch established the equivalence of the full continuous Hamiltonian describing a set of
atoms loaded in a deep optical lattice and the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
[Jak+98]. With that insight, Greiner observed a Mott insulator phase
of

87 Rb

atoms in a three-dimensional optical lattice potential [Gre+02].

However, this resounding success implied that from there on, virtually all
the experimental data on optical lattices were modelled by a Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian, even though the approximation was only valid within certain
limits. In this dissertation we solve the Schrödinger equations including
the full Hamiltonian, finding phase diagrams appreciably different from
the Bose-Hubbard ones.
Numerical Methods.
As indicated above, it is impossible to solve analytically the Schrödinger equations that describe the systems we are interested in. To circumvent
this problem, different numerical methods have been devised to obtain approximated solutions with increasing accuracy. The simplest way to attack
these problems is to use a mean-field (MF) ansatz, that transforms the full
set of many-body interactions into an effective external field, common for

22
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(a) Superfluid phase.

(b) Mott insulator.

Figure 5: Optical lattice. c

all particles constituting the system. The primitive many-body problem is
reduced to a set of similar one-body ones, easily solved. The main downside
of a naive application of the MF methods is that the correlations between
particles are not taken into consideration. A related possibility would be
considering the Hartree-Fock approximation [SA82] (for fermions) or the
Hartree one (for bosons), in which an effective external field acting on the
particles is self-consistently generated.
A more refined approach is given by the density functional theory
(DFT)(a full review can be found in [CMSY12; JG89]). Although DFT
is still a mean-field method, an energy functional with an arbitrary dependence on the particle density is introduced. The method estimates the
exact ground state energy by minimizing that functional. However, to
describe accurately the so-called exchange-correlation term of the energy
functional is no easy task. One of the most widely used approximations,
due to its simplicity, is the local-density approximation (LDA), based upon
the idea that the exchange-correlation functional only depends on the value
of the particle density at each point in space.
Going one step further, one could use quantum Monte Carlo methods (QMC), which are among the most accurate algorithms for obtaining
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the properties of quantum systems, since they consider explicitly correlations among particles. This category includes path integral quantum
Monte Carlo methods (PIMC), Green function Monte Carlo (GFMC) and
diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC).
Although Dirac was the first at suggesting a path integral formulation
of Quantum Mechanics [Dir45], it was Feynman who extensively developed
it [Fey48]. The PIMC method establishes a correspondence between a
quantum system in d dimensions and a classical problem described by
statistical mechanics in d + 1 dimensions, where the extra-dimension can
be understood as an imaginary time. PIMC is the method of choice to
compute the properties of a quantum system at finite temperatures (a
good review can be found in [Cep95]).
Both GFMC and DMC provide, in principle, exact results for the
ground state energy of a system of bosons [And02; Kal62]. DMC takes
advantage of the similarity between the Schrödinger equation and a generalized diffusion equation to obtain the ground state of a system of quantum
particles by simulating a classical diffusion process (details can be found
in Section 1.3). DMC and GMFC should provide exactly the same results,
but the latter implies the direct sampling of the complete Green function
describing the set of atoms, something that can be cumbersome [CM07].
That is the reason why we employ DMC instead.

Objectives

To study the properties of confined systems at very low temperatures we
will solve the full Schrödinger equations derived from Hamiltonians with
as little simplification as possible. The numerical technique which will be
used is diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), a variety of quantum Monte Carlo
which has the advantage over other approaches of considering explicitly the
correlation between particles. As we will see below, the DMC algorithm is
proficient at obtaining the ground state of a system of bosons, what means
that our results will be strictly valid only at zero temperature, and only
an approximation, albeit a very good one, in the low temperature regime
at which the experiments are done.
In the first part of this dissertation, we will be dealing with ortho-D2
physisorbed on the novel material graphane (Publication 1 in Part III).
This work is the continuation of a previous set of simulations carried out
for para-H2 on the same substrate (Publication 6 in Part V). Graphane
can be seen as the result of the full hydrogenation of graphene with the
creation of a fourth C-H bond besides the three C-C links that join each
carbon to its neighbours. This creates a carbon skeleton with hydrogen
atoms pointing alternatively up and down from the sp3 hybridized carbons (versus the sp2 hybridization of the graphene ones) that constitute
the two-dimensional framework of graphane. The fact that the two dimensional lattices defined by the hydrogen atoms (bound covalently to
the carbons) does not have the same symmetry as the underlying carbon
24
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skeleton (the first a triangular-like and the second a non-flat hexagonal
network) makes the study of the physisorption of molecular hydrogen isotopes on these structures interesting from a theoretical point of view. The
primitive objective was to explore the possibility of finding a quasi-two dimensional stable liquid phase for any kind of bosonic molecular hydrogen
on this novel substrate. Given the weakness of the H-H2 or H-D2 interactions, one could conceive some hopes for a new reduced-dimensionality
liquid. Unfortunately, as we will see below, those hopes were not fulfilled.
The second part is related to neutral atoms loaded in optical lattices.
Up to now, nearly all the theoretical studies in the field were done using
either mean field theory, which does not take into account correlations
between particles, or solving the Bose-Hubbard model, which gives an
approximate description of the physics of interacting bosons on a lattice.
Bose-Hubbard model assumes the particles only to be on discrete positions,
coinciding with the minima of the optical lattice wells and interactions
between particles in the same site or with those in a neighbour one. In
the last few years, and due to the excellent control of all the variables
involved in the experimental setups, optical lattices have proven to be great
platforms for testing the predictions of the BH model. However, there are
circumstances in which atoms in optical lattices are not well described
by such a discrete Hamiltonian. We propose to describe accurately the
system, which means to consider a continuous model, i.e. our particles are
allowed to move in all the phase space accessible to the system.
Thus, in this part of the work, our objective was to calculate the phase
diagrams of ultracold bosons in quasi-one dimensional optical lattices in a
variety of settings (homogeneous, harmonically confined in the z-direction
and disordered) to check the range of experimental parameters in which
we have to resort to a full continuous Hamiltonian to describe the actual
behaviour of those systems. In this, the interactions between the particles and the external potential that defines the optical lattice are treated
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exactly. We assume the interparticle interaction to be described by a hardsphere potential, whose s-wave scattering function provides a reasonable
approximation to the scattering function of any short-range potential. The
validity of this approach is based in the fact that the s-wave part of the
scattering function is the only relevant contribution for very dilute atomic
systems at low energies.
Considering all this, we present in Publication 2 (Part III), a realistic
description of a quasi-one dimensional optical lattice. This means that the
optical lattice is defined only in the z-direction with a harmonic confinement in the xy plane. There, we will estimate the value of the potential
depth for which the superfluid-Mott insulator is observed, in terms of the
experimental variables. We will also check the range of validity of the
Bose-Hubbard model. In order to go a step further in the theoretical description of this type of systems, in Publication 3 (Part III), we will add
a confinement in the direction of the optical lattice, as in the real experimental setups. We will explore under what conditions a Mott insulator
region with superfluid zones surrounding it appear (the so called “wedding
cake” structures), calculating the state diagrams for different values of the
longitudinal frequency. Finally, in Publication 4 (Part III) we will look at
disordered optical lattices. There, we will find the third phase predicted
by [Fis+89], a Bose glass. We will see that the properties of this phase
compare favourably to the one found experimentally for the same setup
[Fal+07].

“Mathematics began to seem too much like puzzle solving. Physics is puzzle solving, too, but
of puzzles created by nature, not by the mind of
man”.
Maria Goeppert-Mayer

Part II:
Theoretical Framework
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CHAPTER

1
Computational techniques

The time evolution of the state of a many-particle quantum system is
determined by its Schrödinger equation:
~ t)
∂Ψ(R,
~ t),
= ĤΨ(R,
(1.1)
∂t

~ = ~r1 , ~r2 , ..., ~rNp , the set of the three-dimensional
that depends on R
i~

coordinates of the Np particles that constitute the system. Ĥ stands for the
~ t) is the wavefunction, the most complete
Hamiltonian operator, and Ψ(R,
description that can be given of any many body arrangement. ~ is the
Planck’s constant. Thus, to solve the Schrödinger equation is to obtain
the complete set of different wavefunctions that fulfil the condition given in
Eq.(1.1). Fortunately, for a time-independent Hamiltonian we can write,
~ t) = φ(R)ψ(t),
~
Ψ(R,

(1.2)

in order to consider only stationary states with ψ(t) = e−iEt/~ . This
reduces Eq.(1.1) to its time-independent counterpart
~ = Eφ(R),
~
Ĥφ(R)

28

(1.3)
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1.1. Monte Carlo Methods

which has the form of an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. Each of those
~ define a state of the system characterized by its energy, E. We will
φ(R)’s
focus on obtaining the ground state, i.e., the wavefunction associated with
~ is expected to afford a
the lowest energy, E0 . That wavefunction, φ0 (R),
reasonable description of our many body systems due to the extremely low
temperatures of the experimental setups.
From that ground state wavefunction we can calculate the expectation
value of any other operator Ô we may be interested in, via,
R
~
|φ0 |2 ÔdR
hφ0 | Ô |φ0 i
hÔi =
= R
~
hφ0 |φ0 i
|φ0 |2 dR

(1.4)

Thus, to fully describe a many body quantum system we would require:
first, to solve an eigenvalue equation (something that in general is extraordinarily difficult) and secondly, to calculate a high dimensional integral.

1.1

Monte Carlo Methods

A Monte Carlo algorithm

1

is any procedure that involves the use of ran-

dom numbers or a random sampling to obtain a solution for a given mathematical or numerical problem. A classical introductory example is the
estimate of the value of π through the calculation of the ratio between the
area of a circle and that of a square whose side is twice as much as the
circle’s radius. A particular instance of this is depicted in Fig. 1.1, for a
circle enclosed in a square of those characteristics. In this example, the
area of the square is 4, while the area of the circle is π, making the above
mentioned ratio π/4.
We can obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of π/4 by drawing on the square
1

Monte Carlo methods owes its name to Monte Carlo Casino in Monaco, a name
suggested by N. Metropolis [Met87] when S. Ulam and J. Von Neumann, developers of
the method, were looking for a name in 1947.
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Figure 1.1: Computing π with Monte Carlo. c

N points of coordinates (x, y), with each coordinate randomly distributed
in the range [-1:1]. Then, we calculate the ratio of the number of points
that fall into the circle, Nc (red points in Fig. 1.1), with respect to the
total number of points drawn. We find then, that Nc /N = π/4.

1.1.1

Monte Carlo integration

Monte Carlo integration uses random numbers to calculate definite integrals. It can be seen as the natural extension of the procedure to compute
areas, since those calculations can be rephrased in terms of one-dimensional
definite integrals. For instance,
I=

Z

b

f (x)dx,

(1.5)

a

can interpreted as the area under f (x) in the [a, b] interval. As such, it can
be evaluated by using a regular grid. Unfortunately, that becomes nearly
impossible for higher-dimensional integrals since as the dimensionality d
of the space increases, the number of grid points rises as N d [Ham+94].
Instead, we can choose randomly a set of points {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } ∈ [a, b].
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Then, an estimate of the integral is given by,
N

b−aX
I∼
f (xi )
N

(1.6)

i=1

In the limit N → ∞, this procedure will give us the exact value of I.
However, this approach can be very inefficient and a waste of effort. Its

weak point is that, if we draw the set of x’s coordinates in a purely random
way, we will have that at least certain fraction of the corresponding f (xi )’s
are too small to contribute appreciably to the integral. In order to improve
the efficiency of the method, Monte Carlo method usually resorts to the
importance sampling technique.
Importance sampling
The idea behind importance sampling is to consider in Eq.(1.6) only the
xi coordinates with non-negligible values for their f (xi ) counterparts. The
idea is illustrated in the example given in Ref. [FS02]: Imagine we want
to measure the depth of the river Nile using a Monte Carlo method. In
principle, there are two different ways of doing this. The first one is to
use a set of random points uniformly distributed in Africa. Intuitively, we
can see that in this case we will have to consider an enormous amount of
points, since the river Nile comprises a tiny fraction of the whole continent.
The second option is to select only the points that we know a priori to be
on the Nile and calculate the depth only on those. Obviously, this is a
more sensible approach.
In general, to implement an importance sampling procedure we have
to define a function ω(x), reasonably similar to f (x) in the range [a, b] in
Rb
which we want to perform the integral. In addition, we make a ω(x)dx = 1,
what means that f /ω is approximately constant in the considered interval.
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Then, we can rewrite Eq.(1.6) in terms of ω(x)
I=

Z

b

f (x)dx =

Z

b

a

a




f (x)
ω(x)
dx
ω(x)

(1.7)

and consequently, the integral I can be estimated as
N

I∼

b − a X f (xi )
N
ω(xi )

(1.8)

i=1

by drawing the xi ’s from an ω(x) distribution instead of using an uniformly random one. This procedure can be easily generalized for multidimensional integrals and distributions.

1.2

How to solve the Schrödinger equation

It is well known that Eq.(1.3) can be solved analytically only in a few
cases, for instance, when a particle is confined in a box or by a harmonic
external potential. In the vast majority of systems, especially in those
in which we have an ensemble of particles interacting with each other, we
have to resort to approximate methods. One of the most universally used is
the variational method, that allows us to obtain an estimate of the ground
state energy from a reasonable guess for the ground state wavefunction.
The variational method is a particular application to Quantum Mechanics
of the more general variational principle. Fermat was the first scientist in
developing and formalizing this idea, in his famous principle of least time
in geometrical optics.

1.2.1

Variational Methods

In Quantum Mechanics, given a Hamiltonian Ĥ, and any well-behaved
~ which satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem,
wave function φ(R)

1.2. How to solve the Schrödinger equation
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the variational method states that the expectation value of the energy, Ev ,
is an upper bound of the ground state energy, E0 .
E0 ≤ Ev =

hφ| Ĥ |φi
hφ|φi

(1.9)

In practice, the direct application of this principle implies the use of
~ which depends on some variational parameters,
a trial function ΦT (R)
{λ1 , λ2 , ...}, adjustable via the minimization of the energy,
Z

~ ∗ (R)
~ ĤΦT (R)
~
dRΦ
T
hΦT | Ĥ |ΦT i
Z
Ev [λ1 , λ2 , ...] =
.
=
hΦT |ΦT i
~ ∗ (R)Φ
~ T (R)
~
dRΦ
T

(1.10)

An example will be given in Section 2.2. If we rewrite the value of the
variational energy (1.10) in an importance sampled form
Ev =

Z

~
dR

~ 2
~
|ΦT (R)|
ĤΦT (R)
,
R
~
~ T (R)|
~ 2
ΦT (R)
dR|Φ

(1.11)

we can identify a probability distribution function
~ =R
ρ(R)

~ 2
|ΦT (R)|
,
~ T (R)|
~ 2
dR|Φ

(1.12)

and express Eq.(1.11) in terms of it
Ev =
~ =
with EL (R)

~
ĤΦT (R)
~ ,
ΦT (R)

Z

~ L (R)ρ(
~ R).
~
dRE

(1.13)

a quantity known as the local energy. This last

equation is similar to Eq.(1.7), what means that Ev can be calculated in
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the following form,
Ev =

N
1 X
~ i ),
EL (R
N

(1.14)

i=1

~ i ) that depends
i.e., as an average of N values of the local energy EL (R
~ i , drawn from the distribution ρ(R).
~ It
on a set of particle coordinates, R
~ is the eigenvector corresponding
should be emphasized here that if ΦT (R)
~ = E0 for any R
~ i . This means that if we
to the ground state of Ĥ, EL (R)
~ i ) used to calculate Ev , the
calculate the variance of the values of EL (R
result will be zero. In practice, ΦT rarely is an eigenfunction of Ĥ, but the
closest ΦT is to Φ0 , the less variance the set of EL values used in Eq.(1.14)
has [Ham+94]. Fig. 1.2 gives us an example of a low-variance local energy
series.
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Figure 1.2: Energy using a variational (red squares) and a diffusion (green
circles) Monte Carlo methods as a function of the number of simulation
steps. The system comprises 5 bosons interacting via a repulsive contact
potential confined in a harmonic trap.

The variational principle does not specify the form of ΦT , but in ad-
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dition to satisfy the boundary conditions on the problem, the trial wavefunction should also fulfil the so called cusp condition. This is a weak form
of the exact ground-state solution property,
~
Ĥφ0 (R)
= E0 ,
~
φ0 (R)

(1.15)

~ coordinates. The cusp condition states that
which is valid for any set of R
~
ĤΦT (R)
< ∞,
~
ΦT (R)

(1.16)

which is the minimal requirement that the trial wavefunction should satisfy
in the vicinity of the divergences of the potential to keep the local energy
finite everywhere. That is to say, the kinetic energy compensates the
divergences in the potential energy.

1.2.2

Metropolis Monte Carlo Method

To actually calculate Ev from Eq.(1.14) we need a practical recipe to draw
~
coordinates distributed as ρ(R).
This can be done using a Metropolis
Monte Carlo algorithm, a technique by which one can generate a sequence
of sets of the Np atomic positions each of them called a walker, in such a
way that the underlying probability distribution converges asymptotically
~ The series so produced is called a Markov chain.
to ρ(R).
The Markov chain is created using a random walk in coordinate space.
~ i , and change
In a Markov chain we start from an arbitrary initial state R
~ f , with a probability determined by the transition mait into another, R
~ f |R
~ i ). This matrix is positive
trix between those two configurations, M (R

semidefinite,

~ f |R
~ i) ≥ 0
M (R

(1.17)

since its elements represent a probability and it must also be normalized
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as,

X
~f
R

~ f |R
~ i ) = 1.
M (R

(1.18)

Furthermore, M satisfies the stationary condition
X
i

~ f |R
~ i )ρ(R
~ i ) = ρ(R
~f)
M (R

~f,
∀R

(1.19)

although, in practice, a stricter constraint is imposed, the detailed balance
condition,
~ f |R
~ i )ρ(R
~ i ) = M (R
~ i |R
~ f )ρ(R
~ f ).
M (R

(1.20)

For practical purposes, M is constructed as the product of a matrix T (the
trial step probability matrix) by an acceptance matrix [Thi07], A, i.e.,
~ f |R
~ i ) = T (R
~ f |R
~ i )A(R
~ f |R
~ i ).
M (R

(1.21)

Rewriting Eq.(1.20) in terms of A and T , and reordering:
~ i |R
~ f )ρ(R
~f)
~ f |R
~ i)
T (R
A(R
=
.
~ i |R
~f)
~ f |R
~ i )ρ(R
~ i)
A(R
T (R

(1.22)

Unfortunately, for a given choice of T , there are infinite definitions of A
that satisfy the above equation. We will use the standard one defined by
Metropolis et al,
(

~ ~
~
~ f |R
~ i ) = min 1, T (Ri |Rf )ρ(Rf )
A(R
~ f |R
~ i )ρ(R
~ i)
T (R

)

,

(1.23)

~ does
because it maximizes the acceptance. Worth mentioning is that ρ(R)
not require to be normalized. With all those ingredients we can, in practice,
generate a Markov chain using a generalized Metropolis algorithm and a
set of walkers by following these steps:
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~ (in our case, the one given by Eq.(1.12), that in turn
• Define ρ(R)
depends on ΦT ) and the transition probability matrix, T .

• Repeat the following to create the elements of the Markov chain.
~ i , that includes the coordi– Choose an initial configuration, R
nates of the Np particles of the system.
~ 0 , from T (R
~ 0 |R
~ i ).
– Draw a candidate for a new position, R
– Calculate q =

~ R
~ 0 )ρ(R
~ 0)
T (Ri,
.
0
~
~
~
T (R ,Ri )ρ(Ri )

– Accept or reject the new set of coordinates with probability
q. This is done by picking a random number, χ, in the range
[0, 1]. If χ < q, the move is accepted and the future position
~f = R
~ 0 . Otherwise, the move is rejected and R
~f = R
~ i.
is R
~ 0 s constitutes a new step in the
In both cases, the set of all R
f

Markov chain, and depends only on the previous element of the
sequence.
~ f ), i.e., average that magnitude
– Calculate the local energy, EL (R
over all the walkers that correspond to an specific point of the
Markov chain.
• Calculate Ev from Eq.(1.14) using the values of EL so produced.
The direct application of this recipe could give some problems, though.
Since one can use any initial configuration, it can produce values of the
local energy significatively different for the initial and final steps of the
Markov sequence. To avoid that, a variable number of the initial steps are
usually not considered to calculate the final energy average. That number
of Monte Carlo steps rejected is found by a trial-and-error procedure in
which we keep the segment of the Markov chain whose values of the local
energy are close enough to each other for the entire set to have a small
variance. A practical example of this can be seen in Fig. 1.2, where we
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~ clearly
can see that the first elements of the series give us values for EL (R)
different from the ones further down in the sequence. In this example, we
dropped the first 100 values of this magnitude to find the proper energy
averages.
Even though we did not use directly the variational Monte Carlo method
in our calculations, it constituted a first step, since the trial functions we
employed in the diffusion Monte Carlo scheme (see below) contained several constants whose values were optimized variationally. This means that
we performed several simulations with fixed values for each of those constants, and kept the ones giving the lowest energies for further optimization
with DMC.

1.3

Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)

The diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) method is a more refined technique than
its variational counterpart. Its use is specially convenient when we want to
calculate the ground state energy of a system, E0 . DMC is not based on
the variational principle and, in theory, it does not rely on the quality of
the trial function to obtain accurate results, even though the convergence
rate of the practical version of the method is strongly influenced by the
particular function chosen. DMC takes advantage of the analogy between
the imaginary form of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and a diffusion equation for finding solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger
equation. This means that we can calculate the properties of a collection of interacting quantum mechanical particles by simulating a classical
diffusion process.
We state again the form of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
(1.1):
i~

~ t)
∂Ψ(R,
~ t),
= ĤΨ(R,
∂t

(1.24)
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~ t), can be written in terms of the same
if Ĥ does not depend on time, Ψ(R,
wavefunction at some previous time, t0 :
~ t) = Û(t, t0 )Ψ(R,
~ t0 )
Ψ(R,

(1.25)



where Û(t, t0 ) = exp −iĤ(t − t0 )/~ is the time evolution operator of the

system. If we make the change to imaginary time, τ = it, also known as
Wick rotation, the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (1.24) transforms
into,
−~

∂Ψ
~2 2
~
=−
∇ Ψ + V (R)Ψ.
∂τ
2m

(1.26)

Accordingly, the evolution operator is


Û(τ ) = exp −Ĥ(τ − τ0 )/~

(1.27)

which implies a formal solution of the form,


~ τ ) = exp −Ĥ(τ − τ0 )/~ Ψ(R,
~ τ0 ).
Ψ(R,

(1.28)

~ τ0 ) at τ0 = 0, Ψ(R,
~ 0), in terms of the
Expanding the initial state of Ψ(R,
~ of Ĥ, we have
eigenvectors φk (R)
~ 0) =
Ψ(R,

∞
X

~
ck φk (R),

(1.29)

k=1

with k labelling the different eigenstates of the system. We insert now that
expression in (1.28), to end up with
~ τ) =
Ψ(R,

∞
X
k=0



Ek τ
~
ck φk (R) exp −
~

(1.30)

where Ek are the corresponding eigenvalues to each φk in the time-independent
Schrödinger equation (1.3). At this point, we perform a trivial, but method-
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ologically decisive shift of the energy scale by changing V (R) → V (R)−ET
and Ek → Ek − ET . This leads (1.26) to:
−~

h
i
∂Ψ
~2 2
~ − ET Ψ,
=−
∇ Ψ + V (R)
∂τ
2m

(1.31)

converting Eq.(1.30) into
~ τ) =
Ψ(R,

∞
X
k=0



E
−
E
T
k
~ exp −
ck φk (R)
τ .
~

(1.32)

Since E0 < E1 ≤ E2 ≤ ..., for τ → ∞:
~ τ ) diverges exponentially fast.
• if ET > E0 , Ψ(R,
~ τ ) vanish exponentially fast.
• if ET < E0 , Ψ(R,
~ τ ) → c0 φ0 (R).
~
• if ET = E0 , Ψ(R,
This is, for sufficiently large τ ,

the only eigenvector that survives, since the excited states decrease
~ τ ) converges asympexponentially fast with τ . In other words, Ψ(R,
totically to the ground state wavefunction.

This behaviour is the basis of the method, since for ET = E0 , and
~ 0), if c0 is not too small, Ψ(R,
~ τ)
irrespectively of the initial choice of Ψ(R,
~ However, this only
will converge to the ground state wavefunction φ0 (R).
~ 0) and φ0 (R).
~ Since
happens if there is a significant overlap between Ψ(R,
the ground state wavefunction of a bosonic system has no nodes, this
requirement is always fulfilled when the constituents of the system are
bosons. This means that in practice, choosing a positive definite initial
~ is
wavefunction centred in a region of space where we know that φ0 (R)
large enough will be sufficient for the DMC algorithm to work.
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Importance sampling in DMC

To solve Eq.(1.31) numerically by a computer simulation, it is crucial to
use the importance sampling technique to reduce the statistical fluctuations
[BC94]. To do so, let us start by defining
~ τ ) = Ψ(R,
~ τ )ΨT (R)
~
f (R,

(1.33)

~ is again a trial function, a function that, as in the variational
where ΨT (R)
method, describes reasonably well a particular stationary solution of the
Schrödinger equation (in DMC context, usually the ground state). In other
~ and φ0 (R)
~ is expected to be
words, the overlap of the trial function ΨT (R)
different from zero, the cusp and boundary conditions are fulfilled and the
symmetries of the problem are taken into consideration 2 . For simplicity,
we will use from now on natural units (~ = m = 1). Rewriting Eq.(1.31)
in terms of f ,
"
#
~ T)
~ ∇Ψ
~ T
∂f
1
f ∇2 ΨT
2f (∇ψ
∇f
2
−
=− ∇ f −2
−
+
+ (V − ET ) f.
∂τ
2
ΨT
ΨT
Ψ2T
(1.34)
We define the quantum force as,
~
~ = 2∇ΨT ,
F~Q (R)
ΨT

(1.35)

which effectively plays the role of a velocity field. In this picture of a
diffusive process, the effect of the quantum force is to do the walkers getting
2
As we said before, this procedure is strictly valid for a bosonic system, however, it
~ τ )ΨT (R)
~ ≥ 0 in Eq.(1.33). This
can be generalized for a fermionic system when Ψ(R,
~ τ ) and ΨT (R)
~ change sign together and thus share the
is the same as saying that Ψ(R,
same nodes [Ham+94]. From the point of view of the simulation this forces the nodes
~ τ ) to be those of ΨT (R),
~ and rejects the move of any walker that attempts
of Ψ(R,
to cross a node of Ψ. This approximation is known as fixed-node Diffusion Monte
Carlo(FN-DMC) technique and it is the one we used in Publication 8 in Part V.
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~
away from those regions of the phase space with small values of ΨT (R).
Eq.(1.34) in terms of F~Q becomes
−

1
1~ ~
∂f
~ − ET )f,
= − ∇2 f + ∇(f
FQ ) + (EL (R)
∂τ
2
2

(1.36)

~ is the local energy
where EL (R)
EL =
Eq.(1.36)

3

ĤΨT
1 ∇2 ΨT
=−
+ V̂
ΨT
2 ΨT

(1.37)

can be rewritten as
−



∂f
= K̂ + V̂ − ET f,
∂τ

(1.38)

K̂, V̂ being the generalized kinetic energy and potential operators. Those
can be defined as:

1
1
~ +∇
~ F~Q ))
K̂ = − ∇2 + (F~Q · ∇
2
2

(1.39)

~
V̂ = EL (R).

(1.40)

The formal solution for Eq.(1.38) is,
~ 0 , τ + ∆τ ) =
f (R
3

Z

~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ )f (R,
~ τ )dR
~
G(R

(1.41)

Observe that this is a pure Fokker-Planck equation with an additional term:
∂ρ(x, t)
∂
∂2
=
Dρ(x, t) −
(µ(x, t)ρ(x, t))
∂t
∂x2
∂x

ρ(x, t) corresponds to the probability density, D is the diffusion coefficient, and µ(x, t),
the drift force.
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with
 

 E
D
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ) = R
~ 0 exp − K̂ + V̂ − ET ∆τ R
~
G(R

(1.42)

the time-dependent Green’s function. DMC algorithms rely on reasonable
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ) for small values of the time step, ∆τ ,
approximations of G(R
~ τ → ∞) by means of successive
to obtain the asymptotic solution f (R,
~ τ ) can be interpreted, in case of
iterations of Eq.(1.41). Notice that f (R,
it being positive-definite, as a density distribution that guides the set of
walkers through the configuration space.
Obviously, to apply Eq.(1.41), one has to have a definite expression
for the Green function. This means to solve the Schrödinger equation for
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ), i.e. [Ham+94],
G(R
−

~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ )
∂G(R
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ),
= ĤG(R
∂τ

(1.43)

~ τ ), However, to solve Eq.(1.43) is rather
and apply the result on f (R,
difficult for any of the Hamiltonians we will be dealing with. So, to avoid
that problem, we approximated the complete Green function by splitting
it up in smaller pieces using the short time approximation.

1.3.2

Short time approximation

If ∆τ is small enough, we can express Eq.(1.42) as a factorized product of
individual Green’s functions,
G = e−(K̂+V̂−ET )∆τ ∼ GRW GDrif t GB ,

(1.44)

with
1

GRW = e 2 ∇
1

2 ∆τ

~ ~

,

GDrif t = e− 2 ∇·FQ ∆τ

(1.45)
(1.46)
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and,
GB = e−(EL −ET )∆τ .

(1.47)

The error involved in this approximation, G ∼ GRW GDrif t GB , is of the

order of O(∆τ 2 ), which is negligible if ∆τ is small enough. We used this

linear decomposition but other options, as the quadratic division used in

Refs. [BC94; Gua98] are possible. In any case, if the total Green function
we calculate is accurate up to order O(∆τ 2 ), the corresponding energies are

correct up to O(∆τ ) [Gua98]. This means that, since we used in this work

a linear algorithm the energy should be accurate up to E(∆τ ). However,
as it is shown in Fig. 1.3, the inclusion of a Metropolis step allows us to
improve the accuracy up to E(∆τ 2 ) (see below).
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Figure 1.3: Energy results in terms of ∆τ for the same system as in Fig.
1.2, with a coupling constant five times stronger. Red circles, results
including a Metropolis step in our algorithm; blue squares, without it.
Notice that the red circles follow a quadratic behaviour with respect ∆τ ,
while the blue squares show a linear trend.

We have now to find expressions for GRW , GDrif t , and GB , by solving
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their corresponding differential equations.

1.3.3

Random Walk

The first of those differential equations is,
−

∂GRW
1
= − ∇2 GRW ,
∂τ
2

(1.48)

that can be seen as a classical diffusion equation and whose solution is a
Gaussian function. For example, for a single particle going from x → x0 in
a one-dimensional system, we have,
0

GRW (x , x, ∆τ ) = (2π∆τ )

−1/2

exp



−(x0 − x)2
2∆τ



,

(1.49)

that for Np particles in three dimensions transforms into
~0

~ ∆τ ) = (2π∆τ )
GRW (R , R,

1.3.4

−3Np /2

exp

~ 0 − R)
~ 2
−(R
2∆τ

!

.

(1.50)

Drift

The second term involved in Eq.(1.44), modifies the diffusion process by a
drift given by F~Q . The corresponding differential equation is now,
−

i
∂GDrif t
1 ~ h~ ~0
= ∇
F
(
R
)G
Q
0
Drif
t
~
∂τ
2 R

(1.51)

whose solution is [VR86],
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ) = δ(R
~ 0 (τ + ∆τ ) − R(τ
~ ))
GDrif t (R

(1.52)

~ ) verifying
with R(τ
~ )
dR(τ
1
~ ))
= F~Q (R(τ
dτ
2

(1.53)
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~
~ i , the walkers’ initial coordinate set. If we assume that F~Q
and R(0)
=R
remains essentially constant during the interval ∆τ (something true only
in the limit ∆τ → 0), we have
~ + ∆τ ) = R(τ
~ ) + 1 F~Q (R)∆τ,
~
R(τ
2

(1.54)

i.e., from a practical point of view, GDrif t displaces each walker a distance
1~
~
FQ (R)∆τ
.
2

1.3.5

Branching

The third term in Eq.(1.44) comes from the differential equation,
−

∂GB
~ − ET )GB
= −(EL (R)
∂τ

(1.55)

which can be solved simply by integration to give,
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ) = GBF δ(R
~ −R
~ 0)
GB ( R

(1.56)

with GBF the branching factor, defined as
"

GBF = exp −

~ 0 ) + EL (R)
~
EL (R
− ET
2

!

#

∆τ .

(1.57)

The branching factor is a scalar that is related to the probability of the
~ →R
~ 0 . On the other hand, GBF can be interpreted as weight
transition R

~ 0.
assigned to a given walker, R

The use of the short time approximation implies that we will only
get accurate results after extrapolating to ∆τ → 0. This means that, in

principle, we will need to perform simulations at smaller and smaller ∆τ
and extrapolate the results to the ∆τ → 0 limit.
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1.3.6

Diffusion Monte Carlo practical algorithm

~ τ ) we consider an entire ensemble
As indicated above, to describe f (R,
of configurations, a set that will evolve following the prescriptions of the
DMC algorithm. At the beginning of the procedure, we will distribute
independently this set of walkers (containing each Np particle positions)
inside the simulation cell. It can be done randomly, or placing those par~ the square of the trial
ticles with a probability proportional to Ψ2T (R),
function. In any case, that initial election should not change the results of
our calculations. After that, we compute the local energy as the average
~
value of those EL (R)’s
over all the walkers’ positions and set ET . This
approximation to the value of E0 should not change the quality of the final
data either. From there, we proceeded by following these steps:
~
1. Calculate the quantum force, F~Q (R).
~ to R
~ 0 by changing the position of the Np particles of each
2. Go from R
walker by applying a random displacement, ξ, drawn from the Gaussian distribution defined by Eq.(1.50), and add a correction given by
~0 = R
~ + ξ + 1 F~Q (R)∆τ.
~
the quantum force, i.e. R
There is a problem,
2

though. The Green function solution of Eq.(1.51) does not fulfil the
detailed balance condition
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ) 6= GDrif t (R,
~ R
~ 0 , ∆τ ),
GDrif t (R

(1.58)

~
what makes necessary to impose it by accepting the change from R
~ 0 only with probability
to R
~ →R
~ 0 , ∆τ ) = min(1, W (R
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ ))
A(R

(1.59)

~ 0 )|2 G(R
~ 0 , R,
~ ∆τ )
|ΨT (R
~ 2 G(R,
~ R
~ 0 , ∆τ )
|ΨT (R)|

(1.60)

with
W (R0 , R, ∆τ ) =
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and G given by (1.44). To force on the system this requirement
has also an additional bonus: it improves the convergence of the
energy from O(∆τ ) to O(∆τ 2 ) [Thi07], as it can be seen in Fig. 1.3.

Observe that this step would be unnecessary if G were the exact
Green’s function instead of an approximate one, since W (R0 , R, ∆τ )
would be unity [Rey+82].

~ 0 ); if you do not, calculate
3. If you accept the change, compute EL (R
~
EL (R)
4. Compute GBF from Eq.(1.57) for each of the walkers.
5. Create a new generation of walkers. To do so, assign a number of
copies, NR , between 0 and 3 to each walker

4

using the prescription

NR = min [int (GBF + χ) , 3], where χ is a uniform random number
in the interval [0,1]. If NR = 0 the walker is eliminated.
6. Update ET by computing the new average of the local energies of
the new configurations.
All these constitute a single Monte Carlo step. We have to repeat the
entire procedure to build a Markov chain from which we can get estimates
of the energy and other observables (see below). Alternatively, instead
of creating a new generation of walkers, we could keep their population
constant, keeping the value of GBF as a weight associated to each walker.
This is known as pure diffusion Monte Carlo [LH90; GS69]. The problem
is that at long simulation times, the cumulative weight of a walker can
contribute either negligible or with a very large value to the ground state
energy, creating numerical instabilities.
4

The limitation of having a maximum of 3 replicas avoids numerical instabilities of
the method, specially at the beginning, when ET can be very different from E0 . On the
other hand, it is completely negligible when the energy reaches a plateau.
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The use of a diffusion Monte Carlo method improves the value of the
ground state energy with respect to the results of a variational Monte Carlo
scheme that used the same trial function. An example of this can be seen
~ τ ) in Eq.(1.33)
in Fig. 1.2 for a simple system. The reason is that f (R,
is represented by a set of walkers whose number can change along the
simulation, as a consequence of the branching process. It improves the
~
approximation to the square of the real ground state function from Φ2 (R),
T

the one used in a variational approximation.

1.3.7

Pure and non-pure estimators

The primary output for a DMC calculation is the energy, estimated as the
~ (whose long-time distribution is f (R,
~ ∞)). That average
average of EL (R)

is given by,

hEL if

=

=
=

R

~ ∞)EL (R)d
~ R
~
f (R,
R
~ ∞)dR
~
f (R,
h
i
R
~
~ T (R)
~ HΨT (R)
~
Φ0 (R)Ψ
dR
~
ΨT (R)
R
~ T (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)Ψ
R
~ ĤΨT (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)
R
~ T (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)Ψ

= E0 ,

(1.61)

(1.62)
(1.63)
(1.64)

where for the last step we have to make use of the fact that the Hamiltonian
is a hermitian operator. Here, we have considered that the DMC algorithm
~ ∞) = Φ0 (R)Ψ
~ T (R),
~
is able to bias the walker distribution as to make f (R,
~ being the real ground state of the system under consideration. This
Φ0 (R)

means that what we obtain is the real value of the ground state energy,
and not only an upper limit as in the variational Monte Carlo case.
For other observables, the situation is a little bit different. Once we
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know the ground state of the system, one could calculate the expectation
value of any operator. For instance, for a generic operator, Ô, we have,
hÔi =

hΦ0 | Ô |Φ0 i
,
hΦ0 |Φ0 i

(1.65)

that can be obtained from a DMC calculation by
R

~ ÔΨT (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)
.
hÔimixed = R
~ T (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)Ψ

(1.66)

Since the bra and ket elements of this integral are not the same, this is called
a mixed estimator. In theory, we would have to correct that expression to
get the proper value (the so-called pure estimator)
R

~ ÔΦ0 (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)
hÔipure = R
.
~ 0 (R)d
~ R
~
Φ0 (R)Φ

(1.67)

An option to do that is to resort to the following extrapolation [Ast04],
hÔipure ∼ 2hÔimixed − hÔiV M C ,

(1.68)

where hÔiV M C comes from a previous variational calculation and can be
written as

hÔiV M C =

hΦT | Ô |ΦT i
.
hΦT |ΦT i

(1.69)

~ is the trial function used in the variational Monte
Here, as before, ΦT (R)
Carlo procedure.

1.4

Periodic boundary conditions

In all of the above, we have not mentioned the fact that the systems we are
trying to model may be made up of an enormous number of particles, of
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the order of the Avogadro number (∼ 1023 ). It is, obviously, impossible to
keep in the computer memory anything further than the positions of a few
hundred of them [Rap04; FS02]. The standard approach is to consider only
a reduced number of particles inside what we call a simulation cell of fixed
size, inside which the atoms are allowed to move during the simulation.
However, this creates differences between the particles close to its limits
and those near its centre. That is why periodic boundary conditions (shown
schematically in Fig. 1.4) are used. To keep the density fixed, the ‘walls’
of the cell are considered to be permeable: when a particle leaves the
box, its image from a neighbour cell enters from the the opposite wall.
In this way, we only need to store the coordinates of the particles inside
this simulation cell. Unfortunately, the use of periodic boundary conditions
does not assure that the properties of this infinitely periodic system and
its macroscopic counterpart are the same. This means that we need to
check if changing the number of particles and the size of the simulation
cell leaving the density fixed would produce the same results.
When periodic boundary conditions are used, to take into consideration
the interaction between a pair of particles i and j, one should consider the
interactions between the particle i and all the replicas of j. However,
if the volume is large enough (compared to the range of the interaction
potential) one can resort to the minimum image convention, where only
the interaction between i and its closest j-image is kept. We will use
this rule, which is simpler from the computational point of view. The
approximation of neglecting the tails of the potential at large distances
can be corrected with the help of the pair correlation functions [Cha87].
In any case, as a consequence of simulating a smaller system than the
real one, finite-size effects appear. Correcting them requires, in principle,
performing simulations at different volumes and extrapolating the results
to infinite volume. Finite volume effects over the energy obtained from
DMC calculations have been studied by Ceperley et al [CA87] and appear
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Figure 1.4: Periodic boundary conditions for a two-dimensional simulation
cell.

as O(1/V ) corrections.

Sometimes other boundary conditions other than fully periodic bound-

ary conditions are used, such as free boundary conditions. This is the case
when we are studying clusters of atoms or molecules [BH02].

CHAPTER

2
Molecular D2 on graphane

The unit cell of C-graphane, the only version of the possible ones predicted
for graphane that has been experimentally synthesized, is made up of four
carbon atoms together with four hydrogens that point alternatively up and
down from the carbon backbone (Fig. 2.1). This means that, as graphene,
graphane is a free standing two-dimensional structure, that can be obtained
by replicating in the x and y directions that basic 2.53 × 4.39 Å2 cell. To
build our simulation cell, we considered a variable number of those units

to accommodate the necessary number of D2 molecules to account for a
given density or to build specific commensurate or incommensurate solid
structures. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the x and y
directions, and free boundary conditions in the remaining z axis.
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Figure 2.1: Detail of the C-graphane structure. Yellow spheres represent
carbon atoms and blue ones hydrogen atoms. View from the top (left) and
from the side (right) of the substrate. dC−C = 1.46Å, ∆zC−C = 0.46Å,
dC−H = 1.11Å.

2.1

Potentials

As we saw in the previous chapter, we describe a system by writing down
its corresponding Hamiltonian. In the present case,
ND
ND
~2 X2 2 X2
H(~r1 , ..., ~rND2 ) = −
∇i +
VD2 −D2 (rij )
2mD2
i=1

i<j

ND2

+

NC X
X

m=1 i=1

VC−D2 (rim ) +

D2
NH N
X
X

VH−D2 (rin )(2.1)

n=1 i=1

Here, ND2 stands for the number of D2 molecules, and NC and NH are
the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms in the graphane structure. mD2
represents the mass of each deuterium molecule. In our simulations we have
considered a rigid graphane, what means that the interaction between the
atoms conforming the structure was a constant, and it was left out of the
Hamiltonian. So, to fully define the problem we have to take into account
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only the deuterium interaction with other deuterium molecules and with
the atoms in the rigid substrate.
Deuterium-deuterium interaction. The D2 -D2 interactions were modelled using the Silvera-Goldman potential [SG78], the standard for molecular hydrogen isotopes. This is a potential that only depends on the
distances between the centres of masses of the molecules, r, and whose
expression is:
USG (r) = UP (r) +

C9
fc (r)
r9

(2.2)

with
UP (r) = exp α − βr − γr
where

C9
r9

2



−



C6 C8 C10
+ 8 + 10
r6
r
r



fc (r),

(2.3)

is an empirical correction to the standard set of van der Waals

terms, represented by the

C6 C8 C10
, ,
.
r6 r8 r10

C9 , C6 , C8 , C10 , α, β, γ constants

whose values are collected in Table 2.1. fc (r) takes the form,

fc (r) =


h

exp
−



1.28rm
r

−1



 1.0

2 i

si r < 1.28 rm
(2.4)
si r > 1.28 rm

where rm is the position of the UP minimum.
C9
143.5

C6
12.14

C8
215.2

C10
4813.9

α
1.713

β
1.5671

γ
0.00993

Table 2.1: Values in a.u., atomic units, of the constants that appear in the
Silvera and Goldman potential.
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Deuterium-graphane interaction. D2 -C and D2 -H interactions were
assumed to be of the Lennard-Jones type. This is one of the simplest
potentials used to describe neutral systems, since it depends only on two
parameters, the value of the potential depth, ε, and the distance at which
the interatomic potential is zero, σ. Mathematically,
 

σ 12  σ 6
ULJ (r) = ε
−
.
r
r

(2.5)

Since the values of ε and σ for those particular two interactions are unknown, we had to resort to the Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules [Lor81],
σii + σjj
2
√
εij = εii εjj

σij =

(2.6)
(2.7)

to define them from the D2 -D2 , the C-C and the H-H values given in the
literature. The details are in Publication 1.

2.2

Trial functions

We have seen in Section 1.3 that an appropriate choice of the trial function
plays a fundamental role in any diffusion Monte Carlo algorithm. We used,
ND2

ΨT (~r1 , ~r2 , . . . , ~rND2 ) =

Y
i=1

ND2

ΨEXT (~ri )

Y

ΨINT (rij ),

(2.8)

i<j

in which we can identify two contributions. The first one, ΨEXT (~ri ), gives
an account of the interactions between the ith D2 molecule located at position ~ri and the substrate. This part of the wavefunction was obtained by
a numerical diagonalization, using the ARPACK package [LSY98], of the
one-body Hamiltonian left after dropping the VD2 −D2 (rij ) term in Eq.(2.1).
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A plot of the wavefunction so obtained is displayed in Fig. 2.2. The second part in Eq.(2.8), ΨINT (rij ), describes the interactions between two D2
molecules separated by a distance rij .
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Figure 2.2: Wave function cut (at z = 3.264 Å) of one molecule of D2 in
the unit cell of C-graphane.

Following previous studies in graphene [GB09; GB10; CCG12], ΨINT (rij )
is an approximation to the two-body part of the real ground state wavefunction. We chose a Jastrow function,
"

1
ΨINT (rij ) = exp −
2



b
rij

5 #

,

(2.9)

were b is a variationally obtained parameter. The dependence of the Jastrow function on that parameter can be seen in Fig. 2.3.
As it is, Eq. (2.8) is translationally invariant, i.e., it is not a good
approximation to a solid structure. This is usually expressed by saying
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1
0.8

f(r)

0.6
0.4
b=2.500
b=3.195
b=4.000
b=5.000

0.2
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

r (Å)

Figure 2.3: Dependence of the Jastrow function on the parameter b.

that Eq. (2.8) represents a “liquid” state. For modelling a solid structure,
we will multiply ΨT (~r1 , ~r2 , . . . , ~rND2 ) by the expression
ND2

Y
i



exp −c (xi − xI )2 + (yi − yI )2

(2.10)

which depends on the parameter c, to be optimized using the variational
principle for each solid phase considered (see Fig. 2.4 for an example).
This part of the total wavefunction localizes the particles around a set
of NI crystallographic positions (one for each of the ND2 molecules that
constitute the “solid” structure). The different arrangements considered
in this work can be seen in Fig. 2.5. After having defined a particular
solid structure, we can compare its energy with the one corresponding to
a liquid arrangement to check which is the one with the lowest energy (see
below).
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Energy per D2 molecule (K)
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Figure 2.4: Energy of the system for different values of the parameter c
for the arrangement δ shown in a posterior figure. The optimal value of
the c was c = 0.82Å−2 .

Maxwell double tangent construction. To obtain the most stable
phase for each particular D2 density, we have to keep, from all the possibilities, the one with the lowest Helmholtz free energy, A, defined as
A = E − T S,

(2.11)

where T is the temperature of the system, and S its entropy. Since we are
operating at T=0K, the most stable phase will be the one with smallest
ground state energy, E0 . However, there is an additional condition to fulfil
[Cha87]



∂(E0 /ND2 )
∂(V /ND2 )



T =0K

= −p,

(2.12)

p being the pressure, that should be positive for any stable configuration.
In the case of a phase transition, p is the same for both phases. In Fig.

2.2. Trial functions
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2.6, we display a characteristic E0 /ND2 versus V /ND2 curve, with V the
volume (or in this particular case, the surface) per D2 molecule. Following
the above recipe, we can see that the most stable phase is the corresponding
to a δ solid, followed by an  one. In those cases we are not able to check
the pressure, since both arrangements are represented by a single density.
However, to determine what happens when we increase the D2 density,
we have to draw the line with the smallest (in absolute value) slope that
goes from the energy corresponding to an  solid to a single point on
the curve that gives us the energies per molecule of an incommensurate
structure of different densities. That point corresponds to a density of
(0.084 ± 0.002) Å−2 . This means that the  solid undergoes a solid-solid

first order phase transition to be transformed into an incommensurate
arrangement of that particular density.
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(a)

√
√
3 × 3 phase.

(b) δ phase.

(c)  phase.

(d) 4/7 phase.

(e) 7/12 phase.

Figure 2.5: Sketches of the different commensurate phases considered in
this work. Red solid smudges are the result of displaying 300 sets of
D2 coordinates represented as crosses. Dark blue solid circles are the
projections on the z = 0 plane of the positions of the carbon atoms bound
to the upper H atoms in the C-graphane structure. Light blue solid squares
represent the carbon atoms bound to the bottom hydrogens in the skeleton.
The solid polygons are the unit cells for each arrangement.
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Energy per D2 molecule (K)

−390
−400
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−420
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−450
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2

Surface per molecule (Å )

Figure 2.6: Phase diagram for D2 on graphane using the set of parameters
√
√
LJ1 (see definition in Publication 1). Light blue full circle, 3 × 3
registered solid; green full square, δ phase; black solid diamond,  phase;
pink full triangle, 4/7 phase; grey open square, 7/12 commensurate solid.
The liquid is represented by a set of inverted dark blue full triangles, while
the red open circles correspond to the incommensurate triangular solid.

CHAPTER

3

Bosons trapped in quasi-one dimensional optical
lattices

A n-dimensional optical lattice is created [PS08] by superimposing n oppositely directed laser beams, each with the same frequency. The variations
of the electric field so produced are “felt” by atoms as an external potential
whose variation in space is given by
Vext (xi ) =

n
X

Vi sin2 (ki xi )

(3.1)

i

with Vi ’s the depths of the potential wells in each of the n directions
considered. Those can be modified experimentally by changing the laser
intensity. Here ki = 2π/λi , with λi the wavelength of the pair of laser
beams in the direction labelled i. The periodicity of the optical lattice,
set by the distance between its potential minima along each direction, is
di = λi /2. In this field, the common practice is to express the energy in
recoil energy units. The recoil energy, ER =

h2
,
2mλ2

would be the ground

state energy of one particle of mass m in an infinite square well of length
λ/2.
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λ/2

a

V0

Figure 3.1: Sketch of particles in a one-dimensional optical lattice. a is
the hard-sphere diameter that represents the closest distance at which two
particles can be.

3.1

Bosons trapped in quasi-one dimensional optical lattices

In Publication 2, we expanded the study of hard rods in a strictly onedimensional optical lattice done in reference [DSG12] to more realistic
quasi-one dimensional systems. To create the necessary quasi-one dimensional confining potential, we started by
Vext (x, y, z) = Vx sin2 (kx x) + Vy sin2 (ky y) + Vz sin2 (kz z),

(3.2)

expression similar to Eq.(3.1) for a three-dimensional arrangement. Then,
we considered the situation in which Vx =Vy , both being very large compared with Vz . Under that condition, the particles’ hopping is only allowed
in the z-direction, and
1
2
(x2 + y 2 ) + V0 sin2 (kz),
Vext (x, y, z) ∼ mω⊥
2

(3.3)

This expression for Vext (x, y, z) is the same as the corresponding to a onedimensional optical lattice in the z direction with the atoms being confined
by harmonic potentials in the x and y ones. The full Hamiltonian describ-
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ing the atoms loaded in that optical lattice is then
 X
N 
X
~2 2
H=
−
∇ + Vext (xi , yi , zi ) +
V (rij ),
2m i

(3.4)

i<j

i=1

in which the only term that remains to be defined is the interparticle
potential, V (rij ), that depends on the distance between atoms, rij . We
chose as such a hard-spheres (HS) interaction, i.e.
V (rij ) =

(

∞ rij < a
0

otherwise

(3.5)

with a the diameter of the hard sphere that was fixed to be the s-wave
scattering length of each pair of atoms loaded in the optical lattice.
Once we have defined the problem, we have to solve the Schrödinger
equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (3.4). The option we chose was to use the DMC algorithm defined in previous chapters.
However, the standard approach has been to use a discrete Hamiltonian.
To do so, the many body wave function of the system (solution of the
Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian of Eq.(3.4)) is written as the
product of functions that only depend on the coordinates of single parQ
ri ). The one body functions are then
ticles, Ψ(r~1 , r~2 , ..., r~N ) = N
i=1 ψ(~

written as:

ψ(~ri ) =

X
α

b̂α w(~ri − ~rα ),

(3.6)

where w(~ri − ~rα ) is the Wannier function localized at the position ~rα , cor-

responding to a minimum of a potential well, conforming all those minima
a discrete lattice. b̂α is the annihilation operator that destroys a particle

located at the α site of that lattice. If only the lowest energy band is kept,
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the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.4) transforms into
H = −J

X

b̂+
α b̂β +

<αβ>

X
UX
α n̂α ,
n̂α (n̂α − 1) +
2 α
α

(3.7)

which is the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian. Here, < αβ > stands for nearestneighbour sites, b̂+
α (b̂α ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a boson
at lattice site α and n̂α = b̂+
α b̂α is the number of atoms at that site. J
is the hopping matrix element between nearest-neighbour sites, U the onsite interaction, and α an external potential. When α = 0, we have an
homogeneous BH model.
Even though Eq.(3.7) is a simplification, its use is so ubiquitous that
the experimental data are often expressed in terms of the parameters U
and J instead of the experimental ones V0 , λ, ER , and ω⊥ . However,

it is worth noting that this simplification is only strictly valid when the
potential well is deep enough, i.e., when V0 >> ER . If this happens, J can
be expressed in terms of V0 /ER [BDZ08; Caz+11] as,
4
J ' √ ER
π



V0
ER

3/4

r
V
−2 E 0

e

R

.

(3.8)

and U , under the same approximation and supposing that the interactions
between particles are reasonably described by a pseudopotential,
U1D =

r

2
~ω⊥
π



V0
ER

1/4

2π
,
(λ/a)

(3.9)

where a is the scattering length of every pair of particles involved.
Using Eq.(3.8) and Eq.(3.9) we were able to compare our results from
DMC (solving the Schrödinger equation corresponding to Eq.(3.4)), with
the ones from the literature for the BH model.
As we have seen in Section 1.3, a fundamental ingredient to our method
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is the use of an appropriate trial function. We used exactly the same
general form (2.8) as in the previous chapter, that we repeat here for
clarity,
ΨT (~r1 , ~r2 , . . . , ~rN ) =

N
Y
i=1

ΨEXT (~ri )

N
Y

ΨINT (rij ),

(3.10)

i<j

in which ΨEXT (~ri ) and ΨINT (rij ) have the same meaning as before. Here,
the number of particles is denoted by N and we can factorize ΨEXT (~ri ) as
ΨEXT (~ri ) = ψ(xi , yi )φ(zi ),

(3.11)

since the external potential is separable in the transversal (depending on
both xi and yi ) and longitudinal (only on zi coordinates) directions. In
the transversal one, we used the exact solution to the two-dimensional
harmonic potential, i.e., a Gaussian distribution,
"

− (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2
ψ(x, y) = A exp
2σ 2
with σ =

q

~
mω⊥

#

(3.12)

the oscillator width. (x0 , y0 ) represents the centre of the

Gaussian and A a normalizing constant. φ(z) was the numerical solution
to the one-particle Schrödinger equation that considers only the optical
lattice potential. We contemplated a different solution for each V0 , as it
can be visualized in Fig. 3.2). As interparticular trial function we used
ΨINT (rij ) =

(

0

rij < a

1 − exp(−β(rij − a)) rij ≥ a.

(3.13)

where β is a variational constant that minimizes the energy per particle at
each density and σ, and a is the diameter of the hard sphere in Eq.(3.5).
When the interparticle interaction is of the HS type, the s-scattering length
coincides with the diameter of the spheres. Then, the previous expression
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Figure 3.2: Numerical solution to the one-body Schrödinger equation for
1D optical lattice potentials with different V0 ’s.

for the interparticular trial function is a reasonable approximation to the
scattering function for any short range potential.

3.1.1

From superfluid to Mott insulator

For any set of atoms loaded in a quasi-one dimensional optical lattice, we
can define its chemical potential, µ, (in units of the recoil energy, ER )
∂ EER
∂ NEER
µ
E
=
=n
+
.
ER
∂N
∂n
N ER
and its compressibility, κ,
κ=

∂n
,
∂µ

(3.14)

(3.15)

where n is the density of the system (n = N a/L; L length of the simulation cell). When κ = 0, we have an incompressible phase, called a Mott
insulator, which is only possible when the number of particles equals the
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number of wells in the optical lattice. From Eq.(3.15), we can see that at
that density, when κ = 0, there is a discontinuity in the chemical potential
or, in other words, a change in the slope of the energy per particle, E/N ,
versus the density n. In Fig. 3.3, we display the change in behaviour from
a non-insulating phase for small V0 /ER (left panel) to a Mott insulator for
larger values of the same parameter (right figure). The difference between
those situations is the appearance of a kink in the energy for a nλ/2= 1.
A Mott insulator can also be illustrated by the localization of the atoms
around the position of the optical lattice sites. In Fig. 3.4(b) we can see
that there are practically no atoms between two minima of the external
potential.
The “insulator” part of the Mott insulator comes from the fact that in
that phase the superfluid density equals zero. The superfluid fraction, ρs /ρ
(ρ = n), can be obtained using an extension of the path integral definition
given in Ref. [PC87]. The actual expression for a DMC calculation is
[Zha+95; CB06]
ρs
D(τ )
= lim
τ →∞ τ D0
ρ

(3.16)

with D0 = ~2 /2m, and
D(τ ) =

E
1 D
[~rc.m. (τ ) − ~rc.m. (0)]2 .
2dN

(3.17)

Here, d the dimensionality of the system and ~rc.m. (τ ) the position of the
centre of mass of all the particles. One must remark that a correct use
of Eq.(3.17) implies tracking the centre of mass beyond the simulation
cell limits, in other words: following the evolution of the centre of masses
without making use of the periodic boundary conditions. It is worth mentioning that ρs /ρ is a pure estimator of DMC and therefore, independent
of the choice of the trial function (see [Ast14]). A system with ρs /ρ 6= 0 is

called a superfluid. A typical example of an atom distribution for a super-

fluid phase is given in the left panel of Fig. 3.4. We have superfluids when
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Figure 3.3: Energy per particle (in units of ER and after subtracting the
corresponding harmonic oscillator one) vs the filling fraction (nλ/2) for
different (σ/a) values. Red squares, σ/a = 1.78; green circles, σ/a = 3.16;
blue triangles, σ/a = 5.62. σ is the oscillator width defined above.

the number of atoms is the same as the number of sites in the lattice and
the value of V0 /ER is low enough (below the critical one). For other atom
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Figure 3.4: Density profiles along the z direction for superfluid and Mott
phases in a quasi-one dimensional optical lattice with σ/a ∼ 8.

densities, we have always a superfluid at T=0K unless in the presence of
disorder (see below).

3.2

Bose glass

Fisher et al. in Ref. [Fis+89] argued that at T=0K and for a disordered
media, a system of bosons in a periodic external potential exhibits a third
phase known as a Bose glass, different from the superfluid and the Mott
insulator. Disorder can be produced in two different ways: with a speckle
field superposed on the optical lattice as in [Whi+09; Pas+10] or via the
interference of two lasers of different (and incommensurate) wavelengths
(λ1 and λ2 ) [Fal+07; Roa+08; Gad+11; D’E+14]. We chose the last option
in Publication 4 and defined a bichromatic optical lattice of the form
2

VOL (z) = s1 ER1 sin



2πz
λ1



2

+ s2 ER2 sin



2πz
λ2



,

(3.18)

with λ1 /λ2 = 7/9, a value close to the experimental value of Ref. [Fal+07].
By modifying s1 and s2 , we produced potential wells of unequal depths as
Fig. 3.5 shows. ER1 and ER2 are the recoil energies corresponding to
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the two laser wavelengths. We used as a trial function one similar to
1.2
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Figure 3.5: Bichromatic potentials for different values of s2 . In all cases,
s1 /ER1 = 8. Red line, s2 /ER2 = 0; green line, s2 /ER2 = 1.2 and blue
one, s2 /ER2 = 2.5.

Eq.(3.10), where Φ(z) is the numerical solution to the one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation including only the deepest monochromatic lattice
(λ1 or λ2 , depending on the case).
A Bose glass is an insulating phase (ρs /ρ = 0) with finite-compressibility
(κ 6= 0). Therefore, it is different from both a Mott insulator (ρs /ρ = 0;

κ =0) and a superfluid (ρs /ρ 6= 0; κ 6= 0). Those differences allowed us
to obtain the phase diagram of a set of atoms loaded in a bichromatic
lattice simply by determining the superfluid fraction, ρs /ρ, and the com-

pressibility, κ, for different values of s1 , s2 and n. Since our main purpose
was to understand the experimental results of Ref. [Fal+07], we took
s1 /ER1 ∈ [0, 16] and s2 ∈ [0, 2.5] for a filling fraction (nλ/2) equal to

one. Additionally we studied the phase diagram for nλ/2 = 1/2, where
only superfluid or Bose glass phases exist. In that case, we considered
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s1 /ER1 ∈ [0, 16] and s2 ∈ [0, 2].

3.3

Adding longitudinal confinement

In all the previous cases, periodic boundary conditions in the z axis were
assumed. However, in experiments there is usually a harmonic trap that
confines the atoms in the longitudinal direction. In Publication 3 we considered that type of external potential by using
1
1
2
Vext (x, y, z) = mω⊥
(x2 + y 2 ) + V0 sin2 (kz) + mωz2 z 2
2
2

(3.19)

in order to study the changes with respect to the results in Publication 2.
The main difference between this inhomogeneous system and an arrangement in which the translational invariance is not broken is that we
cannot talk of a global chemical potential. The reason is that the filling
fraction can change from well to well. Consequently, it is necessary to
define an effective local chemical potential [Zho+09; Wes+04; Ram+09;
Rig+09]
1
µi = µ − mωz2 zi2
2

(3.20)

that translates into a local compressibility [Zho+09; CR12]
κi =

∂ni
1 ∂ni
=−
∂µi
mωz2 zi ∂zi

(3.21)

with ni the number of particles per lattice site, obtained integrating the
density profile, ρ(z) on each well:
ni =

Z

zi +λ/4

dzρ(z)

(3.22)

zi −λ/4

where zi denotes the centre of the well.
The trial function was similar to the one already defined in Eq.(3.10),
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but with a different φ(z), adapted to the harmonic confinement in the
longitudinal direction
φ(z) = exp −Cz

2





2

1 − α sin



2π
z
λ



,

(3.23)

with C = (mωz /2~) and α a variational parameter for each combination
(ωz , V0 ). This trial function was chosen after studying the family of analytical curves which best fitted the numerical solution of the one-body
Schrödinger equation in the z direction in terms of the parameters ωz and
V0 . It has the advantage of recovering the exact one-body solution for
V0 → 0, and the numerical solution in the homogeneous case (ωz → 0) and
additionally, of avoiding the fluctuations related to the use of numerical
solutions.
For the interparticular part, following [GBC99], we used

Ψ(rij ) =




 0




√
sin( (rij −a))
B
rij
1 − Ae−rij /γ

rij < a
a < rij < D,

(3.24)

rij > D

with the exact wave function for a pair of hard spheres potential in the
interval (a, D), that afterwards connects with 1 − A exp−rij /γ , a function
that goes to one at long distances. The introduction of an additional term

with respect to Eq.3.13 does not change the energy of the arrangement,
but improves its variance, something very convenient for computational
purposes. We compared both trial functions in Fig. 3.6. This function
depends on five parameters; three of them are fixed by imposing continuity
of the function, its first derivative and the local energy at D. The other
two were obtained variationally for each simulation. This interparticle
function was also used in the case of the bichromatic lattice described in
the previous section.
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Figure 3.6: Red line, Ψ(rij ), from Eq.(3.24), used in Publication 3. Green
line, trial function from Eq.(3.13), used in Publication 2 for β = 1.

We defined for this system, by analogy with the homogeneous case, a
Mott state (or a Mott domain) as the set of contiguous sites for which
κi = 0. We cannot talk about phases since we are in a finite cluster, not
in an infinite system. This implies that the local density fluctuations, ∆i ,
cancel within that domain. We computed each ∆i as the variance of the
well population from 100 independent Monte Carlo calculations:
∆i =< n2i > − < ni >2

(3.25)

In our simulations, we used three different values of ωz and a variable
number of atoms (N ∈ [5, 49]) to obtain the critical value of V0 /ER at

which the Mott domain appeared. We did so by determining simultaneously when κi = 0 (or ∆i = 0) and ni = 1 for at least three contiguous sites

of the cluster. This can be observed in Fig. 3.7 where different situations
are shown.
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Figure 3.7: Case for 31 particles, ωz = 2π × 415Hz and ω⊥ = 2π ×
415kHz.(a) and (b): No Mott domains (the system is fully superfluid),
since neither ni = 1 nor κi = 0 (or ∆i = 0). (c) and (d): A Mott domain
appears in wells symmetric respect the central one, where ni = 1 and
κi = 0 (or ∆i = 0). (e) and (f): A Mott domain appears in the central
well, where ni = 1 and κi = 0 (or ∆i = 0).

“The main stumbling block in the way of any
progress is and always has been unimpeachable
tradition".
Chien-Shiung Wu
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Zero-temperature phase diagram of D2 physisorbed on
graphane
C Carbonell-Coronado 1 , F De Soto 1 , C
Cazorla 2 , J Boronat 3 and MC Gordillo 1
1

Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos,
Quı́micos y Naturales, Universidad Pablo de Olavide,
Carretera de Utrera , km 1, E-41013 Sevilla, Spain
2
Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona,
(ICMAB-CSIC) Campus UAB, E-08193, Bellaterra, Spain and
3
Departament de Fı́sica i Enginyeria Nuclear,
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,
B4-B5 Campus Nord, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
We determined the zero-temperature phase diagram of D2 physisorbed on
graphane using the diffusion Monte Carlo method. The substrate used was
C-graphane, an allotropic form of the compound that has been experimentally
obtained through hydrogenation of graphene. We found that the ground state
is the δ phase, a commensurate structure observed
experimentally when D2 is
√
√
adsorbed on graphite, and not the registered 3 × 3 structure characteristic
of H2 on the same substrate.

a liquid H2 (or He) superfluid film all
the way to T=0 K. Since this hope has
not been fulfilled so far, new substrates
In recent years, we have seen an exhave been searched to be tested.
ponential growth of the interest in low
dimensional forms of carbon, such as
One of those new two dimensional
carbon nanotubes [1] or graphene. [2, substrates is called graphane, an hy3] Both structures are closely re- drogenated version of graphene prelated to graphite, whose upper sur- dicted to be stable [5, 6], and one
face has proved itself a good adsor- of whose forms (C-graphane) has been
bent for quantum gases. [4] One of the experimentally obtained [7]. In C(sometimes unstated) goals of the ex- graphane, every carbon atom is coperimental studies of quantum gases valently bound to three other atoms
(particularly H2 ) on relatively weak of the same type, and to an hydrosubstrates (such as graphene versus gen atom that sticks out perpendicugraphite) is to find novel quasi two di- larly from the two-dimensional carbon
mensional stable phases, for instance, scaffolding. Neighboring carbons have
I.

INTRODUCTION
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their bound hydrogens pointing to opposite sides of the carbon structure.
Hydrogen atoms on the same side of
the carbon structure are exactly on the
same plane, something that it is not
true of all the atoms in the carbon
skeleton. Therefore, the upper solid
substrate (the sheet of atomic hydrogen) is less dense than in the graphene
case. It has also a different symmetry:
H atoms form a triangular lattice instead of the hexagonal one characteristic of graphene and graphite. However, the underlying carbon structure,
whose symmetry is still hexagonal, is
close enough to the atomic hydrogen
surface to exert a sizeable influence
(the C-H length is ∼ 1 Å) on any
possible adsorbate. In any case, this
novel substrate is different enough to
graphite and graphene as to have been
already considered as an adsorbent for
helium [11] and H2 [12]. In the first
case, computer simulations predicted
the ground state of 4 He to be a liquid, not a commensurate solid as in the
case of graphene and graphite [8]. On
the other hand, the phase diagram of
H2 on C-graphane is similar to those
calculated for graphene [9], and found
experimentally on graphite [9, 13–15].
In all three cases, the H2 ground state
√
√
is a standard 3 × 3 solid.

top of C-graphane. The phase diagram
of D2 on graphene and graphite has already been calculated [10], and found
to contain different phases that those
of H2 on the same substrates. The accuracy of the results on graphite compares favorably against experimental
results [15]. Then, we used similar
theoretical tools with D2 on graphane,
to see if we can found significant
enough differences between the results
obtained and those on H2 on graphane
[12] and D2 on graphene [10]. In the
next Section, we will describe the diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) method used
to obtain the T = 0K equilibrium
phases of D2 , giving all the necessary
information to perform the quantum
calculations. The results obtained will
presented in Section III, and we will
end up with the some conclusions in
Section IV.
II.

METHOD

The diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
method allows us to obtain the exact ground-state properties of a manybody Bose system, such as a set of
ortho-D2 molecules adsorbed on Cgraphane. It allows us to solve stochastically the N -body Schrödinger equation in imaginary time by implementing a random walk with Gaussian
and drift movements and a weightIn this work, we determine the ing scheme called branching. The
phase diagram of D2 physisorbed on drift term derives from the introduc-
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tion of an importance sampling strategy through a guiding wave function
Ψ (the so-called trial function), which
avoids the sampling of walkers in lowprobability regions. Proceeding in this
way, the variance is reduced significantly without affecting the exactness
of the results. [16] In practice, the
guiding function is also used to set the
thermodynamic phase of the ensemble
of particles. We will consider here a
liquid phase and several solid arrangements (commensurate or incommensurate with the substrate underneath).
For the study of the liquid phase we
used as a trial function:
"

 5 #
1
b
ΨL (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) =
exp −
2
r
ij
i<j
Y
×
Φ(ri ) ,
(1)
Y

i

the position of particle ri changes,
we tabulated Φ(r) using a grid and
then interpolated linearly for the desired values. Since the graphane structure is a quasi two-dimensional solid,
it was enough to consider only the
minimum units that can be replicated
in the x and y directions to produce
the corresponding infinite sheet. In
our case, these units contained eight
atoms (four carbons and four hydrogens) each, and were chosen to be rectangular instead of the smaller oblique
cells deduced directly from the symmetry of the compounds. [5, 6] The dimensions of this basic unit are 2.5337
× 4.3889 Å2 . For the sake of comparison, the dimensions of a similar rectangular cell for graphene are 2.4595 ×
4.26 Å2 . The transverse displacement
between neighboring carbon atoms in
the graphane structure was 0.46 Å, in
agreement with [6]. If the position of
any deuterium molecule in the simulation cell is located outside that minimum cell, the value of the function Φ is
obtained by projecting back that position within those cell limits. The grid
to calculate Φ extended up to 12 Å in
the z direction from the positions of
the upper carbons.

where the first term is a Jastrow wave
function that depends on the distances
rij between each pair of D2 molecules.
The one-body term Φ(ri ) is the result of solving numerically the threedimensional Schrödinger equation for
a molecule interacting with all the individual atoms of the graphane surface. In figure 1 we plotted a xyplane cut of both the C-D2 potential
close to the potential minimum and
the corresponding value for the onebody part of the trial function. DurThe b parameters of the correing the Monte Carlo simulations, insponding Jastrow functions that apstead of recalculating analytically both
pear in (1) were obtained from varipotential and wave function each time
ational Monte Carlo calculations that
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TABLE I. Optimal values of c parameters
in (2).
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(a)Potential cut at z = 3.264 Å.

c (Å−2 )
√Phases
√
3× 3
0.53
δ
0.82

1.02
4/7
2.38
7/12
2.74
Incommensurate solid 3.1 a
1.1 b
a For a density of 0.11Å−2 .
b For a density of 0.08Å−2 .

0.0008
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002

0.001

parameter unchanged.

0.0008
0.0006
0.0004

To simulate solid deuterium phases,
we multiplied ΨL (1) by a product
of Gaussian functions whose role is
to confine the adsorbate molecules
around the crystallographic positions
(xI , yI ) of the two dimensional solids
(b)Wave function cut at z = 3.264 Å.
we are interested in. We have used the
FIG. 1.
Numerical solution of the Nosanow-Jastrow model,
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Schrödinger equation for one D2 molecule
(2)
in the C-graphane potential. Only the ba- ΨS (r1 , . . . , rN ) = ΨL ×
N
sic unit cell of the C-graphane is repreY
2
2
e−c[(xi −xI ) +(yi −yI ) ] ,
sented.
i

included ten deuterium molecules on a
C-graphane simulation cell of dimensions 35.47 × 35.11 Å2 . This is a
14×8 supercell of the basic unit defined
above. The optimal value is b= 3.195
Å, exactly the same number as the one
used for graphene in previous calculations [10]. Some other tests made for
different deuterium densities left the

where the c parameters are dependent
on the particular solid, commensurate
or incommensurate. The variationally
optimized values for c are given in table I. For the triangular incommensurate structures, the values listed are
the ones for densities ρ = 0.11 Å−2
and ρ = 0.08 Å−2 . A linear interpolation was used for intermediate adsorbate densities.
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An important issue in the microscopic description of the system is the
choice of the empirical potentials between the different species involved
that enter in the Hamiltonian. The
deuterium-deuterium interaction was
the standard of Silvera and Goldman, [17], that depends only on the
distance between the center-of-mass
of each pair of hydrogen molecules.
This is clearly an approximation, since
neither the H2 molecule nor the D2
one have perfect spherical symmetry.
However, the differences between the
ideal spheres and the real ellipsoids are
small enough to reproduce accurately
the experimental bulk phase diagram
of H2 at low pressures [18]. The same
can be said of the theoretical description of both H2 [9] and D2 [10] adsorbed on graphite.
We expect then, that this intermolecular potential could describe reasonably the phases of D2 on this novel
surface.
The C-D2 and H-D2 substrate
potentials were assumed to be of
Lennard-Jones type. Since the hybridization of the carbon atoms on
graphane is sp3 instead of the sp2 one
of graphene and graphite, one cannot
use the same parameters as in previous simulations of adsorption on the
latter substrates. We resorted then
to Ref. [19] were the C-C and H-
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H Lennard Jones parameters for CH4
(a compound where the carbon atoms
have a sp3 hybridization) were given.
Then, the Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules were applied, taking the corresponding  and σ D2 -D2 values from
Ref. [20]. The Lennard Jones parameters so obtained are C−D2 = 43.52
K, σC−D2 = 3.2 Å, H−D2 = 13.42 K,
and σH−D2 = 2.83 Å. This is our reference set of interaction parameters,
that from now on, will be referred to as
LJ1. Since we cannot be sure of the accuracy of the approximation used (after all, graphane is not CH4 ), we considered another set of Lennard Jones
parameters for the H-D2 interaction
(from now on referred to as LJ2). The
basic idea is to check if the phase diagram of D2 on graphane is reasonable
robust with respect to variations in
the D2 -surface interaction. However,
we only changed the H-D2 parameters with respect to LJ1 because the
C atoms are not in direct contact with
the D2 molecules, and therefore their
influence on the adsorbed deuterium
molecules should be smaller. We derived this LJ2 potential from the same
above mentioned parameters for CH4
(Ref. [19]), but used the D2 -D2 ones
that result from applying backwards
the Lorentz-Berthelot rules to the CH2 interaction given in Ref. [21] for
H2 adsorbed on graphite. Obviously,
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the results derived for H2 are valid for
D2 , since the interaction potentials depend on the electronic structure of the
atoms or molecules involved, and this
is the same for both hydrogen isotopes.
Using this last approximation, one gets
H−D2 =17.86 K and σH−D2 = 2.56 Å
for this second interaction. Unfortunately, we cannot choose a potential
set as been more accurate than the
other, since there are not experimental data on the binding energy of D2
on graphane to compare to. Our only
goal is then to see if both phase diagrams are similar to each other. This
would mean that we have a reasonable description of the experimental
phases of deuterium on graphane, in
the same way that we can describe accurately the behaviour of the same adsorbate on graphite using similar potentials [9, 10].

NC ,N

+

X

m,i=1

NH ,N

VC−D2 (rmi ) +

X

VH−D2 (rni )

n,i=1

(4)

is the Hamiltonian of the system. Ψ
stands for ΨL or ΨS depending on the
phase considered. The local energy is
our estimator for the ground state energy of a system described by a given
trial function. This is equivalent to
say that we operate always at T =
0 K, temperature at which the free
energy of a system equals its energy.
If we compare then different arrangements of particles (described by different trial functions), the one whose energy per particle is minimum will be
the ground state of the system as a
whole. If we consider now arrangements with higher densities, we will
eventually reach other stable phases,
whose density limits will be determined via a standard double-tangent
The primary output of the appliMaxwell construction [22].
cation of the DMC method is the local energy, EL , whose statistical mean
for large enough imaginary time correIII. RESULTS
sponds to the ground-state energy of
the system. [16] Explicitly,
The phase diagram of D2 on
graphane can be derived from the
EL = Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN )−1 HΨ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) ,
(3) DMC energies reported in figure 2.
where
There, all the symbols correspond to
simulation results both for a translational invariant system (liquid, inN
N
X
2 X
h̄
verted triangles) and to different twoH=−
∇2i +
VD2 −D2 (rij )
2m
dimensional solids. We plotted the eni=1
1=i<j
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the graphane unit cell that builds up
the entire structure is bigger than that
of graphene. This means that the
corresponding adsorbate densities are
lower than for a similar arrangement
in graphene. For instance, a structure
√
√
equivalent to the 3 × 3 solid in Cgraphane has a density of 0.0600 Å−2
instead of the value 0.0636 Å−2 found
in graphene and graphite.
−390

Energy per D2 molecule (K)

ergy per D2 molecule versus the surface area, which is the inverse of the
deuterium surface density. In that
way, to perform the necessary doubletangent Maxwell constructions to determine the stability regions of the different phases is straightforward. The
solid arrangements considered were
the standard triangular incommensurate phase, and the same commensurate structures taken into account in a
previous calculation of D2 on graphene
√
√
( 3 × 3, δ, and  phases). [10] Those
registered phases were taken as such
with respect to the projections of the
carbon atoms on the z = 0 plane, projections that form a honeycomb lattice. We tried also some structures
that were commensurate with respect
to the atomic hydrogen triangular lattice, taking as a model the ones proposed for a second layer of 4 He on
graphene, [23] i.e., the 4/7 and 7/12
phases. That system could be considered analogous to the one in the
present work because a second 4 He
layer rests also on top of a triangular helium substrate. Our present results show that both the 4/7 and 7/12
structures have similar energies per hydrogen molecule than their incommensurate counterparts at the same densities (see figures 2 and 3), so there
is no way to know if they are separate phases. It is worth noticing that

−400
−410
−420
−430
−440
−450

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Surface per molecule (Å2)

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for D2 on graphane
using √
the set√of parameters LJ1. Full circles, 3 × 3. Full squares, δ phase.
Solid diamond,  phase. Full triangle, 4/7
phase; open square, 7/12 commensurate
solid. The liquid arrangements are represented by inverted full triangles, while
the open circles correspond to the incommensurate triangular solid. The solid and
dashed lines are fourth-order polynomial
fits to their corresponding data sets. The
error bars are of the same size of the symbols and are not displayed for simplicity.

In figure 2, all the calculations
were performed using the LJ1 set of
Lennard-Jones parameters. To check
the influence of the adsorbate-surface
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sional adsorbed phases are less stable
than their counterparts on graphene.
−480
The δ structure is sketched in figure 4.
−490
The big diamond displayed is its unit
−500
cell, comprising 31 molecules. Four of
−510
these cells can be accommodated in a
−520
rectangular simulation cell of dimen−530
sions 38.0055 × 43.8890 Å2 . This cell
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Surface per molecule (Å )
is big enough to prevent any size effects to appear. We did not display the
FIG. 3. Same as in figure 2, but for the √ √
3× 3 solid since it is a standard well
set of Lennard-Jones parameters LJ2
known arrangement (see for instance
the same structure on graphite in Ref.
interaction in the phase diagram, we [4]). The same can be say of the incomused the alternative LJ2 potential. mensurate triangular solid (see below).
Those results are displayed in figure
3. The obvious conclusion from figure 2 and figure 3 is that, irrespectively of the Lennard-Jones parameters employed, and in the density range
represented in both figures, the structure with lowest energy per particle for
D2 on C-graphane is a δ commensurate solid, lower than the correspond√
√
ing to a 3 × 3 commensurate structure, and lower than for a liquid ar- FIG. 4. Sketch of the δ structure. Solid
rangement. The corresponding ener- smudges are the result of displaying 300
gies for each phase are listed in table II. sets of deuterium coordinates represented
as crosses. Solid circles are the projection
E0 stands for the minimum energy per on the z = 0 plane of the positions of the
particle in the liquid phase, obtained carbon atoms bound to the upper H atoms
from a fourth-order polynomial fit to in the C-graphane structure. Solid squares
the energies per particle displayed in represent the carbon atoms bound to the
bottom hydrogens in the skeleton. The big
figure 2 and figure 3. The binding en- diamond is the unit cell for this arrangeergy of a single D2 molecule on top of ment.
C-graphane surface is also given. This
allows us to say that all the two dimenOn increasing the D2 density, the
−460

Energy per D2 molecule (K)

−470

2
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TABLE II. Energies in the infinite dilution limit, E∞d . Energies per molecule at the
minima of the liquid curves in figure 2 and figure√3, E√
0 . Third, fourth and fifth
columns show the adsorption energies of the liquid, 3 × 3 and δ phases respectively
with respect the infinite dilution limit. For comparison, the same results for graphene
[10] are also included.

E∞d /K
E0 /K
(E0 − E∞d ) /K
LJ1-graphane -407.6330±0.0001 -443.3±0.3
-35.6±0.3
LJ2-graphane -484.0974±0.0001 -520.1±0.3
-36.0±0.3
graphene
-464.87±0.06
-497.2±0.9
-32.3±0.9

FIG. 5. Same as in figure 4 for the  arrangement. The rhomboid represents the
unit cell.

next stable phase will be the  registered phase of density 0.0787 Å−2 , and
represented by a solid diamond both
in figure 2 and figure 3). Its sketch is
given in figure 5, that displays its unit
cell containing seven molecules. We
can accommodate 112 D2 molecules of
this arrangement in a rectangular simulation cell of 40.5392 × 35.1112 Å2 ,
also big enough to avoid any kind of
size effects. A piece of that simulation cell, enough to show the primitive unit, is displayed in figure 5. Since
the δ and  structures are represented

E√3×√3 − E∞d / K (Eδ − E∞d ) /K
-37.279±0.006
-40.01±0.02
-38.121±0.006
-38.90±0.02
-43.66±0.06
-40.75±0.07

by a single density, the double tangent
Maxwell construction between them is
simply the line that joints both symbols. In both figures and in table III,
we can see that the  solid is more stable that an incommensurate arrangement of the same density. This means
that upon a density increase, the phase
diagram for D2 on C-graphane would
proceed through the sequence δ →  →
incommensurate triangular solid. The
lowest density of the incommensurate
lattice (obtained from a Maxwell construction between the  and this structure) was 0.084 ± 0.002 Å−2 for both
series of Lennard-Jones parameters.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the phase diagram
of D2 on C-graphane, a novel substance that has been experimentally
realized. Both the structure of the
compound and all the interactions between the different parts of the system
were taken to be as much realistic as
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TABLE III. Energies per molecule and densities of the different phases of D2 on
graphane.
LJ1
LJ2
Phases Density (Å−2 )
Energy(K)
Energy(K)
Energy(K)
Energy(K)
a
b
Liquid
-443.3±0.3
-520.1±0.3
√
√
3× 3
0.0600
-444.912 ±0.006 -440.8±0.3c -522.218 ± 0.006 -518.3±0.3c
δ
0.0743
-447.64± 0.02 -446.0±0.1d -523.00 ±0.02 -520.5±0.3d

0.0787
-446.64± 0.02 -445.7±0.1d -521.29± 0.02 -519.6±0.2d
a

At density 0.067±0.001 Å−2
At density of 0.055±0.001 Å−2
c
comparison with the liquid phase.
d
comparison with the incommensurate solid.
b

possible. This means that the results
of our work could be checked against
experimental data in the future. The
fact that both the stable phases and
their density limits were unchanged by
modifications of the surface-deuterium
interaction potentials makes us confident in the reliability of the method
and in our conclusions. Since we have
no experimental data to compare to,
we cannot reach any conclusion about
the deuterium adsorption energies. In
this, we are at disadvantage with the
case of graphene, for which we do
not have experimental data either, but
whose energies could be compared to
those of graphite, a close related compound.
Our results also indicate that the
ground state of deuterium adsorbed
on graphane is the registered phase δ,
what makes D2 on graphane different

from H2 on graphane [12], or from D2
or any other quantum gas on graphene
[8–10], where the ground states were
√
√
3 × 3 arrangements. This is also at
odds with some recent results for 4 He
on graphane. [11] Those indicate that
the ground state of 4 He on graphane
was a liquid, and that a registered
phase analogous to the 4/7 structure
was also stable. We did not found
that the energy per molecule of that
phase were appreciably different than
the corresponding to an incommensurate triangular phase of the same density for D2 . In any case, the differences between the phase diagrams on
graphene and graphane could make the
last one an interesting object of experimental study in the future.
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A continuous model for bosonic hard spheres in quasi
one-dimensional optical lattices
C. Carbonell-Coronado, F. De Soto, and M.C. Gordillo
Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos,
Quı́micos y Naturales. Facultad de Ciencias
Experimentales. Universidad Pablo de Olavide,
Carretera de Utrera, km 1, E-41013 Sevilla, Spain
By means of diffusion Monte Carlo calculations, we investigated the quantum
phase transition between a superfluid and a Mott insulator for a system of
hard-sphere bosons in a quasi one-dimensional optical lattice. For this continuous hamiltonian, we studied how the stability limits of the Mott phase
changed with the optical lattice depth and the transverse confinement width.
A comparison of these results to those of a one-dimensional homogeneous BoseHubbard model indicates that this last model describes accurately the phase
diagram only in the limit of deep lattices. For shallow ones, our results are
comparable to those of the sine-Gordon model in its limit of application. We
provide an estimate of the critical parameters when none of those models are
realistic descriptions of a quasi one-dimensional optical lattice.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d,05.30.Jp
I.

INTRODUCTION

When a pair of laser beams interfere to produce a standing wave, the
net effect is the generation of a periodic potential in whose minima alkali metal atoms can be trapped [1–
3]. If we use more than a single pair
of laser beams, those potential minima can be regularly located to form a
three dimensional pattern called “optical lattice”. The defining parameters
of these structures are the potential
depth, V0 , the distance between potential minima, λ/2, and their distribution in space. Here, λ is the wave-

length of the laser and determines another relevant quantity, the recoil energy, ER = h2 /2mλ2 (h, Planck constant; m, mass of the atom). Optical lattices of almost any geometry can
be built [4], but quasi one-dimensional
(quasi 1D) ones have been experimentally favored [5–10] in the hopes of obtaining a Tonks-Girardeau (TG) gas
[5, 11, 12].
Almost all the theoretical treatment of optical lattices has been made
using as a reference the Bose-Hubbard
model (BH) [2, 11]. This is a discrete model whose defining parameters, J and U , can be deduced from
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a more general continuous hamiltonian
through a series of approximations
[13]. However, in this work, instead
of that model, we have used continuous hamiltonians as the ones already
employed to describe neutral atoms
loaded in harmonic traps [11, 14–19] or
homogeneous systems [20, 21], to represent the quasi one-dimensional optical lattices we are interested in. To
our knowledge, a similar approach has
only been used for full three dimensional (3D) arrangements [22], and for
strictly one-dimensional ones [23, 24].
It can be shown [2] that the optical
lattice potential has the form:
Vext (x, y, z) = Vx sin2 (kx x)
+Vy sin2 (ky y)
+Vz sin2 (kz z)

(1)

in which the parameters Vx , Vy and Vz ,
could be different in the three spatial directions. To generate a quasi
one-dimensional system, the standard
practice [5–10] is to start with a very
high and common value (Vx = Vy = Vz
= 20-40ER ), and relax one of them afterwards. The chosen one defines the
longitudinal axis of the optical lattice.
This means that, for instance, we can
express the external potential as:

of the confining harmonic potential
(we have made Vz = V0 ), and k =
2π/λ. The full 3D hamiltonian is then:
H=

N
X
i=1

+

X

"

#

h̄2 2
−
∇ + Vext (xi , yi , zi )
2m

V (rij )

(3)

i<j

where N is the number of particles of
mass m loaded in the quasi 1D optical lattice, and rij stands for the distance between each pair. V (rij ) is
the interparticle potential, for which
we used a hard spheres (HS) interaction (a common approach). This implies Vint (rij ) = +∞ if rij < a and
0 otherwise. a is here the diameter
of the hard sphere. This parameter
is sometimes named a3D in the literature [18, 20] and models the scattering length of the alkali bosons loaded
in the optical lattice. In this work,
we solved this full hamiltonian, not a
strictly one-dimensional one.

Our goal will be to compare the
onset of the superfluid-Mott insulator
transition (see below) in a pure 1D
Bose-Hubbard model and in the more
realistic hamiltonian given by Eq. (3).
Since a pure 1D BH model is itself
an approximation [13], it is useful to
establish numerically the V0 range in
1
2
2
2
2
Vext (x, y, z) = V0 sin (kz) + 2 mω⊥ (x + y ) , which it could be used as a substi(2) tute for a continuous hamiltonian. We
where ω⊥ is the transversal frequency will also solve the Schrödinger equa-
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tion for the hamiltonian in Eq. (3)
for ”shallow” (small V0 ’s) lattices, a
situation in which the BH model is
not longer valid, but where the sineGordon model [33] is a good representation for the optical lattice in strictly
1D environments. We found that our
results were similar to those of the
Bose-Hubbard and sine-Gordon models in their respective limits of high and
low V0 ’s, and can be used to describe
the no-man’s land in between.
The method to solve the hamiltonian in Eq. (3) will be described in
the following section. Next, and for
the sake of comparison, we will display
some results for quasi one dimensional
systems with V0 =0. The stability limits of the Mott insulator phase for different optical lattices will be displayed
next, together with a numerical comparison with those derived from the
Bose-Hubbard and sine-Gordon models. We will end with some conclusions.

expected to be reasonable approximations to the experimental systems, due
to the extremely low temperatures typical of optical lattice studies. The numerical solution derived from DMC is
exact within the statistical uncertainties derived from the use of the so
called trial function [25]. This is an initial approximation to the ground state
wave function that guides the sampling
of the phase space. In our case,
Φ(r1 , · · · , rN ) =

N
Y

ψ(xi , yi )

i=1
N
Y

N
Y

φ(zi )

j=1

Ψ(rlm )

(4)

l<m=1

where ri (xi , yi , zi ) are the positions of
each of the i neutral atoms in the optical lattice. ψ(xi , yi ) is the exact solution of the transversal potential. i.e., a
Gaussian whose variance is related to
the harmonic confining frequency ω⊥
h̄
by σ 2 = mω
. σ is commonly used
⊥
as a measure of the width of the quasi
one-dimensional confining “tube” [16–
18, 20, 26]. Following Ref. 23, φ(zi )
II. METHOD
is the ground state wave function of
a single particle under a external poTo solve the Schrödinger equation tential given by Vext (z) = V0 sin2 (kz),
for the hamiltonian given in Eq. (3), we while for the remaining part of the trial
used a diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) function we used
algorithm. This technique allowed us

to obtain numerically the ground state
0
rij < a
of all the boson arrangements we were Ψ(rij ) = 1 − exp(−β(rij − a)) rij ≥ a.
interested in. Those ground states are
(5)
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Here, β is a variational constant that
minimizes the energy per particle at
each density and σ.
In our calculations, we considered
σ’s in the range a - 30a, a being the
diameter of the hard sphere. Three
wavelengths, λ/a = 50, 100, 200 (given
in reduced units) were used. Those
values of λ/a are in the range of the
experimental ones for both 87 Rb and
133 Cs [5, 8, 27–29]. To produce the
densities displayed in the figures below, we used simulation cells of length
20λ/a and a variable number of particles, ranging from zero to twice the
number of the potential minima (a
maximum of 80 particles in 40 wells).
All the energies will be given in units
of ER , the recoil energy defined above.

III.
A.

RESULTS
V0 = 0

In Fig. (1), we considered several
hard spheres arrangements with quasi
one-dimensional confinement but no
optical lattice in the longitudinal direction (V0 = 0 in Eq. (2)). This is a
full 3D system, whose energies per particle are displayed after the subtraction of the corresponding to the harmonic trap (EHO = h̄ω⊥ ). If we go
from top to bottom in Fig. (1) the confinement becomes looser, from σ/a =

1 for the upper curve, to σ/a =17.78
for the lowest one. Those results are
not strictly comparable to those of
Refs. 16–18, since in those works the
3D hamiltonian includes an additional
harmonic confinement in the longitudinal direction (of frequency ωz ), which
is absent here. However, Ref. 18 gives
us a result qualitatively similar to the
one displayed in Fig. (1): when σ ∼ a,
for a HS interaction and ωz /ω⊥ =
0.01, the longitudinal energy per particle is larger than the corresponding
to a TG gas (E = π 2 h̄2 n2 /6m; n =
N/L, L length of the simulation cell
containing the N particles). On the
other hand, when σ/a > 1, the energy per particle is lower than the one
for that pure 1D limit. This is exactly what is displayed in Fig. (1). In
addition, we can see that for all confinements the energies per particle increase smoothly with n, in stark contradiction to what will happen when
V0 /ER 6= 0. This monotonous increase
of the energy with the density is characteristic of a fluid. In any case, we
have to bear in mind that our results
are not strictly comparable to those of
a TG gas, since this is a purely 1D
model. In addition, the size of the particles in a TG model is supposed to be
zero, i.e., a TG gas is made of “hard
points” instead of hard spheres.
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density, can change around nλ/2 = 1.
This is due to the interaction between
atoms inside the same potential well.
From the energy slope and the energy
per particle at density n, we can obtain
the chemical potential, µ, through,

(E-EHO)/NER

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.01

0.02

0.03
na

0.04

0.05

FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy per particle
(in units of ER and after subtracting the
corresponding harmonic oscillator one) for
V0 /ER = 0 versus the longitudinal density, na, for different transversal confinements. Full squares, σ/a = 17.78; diamonds, σ/a = 5.62; lower circles, σ/a =
3.16; triangles, σ/a = 1.78; upper circles,
σ/a = 1. We show also the result for a 1D
TG gas as a full line.

B.

Superfluid to Mott Insulator
phase transition

As an example of the behavior of
the energy as a function of the transverse confinement in an optical lattice, we display in Fig. (2) the case for
V0 /ER = 6.3 for several values of σ/a.
The density is shown as filling fraction
(nλ/2), the average number of atoms
per potential well. In this figure, λ/a =
50, but the trend is common to many
other values of V0 /ER and σ/a. In this
particular case, we observe that the
slope of the energy per particle, when
it is represented as a function of the

∂ EER
∂ NEER
µ
E
=
=n
+
. (6)
ER
∂N
∂n
N ER
Eq. (6) implies that when the energy
slope changes at a particular density, a
discontinuity in the chemical potential
is produced. Following Refs. 2, 23, 30–
32, we used the appearance of that discontinuity as a signature for the existence of an incompressible (∆n/∆µ =
0) Mott insulator phase at nλ/2 = 1
[2]. Not all systems exhibit such discontinuity in µ; V0 /ER has to reach a
particular limit before we can see that
change. To obtain that critical value,
we considered arrangements with different V0 /ER , σ/a, and λ/a’s, and calculated their chemical potentials just
below and above nλ/2 = 1. We did
that by performing third order polynomial fits to the energy per particle
vs. density for filling fractions in the
ranges [0.9:1] and [1:1.1] and applying
Eq. (6) at a filling fraction of one. We
considered both values of µ/ER to be
identical if their differences were lower
than their respective error bars, obtained from the least squares fits. The
critical value for the appearance of a
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4.5

(E-EHO)/NER

4.0
3.5

6
5
µ/ER

Mott insulator phase, (V0 /ER )C , was
calculated as the average between the
last V0 /ER at which the µ’s are identical, and the first one at which they are
not. An example of this entire procedure is given in Fig. (3). The existence of size effects was checked by performing calculations with bigger simulation cells (80 potential wells and ∼
80 atoms), and found negligible.

4.4

4

Error bar

4.2

3

4.0
5.3

2
0

2

4

6
V0/ER

5.7

6.1

8

10

6.5
12

FIG. 3. (Color online). Values of µ/ER
calculated using Eq. (6) for densities above
(upper symbols) and below (lower symbols) at nλ/2 = 1. In this example, λ/a =
50 and σ/a ∼ 8. From this set of results,
(V0 /ER )C = 5.8 ± 0.2.

3.0
2.5

30
Superfluid
0.5

1.0
nλ/2

1.5

2.0

FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as in previous figure, but for arrangements with
V0 /ER = 6.3. The density is displayed as
the filling fraction for different (σ/a) values. Squares, σ/a = 1.78; circles, σ/a =
3.16; triangles, σ/a = 5.62. Lines are third
order polynomial fits and are intended as
guides-to-the eye. Error bars are of the
same size as the symbols and were not displayed for simplicity.

10
σ/a

2.0
0.0

5
3
Mott insulator

1
2

4

6
(V0/ER)C

8

10

FIG. 4. (Color online). Critical values
of (V0 /ER )C for different (σ/a)’s. Triangles, squares and circles show the simulation results for λ/a = 50, λ/a = 100
and λ/a = 200, respectively. The three
stripes correspond to the (V0 /ER )C ’s valFig. (4) gives the critical values of ues predicted for the 1D BH model for
V0 /ER obtained from the above proce- each λ/a considered. From top to bottom,
λ/a = 200, λ/a = 100 and λ/a = 50.

dure for three different λ/a’s (50,100
and 200), and a number of σ/a’s.
What we see is that for similar ω⊥ ’s, an tance between potential wells) reduces
increase in λ (and obviously in the dis- the value of (V0 /ER )C necessary to
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12000

V0/ER=0.5
V0/ER=1.0
V0/ER=1.5
V0/ER=2.0

10000
D(τ)/D0

produce a Mott insulator phase. This
is exactly the opposite to what happens in a 3D arrangement, where an increase in λ stabilizes the fluid phase of
the atoms loaded in the optical lattice
[22]. In Fig. (4) we can observe also
another trend: when σ/a decreases,
i.e. when the confinement “tube” is
thinner, (V0 /ER )C decreases, becoming approximately zero for σ/a = 1.
This is in agreement with the results
for the strictly 1D system of Ref. 24.
There, one can see that (V0 /ER )C is
exactly zero, i.e., even an infinitesimally small value of V0 is enough to
pin the atoms to their respective potential wells and create a Mott insulator at nλ/2 = 1. The same conclusion is reached when these systems are
modeled by a sine-Gordon model [33].

8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
τ

FIG. 5. (Color online). Diffusion of the
center of mass for σ/a = 1.78 and λ/a =
50 for several V0 /ER values (in the legend). The data have been normalized so
that the slope of the curve is the superfluid
fraction. The black line corresponding to a
100% superfluid fraction has been included
for reference. The different bands displayed are the results of performing least
squares linear fits to the respective sets of
points defined by the upper and lower limits of the error bars.

with D0 = h̄2 /2m, and

The simulation results displayed in
Fig. (4) define two regions for nλ/2 =
1. In the lower region we have the incompressible Mott insulator phase defined above, while the upper part of
the figure is labeled “superfluid”. The
superfluid fraction of a bosonic system
can be extracted from DMC simulations by an extension of the winding
number technique [34, 35] as,
ρs
D(τ )
= lim
τ →∞ τ D0
ρ

(7)

1
h(~rCM (τ ) − ~rCM (0))2 i .
2dN
(8)
where N is the number of particles and
d the dimension of the system. ~rCM (τ )
is the position of the center of mass of
all the particles. A correct application
of Eq. (8) requires that when an atom
goes out of the simulation cell, one has
to keep track of the evolution of the
center of mass beyond the simulation
cell limits. τ is a measure of the number of simulation steps from the point
in which we start to collect statistics
D(τ ) =
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(τ = 0). When each atom is located
in a particular potential well, the superfluid fraction is zero for infinitely
large simulation times. In Fig. (5) we
display the results for this estimator
in the case σ/a = 1.78 and λ/a = 50
for different values of V0 /ER . The
slopes in Fig. (5) allow us to obtain
superfluid fractions of 0.67 ± 0.05 for
V0 /ER = 0.5, 0.32 ± 0.07 for V0 /ER =
1, 0.06 ± 0.01 for V0 /ER = 1.5 and
0.02 ± 0.01 for V0 /ER = 2. Since the
(V0 /ER )C value for the same conditions in Fig. (4) is 1.1 ± 0.2, this means
that at nλ/2 = 1 the onset of the appearance of the Mott insulator is correlated with a virtual disappearance of
the superfluid fraction. The quantum
phase transition is then a superfluidMott insulator one. For densities other
than nλ/2 = 1 the system behaves always as a superfluid.

C. Comparison with a
Bose-Hubbard model

The Bose-Hubbard model is a de
facto standard to study the physics of
atoms in optical lattices, to the extent
that many experimental data are given
in terms of J and U , its defining parameters, instead of using the real experimental value, V0 . The hamiltonian
of a pure 1D Bose-Hubbard model can

be written as [11],
H = −J
+

X

b+
i bj +

<ij>

X

i ni

UX
ni (ni − 1)
2 i
(9)

i

where the i’s are discrete sites corresponding to the minima of the optical lattice potential wells, and < ij >
stands for pairs of nearest neighbors
sites. b+
i (bi ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a boson at the lattice site i, and ni the number of atoms
at that site. J is the hopping matrix element between nearest-neighbor
sites. U is the on-site repulsion and i
is a term that can consider both the
chemical potential and a possible longitudinal confinement of frequency ωz
[13, 36]. Since our hamiltonian does
not take into account any longitudinal
confinement, we can only compare our
results to those of 1D homogeneous BH
models (i = ).
We can transform any 3D hamiltonian describing an optical lattice into
a BH model by applying the simplifications described in Ref. 13. This will
allow us to go from the experimental
V0 , ω⊥ and λ parameters, to the derived U, J (and ) ones. If, in addition to all the prescriptions of Ref. 13,
we approximate the ground state wave
function for an atom loaded in a single
potential well by a Gaussian, the ana-
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lytical expression for the J parameter [3.289,4.651].
That is the reason
[2] is
why the Bose-Hubbard model is represented in Fig. (4) by three differq


4
V0 3/4 −2 EVR0
ent bands instead of by three simple
J ' √ ER
e
, (10)
π
ER
curves.
We see there that our simulation reThis is strictly valid only for V0 >>
ER , even though Eq. (10) is univer- sults, given by the symbols with their
sally used. When this condition holds corresponding error bars, are in good
and the interparticle interaction is ap- agreement with the critical parameproximated by a pseudopotential, the ters derived from the BH model when
(V0 /ER )C ≥ 3, for all σ/a’s. This
parameter U has the form:
means that all the simplifications der


scribed above make the Bose-Hubbard
2
V0 1/4 2π
U1D =
h̄ω⊥
.
description unrealistic below that critπ
ER
(λ/a)
(11) ical value. To our knowledge, this is
Eq. (11) assumes the point-like inter- the first time in which a numerical
particle interaction of the 1D Lieb- value of (V0 /ER )C below which the 1D
Liniger model (V (zij ) = gδ(zij )) [2, Bose-Hubbard model cannot be used
11]. From Eqs. (11) and (10), one can to describe a quasi 1D continuous sysobtain an expression that relates the tem is given. This is interesting since
parameters of Eq. (3) and those of the there are experimental setups in which
Bose-Hubbard model:
a (V0 /ER )C < 3 is observed [8], and
it seems to be no technical reason not
"
!#1/2
r
r
to explore that part of the parameter
σ
1 J λ ER
V0
= √
exp 2
.
a
ER
space.
2 2π U a V0
(12)

By means of this equation, can translate any U/J value into its corresponding V0 /ER (σ/a, λ/a) counterpart and
compare the onset of the superfluidMott insulator transition derived from
the 1D BH and the one obtained
from our simulations. This is made
in Fig. (4). However, there are several (U/J)C values in the literature
[11, 37], all of them in the range

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the appearance of a Mott insulator phase for
a system of hard spheres loaded in
quasi one-dimensional optical lattices
when the filling fraction is exactly one.
In other circunstances, we have superfluids. We have then a fully three
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dimensional system, albeit elongated.
Our results show that, when σ/a → 0,
i.e. in the 1D limit, we have a Mott
insulator for any V0 6= 0. This is in
agreement with the results of Refs. 23
and 24 for systems of hard rods in optical lattices similar to the ones considered here, and with the results of
the 1D sine-Gordon model [33] in the
limit in which it is comparable to our
model, i.e., when its γ parameter tends
to infinity. However, when σ/a > 1,
we found that a finite value of V0 is
needed to produce a Mott insulator.
That critical V0 value depends on the
degree of transversal confinement and
on the wavelength of the laser used.
For smaller V0 ’s, the system is a superfluid.
On the other hand, for wider
“tubes” our results are in good agreement with those of the 1D homogeneous Bose-Hubbard model with its
parameters defined in the standard
way. The differences appear only when
the optical lattice is shallow enough to
invalidate the approximations used in
deriving the BH hamiltonian. In particular, the BH model is no longer valid
when (V0 /ER )C <3, irrespective of the
λ/a chosen. Below this value, we provide an estimation of the critical value
of V0 for the onset of the superfluidMott insulator phase transition for different values of σ/a and λ/a for an ho-
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mogeneous (ωz = 0) hamiltonian. This
work is then the quasi one-dimensional
counterpart of Ref. 22, in which the
critical parameters for a system of hard
spheres loaded in a full three dimensional homogeneous optical lattice are
calculated. Summarizing, we can say
that our simulation results are consistent with those of the BH and sineGordon models in the parameter range
in which those two approximations are
expected to be valid. We can also provide estimations of the critical V0 values when they are not.
Even though there are many experimental studies of gases loaded in quasi
1D optical lattices, there are very few
from which we could obtain the critical
parameter for a Mott insulator transition. For instance, in Ref. 6, σ/a ∼
10.6, and λ/a ∼ 160 (we took a = 5.29
nm). This means that we would expect a (V0 /ER )C value around 4 (an
average between those for λ/a = 100
and λ/a = 200 for the same σ/a in
Fig. (4)). However, the experimental
value is in the range 6-8. The same
could be said of the results from Ref.
7: for σ/a ∼ 10.3 and λ/a ∼ 160,
and the same value of a, (U/J)C is
in the range 8-10. Using Eq. (12),
this translates into a (V0 /ER )C between 5.8 and 6.7, to be compared to
the same value (V0 /ER )C ∼ 4 from
Fig. (4). That would imply that our
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hard sphere model underestimates the
heights of the potential wells necessary
to create a Mott insulator by as much
as 50%. One of the reasons for this
discrepancy could be that we have not
included any longitudinal confinement
(ωz 6= 0) in our hamiltonian. Calculations on a pure 1D BH model including that effect have been performed at
finite temperature [36], and indicate
that (U/J)C increases when that effect is included. On the other hand, at
T = 0 K, (our case), a 1D BH model
with ωz 6= 0 [38], gave results similar to those of a homogeneous model
[30]. This suggests that one effect to
consider is temperature. In any case,
a comparison between the results of
Ref. 30 and Ref. 38 indicates that
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the study of an homogeneous system
is useful, at least, as a reference, in exactly the same way that the results of
Ref. 22 serve as a benchmark for three
dimensional systems. In the future,
the methods presented in this paper
can be extended to investigate the behavior of cold atoms in optical lattices
including a longitudinal confining potential, or to consider interactomic interactions other than the hard spheres
one.
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State diagram for continuous quasi-one dimensional systems in
optical lattices
C. Carbonell-Coronado, F. De Soto and M.C. Gordillo
Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos Quı́micos y Naturales,
Universidad Pablo de Olavide. 41013 Sevilla, Spain
We studied the appearance of Mott insulator domains of hard sphere bosons
on quasi one-dimensional optical lattices when an harmonic trap was superimposed along the main axis of the system. Instead of the standard approximation represented by the Bose-Hubbard model, we described those arrangements
by continuous Hamiltonians that depended on the same parameters as the experimental setups. We found that for a given trap the optical potential depth,
V0 , needed to create a single connected Mott domain decreased with the number of atoms loaded on the lattice. If the confinement was large enough, it
reached a minimum when, in absence of any optical lattice, the atom density
at the center of the trap was the equivalent of one particle per optical well.
For larger densities, the creation of that single domain proceeded via an intermediate shell structure in which Mott domains alternated with superfluid
ones.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d,05.30.Jp
I.

INTRODUCTION

The interference between one or
several pairs of laser beams can be manipulated to produce a regularly varying light intensity pattern in a region of
space. That creates an effective potential that can be felt by neutral atoms
and whose most general form in three
dimensions is [1–4]
Vext (xi , yi , zi ) = Vx sin2 (kx xi )
+Vy sin2 (ky yi )
+Vz sin2 (kz zi ), (1)

expression that depends on the laser
wavelengths λx , λy , λz through kx,y,z =
2π/λx,y,z . The positions of the minima in Eq. (1) can be arranged to
build different types of periodic (optical) lattices. The degree of confinement of the atoms in the lattice nodes
can be controlled by varying the intensity of the laser light and in that
way the depths (Vx , Vy ,Vz ) of those
wells. Those three parameters can
be changed independently, to produce
asymmetric arrangements in which the
atoms are more or less confined in
particular directions. In this context,
a fairly common experimental setup
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makes Vx = Vy >> Vz , and creates
quasi-one dimensional tubes in which
the atoms move mainly along the principal axis of the cylinder [5–9]. Since in
most experiments additional trapping
in the form of an harmonic potential
along the z axis of the tubes is imposed, we can describe those systems
by the following Hamiltonian:

0 for rij > a, a being the scattering length of the atoms. This interaction has been widely used both to describe homogeneous diluted gases [10–
15] and, to a lesser extend, bosons
loaded in optical lattices [16–20].

Contrarily to the continuous treatment of the interactions that we propose, the standard approach to de"
#
scribe neutral atoms in optical lattices
N
X
h̄2
is the afforded by the discrete BoseH=
−
4 + Vext (xi , yi , zi )
2m
i=1
Hubbard (BH) Hamiltonian [3, 21], a
 X
N 
X
discrete model obtained by simplifying
1
+
mωz2 zi2 +
V (rij )(2)
Eq. (2).
2
i=1

i<j

where V (rij ) represents the interatomic potential between the pair of
atoms i and j, located at a distance
rij from each other, m is the mass of
the atoms loaded in the optical lattice, and ωz = 2πfz , with fz the harmonic trapping longitudinal frequency.
When Vx = Vy >> Vz the atoms are
confined to an almost one-dimensional
cylinder and Vext (xi , yi , zi ) takes the
approximate form:

H = −J
+

X

b+
i bj +

<ij>

X

i ni .

UX
ni (ni − 1)
2 i

(4)

i

In this expression, the i’s label the positions of the minima of the optical lattice potential, the only possible locations of the neutral atoms. Only the
interactions with the nearest neighbor
sites j are considered (pairs < ij > in
Eq. (4)). b+
i (bi ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a boson at site i,
1
2
Vext (x, y, z) = mω⊥
(x2 +y 2 )+V0 sin2 (kz z). and n stands for the number of neui
2
(3) tral atoms at that site. J, U and 
i
In this work, we solved the Schödinger are parameters related to the experiequation corresponding to the above mental ones (V , λ, E , ω and ω )
0
z
R
⊥
Hamiltonian (Eq.(2)). No simplifica- in a rather complicate way [3]. For a
tion was involved beyond considering quasi-one dimensional system:
the interatomic potential to be of the
q


hard spheres (HS) type. This means,
4
V0 3/4 −2 EVR0
J = √ ER
e
, (5)
V (rij ) = +∞ for rij < a and V (rij ) =
π
ER
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U=

r



2
V0
h̄ω⊥
π
ER

1/4

2π
.
(λ/a)

(6)

Here, J is the hopping matrix element
between nearest-neighbor sites, and U
represents the on site repulsion of two
atoms located at the same potential
minimum. Eq. (6) was derived supposing that the interaction between
those atoms was adequately described
by a pseudopotential. i is the energy
offset at each potential well, and in our
case takes into account the influence of
the harmonic trap along the main axis
of the tube. This means [21, 22]:
i ∼ 1/2mωz2 zi2 = Vc ri2

(7)

where ri = zi (r being the standard notation in BH Hamiltonians) is the longitudinal distance of the site i to the
center of the trap [23–26]. One has also
to bear in mind that Eqs. (5) and (6)
are only valid when the potential wells
are deep enough for the ground state
to be described by a set of Wannier
functions localized within that potential well, and when the energy difference between the ground and the first
excited (Bloch) state of the complete
Hamiltonian is much larger than the
interparticle interaction of two atoms
loaded on the same site. If all conditions above are fulfilled, and when
i = 0 (i.e., for an homogeneous system) the BH Hamiltonian is a reason-

able description of a system of neutral
atoms loaded in optical lattices [1, 17].
However, for low enough Vx,y,z ’s [20]
or thin enough tubes [19, 27], several
set of calculations indicate that the results obtained from Eq. (4) are different than the ones derived from the full
Hamiltonian of Eq. (2).
In particular, the superfluid-Mott
insulator transition can appear at different values of V0 for continuous and
discrete Hamiltonians. A Mott phase
is an incompressible state defined by
the condition κ = ∂n/∂µ = 0, where
n is the number of particles per potential well, an µ and κ stand for the
chemical potential and the compressibility of the system as a whole, respectively. For an homogeneous system,
this condition is only fulfilled when n
is an integer and physically means that
adding a single particle to the optical
lattice produces a jump in the value
of µ. In fact, a standard method to
know if we have a Mott insulator involves tracking µ around n=1 (or any
other integer) and see if there is any
discontinuity in µ [16, 18–20, 28, 29]
for increasing values of V0 . The critical V0 for the superfluid-Mott insulator transition is the one below which
that discontinuity is absent and above
which a jump is clearly seen. However,
this method is only valid for homogeneous systems, in which µ is the same
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for every well. When the translational
invariance is broken, i.e., when i is different for each site i, we can define a
local chemical potential, µi , and from
it a local compressibility by [23–26]
κi =

∂ni
∂µi

(8)

that varies depending on the particular
position we are in. This means that
κi can be zero at a particular point,
while the (global) compressibility κ is
not. The standard definition for µi is
[22, 24–26]:
1
µi = µ − Vc ri2 = µ − mωz2 zi2 ,
2

(9)

what transforms Eq. (8) into [22, 30]:
κi = −

1 ∂n
.
mωz2 z ∂z

(10)

Thus, for analogy to the case of a Mott
phase, in which κ =0, we can define a
Mott domain as the set of contiguous
sites for which κi = 0. By Eq. (10),
this translates into a set of potential
wells with the same number of particles on them. This is equivalent to say
that in a Mott domain
∆i =< n2i > − < ni >2 = 0,

(11)

i.e., the local density fluctuations, ∆i ,
computed as the variance of the well
populations for a set of 100 independent Monte Carlo calculations, are

equal to zero. As we will see, both κi
and ∆i behave in a similar way and
can be used indistinctly.
In this work, we study the appearance of Mott domains in systems described by the continuous Hamiltonian
of Eq. (2). Three different values of ωz
and particle numbers, N , in the range
N = 5-49 were considered. We can
think of these arrangements as inhomogeneous systems or simply as quasione dimensional clusters. For each
(ωz , N ) combination, we obtained a
critical value of V0 for the appearance
of a Mott domain. For us, this means
a set of contiguous potential wells for
which κi = 0 (or ∆i = 0), and ni is constant at the same time. For the number of particles considered in this work,
this means ni = 1.

II.

METHOD

To solve the Schödinger equation
for the Hamiltonian we are interested
in, we used the diffusion Monte Carlo
(DMC) technique [31]. This numerical method produces an accurate approximation to the ground state of
the system if the initial approximation
needed, the so-called trial function, is
close enough to the real wavefunction.
Since the temperatures at which the
experiments are done are very low, the
ground state is expected to be a rea-
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sonable description of the real systems.
The trial function used in this work is:
ψ(xi , yi )

i=1
N
Y

N
Y

φ(zi )

j=1

Ψ(rlm )

V0/ER=0.00
V0/ER=1.90
V0/ER=8.23

0.8

(12)

l<m=1

where ri are the positions of each of
the N neutral atoms in the optical lattice, and xi , yi , zi their respective coordinates. Here, ψ(xi , yi ) is the exact solution of the harmonic potential
that traps transversally the particles in
the tube, i.e., a Gaussian of variance
2 = h̄/(mω ) (see Eq. (3)). On the
σ⊥
⊥
other hand,

φ(z) (a.u.)

Φ(r1 , · · · , rN ) =

N
Y

1.0

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
16

12

8

4
0
4
number of wells

8

12

16

FIG. 1. (Color online). φ(z) for ωz =
2 × π415Hz.

In principle, this expression depends
on five constants, (A, B, , γ and D),
that are reduced to two after imposing


 Ψ(rij ) and its first and second deriva2π
φ(zi ) = exp(−Czi2 ) 1 − α sin2
zi
tives to be continuous at rij = D.
λ
(13) The undefined the parameters were obwhere C = (mωz /2h̄). This makes the tained variationally.
first part of φ simply the exact soluTo actually perform the calculation of the longitudinal harmonic os- tions, we have to specify all the paramcillator when V0 = 0. α is a constant eters in Eq. (2). All the energies will
variationally obtained for each combi- be given in units of ER , the so-called
nation (ωz , V0 ). Examples of φz (z) are recoil energy ((ER = h2 /2mλ2 )), and
displayed in Fig. (1), where one can the lengths in units of a. This alsee the maxima around the positions lows us to get rid of the dependence
of the optical lattice minima.
of the mass in the continuous HamilThe remaining part of Eq.(12) takes tonian. The laser wavelength length
into account the two-body correlations was fixed to λz = λ = 50a, a value
and was chosen to be [10]:
used in previous simulations [16, 18–

rij < a

0
√
sin( (rij −a))
Ψ(rij ) = B
a < rij < D,
rij


1 − Ae−rij /γ
rij > D
(14)

20, 32], while the width of the tube σ⊥
= (h̄/mω⊥ )1/2 was set to σ⊥ = 3.16a.
As indicated above, three trapping frequencies were considered: 60 Hz, 4.15
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Hz and 415 Hz. The first was taken
from the experimental paper by Paredes et al. [5], and was somehow typical
of these quasi-one dimensional systems
(ωz is usually in the range 2×π 20-150
Hz [6, 8, 9]). The 4.15 Hz case was
intended to be something of a lower
limit for the longitudinal confinement,
chosen to be smaller than the smallest we found in the literature (9.5 Hz
for a two-dimensional optical lattice
[33]). A hundredfold increase in ωz
was deemed to be sufficient as an upper limit for this parameter.

III.

RESULTS

As indicated above, we defined a
Mott domain as a set of contiguous
sites, i, for which κi = 0 (or ∆i =
0) and ni = 1. The number of particles per potential well, ni , has been obtained by integrating the density profiles, ρ(z), in our continuous model,
i.e.,
ni =

Z zi +λ/4
zi −λ/4

ρ(z)dz,

(15)

where zi is the position of the center of
the potential well i we are interested
in, and λ/4 is the distance from that
center to the nearest maxima of the
external potential. The density profiles are obtained averaging up to one
hundred independent simulations.

Fig. (2) displays the density profile
and the number of particles per well for
a case with small N (15 particles) and
low V0 (7.6ER ). In this profile no Mott
domain is present. That conclusion is
supported by the analysis of Fig. (3).
There, we represent mωz2 κi (derived
form Eq. (10)) and ∆i , obtained from
Eq. (11) for the same arrangement
as in Fig. (2). κi was multiplied by
mωz2 in order to make both magnitudes
comparable in the same scale. We can
see that none of the conditions to have
a Mott domain (κi = 0 and/or ∆i =
0 and ni = 1 for some i) are fulfilled.
From now on, we will say that cluster such those, with no Mott domains
are in State I (phases are not possible in inhomogeneous systems). Those
arrangements are supposed to be superfluids [26]. In Fig. (2) we can see
also that κi and ∆i behave in a similar
way. In particular, both of them are
different of zero for all i’s, and display
maxima and minima approximately at
the same points.
The situation changes when we increase V0 while keeping constant the
rest of the parameters. Then, the average number of atoms at the central
well(s) increases steadily up to ni = 1.
An example of this new situation is displayed in Fig. (4) for N = 15, fz = 415
Hz and V0 = 15.2ER . There, we can
see a plateau around i=0 (indicated by
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12
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Particle density,
ρ(z) (dashed line) and number of particles per potential well, ni (full line) for
a set of N = 15 particles, ωz = 2×π 415
Hz and V0 = 7.6ER . No Mott domain is
observed. An arrow indicates the central
well, in whose center the longitudinal harmonic potential equals 0.

0.04

0.03
∆i
ki

0.03
mωz2ki

∆i

0.02
0.02
0.01

sites, κi = ∆i = 0. Clusters with only
one insulating domain are considered
in the following to be in State II. In going from a cluster in State I to a cluster in State II, there is a value of V0
above which, within two standard deviations of the reference values, ni = 1
and κi = ∆i = 0 at the same time, for
at least one of the three central wells
of the optical lattice. We call that critical value (V0 )C . For the case depicted
in Figs.(2)-(5) the critical value for the
transition between State I and State II
was (V0 /ER )C = 8.2 ± 0.6. With a
similar procedure, we can obtain a set
of triads (ωz , N, (V0 )C ) that define the
state diagram of the system [26]. No
phase diagram can be obtained since,
as the system is inhomogeneous, even
for very large values of V0 , there are always non insulating ”wings” in the regions further from the center for which
ni 6= 1 [23–26].

0.01

0.00

0.00
16

12

8

4

0

4

8

12

16

number of wells

FIG. 3. (Color online). mωz2 κi (dashed
line and triangles) and ∆i (full line and
circles) for the same system as in Fig. (2).

an arrow), in which ni = 1, i.e., a Mott
domain. With the help of Fig. (5) we
can see also that, in the same set of

For N and/or fz small enough, the
only possible profiles are similar either
to that of Fig. (2) or of Fig. (4). i.e.,
either we have a Mott domain at the
center of the trap or we have not. On
the other hand, when N and/or fz are
large enough, we have situations as the
one depicted in Fig. (6). Those clusters are said to be in State III, and
they have two Mott domains symmetrically located around i = 0. The centers of those domains are signaled by
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Same as in Fig. (2) FIG. 6. (Color online) Same as in Fig. (2)
but for V0 = 15.2ER .
but for N = 31 and V0 = 6.3ER .
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of a single Mott domain. This kind
of shell structure has been experimentally observed [34].
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as in Fig. (3)
but for V0 = 15.2ER .

II
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N

two downward pointing arrows. When
V0 increases further, the system ends
ups in a situation similar to the depicted in Fig. (4): a single-connected
Mott domain that covers most of the
system. We have then two critical values of V0 : one for the appearance of
the two separated Mott plateaus, and
another (and larger), for the creation

FIG. 7. (Color online) Critical values of
(V0 /ER )C for the apparition of a Mott domain in the center of cluster, in terms of
the number of particles (N ) for N = 5-49.
Squares, ωz = 2×π 4.15 Hz; circles, ωz =
2×π 60 Hz. The dotted line is the value for
the homogeneous case with the same optical lattice parameters, taken from Ref.
19.
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tion as Fig. (7) but for ωz = 2×π 415
Hz. We can see that the curve is similar to one in the previous figure up
to N = 20. A further increase in the
number of atoms loaded in the optical
lattice makes the critical value for the
disappearance of State I grow again.
However, when this happens, the transition is not to State II as in the previous cases, but to State III. A further
increase in V0 is necessary to produce
a cluster in State II. This second set
of critical values, higher than the previous ones, for the change State III →
State II is also displayed.

1.80

N=5
N=11
N=25
N=27
N=31
N=37

1.60
1.40
1.20
n0

In Fig. (7) we display the state diagram for ωz = 2×π 4.15 Hz (squares)
and ωz = 2×π 60 Hz (circles), for numbers of particles in the range N = 549. Under those conditions, we have
only clusters in State I or State II. We
can see that in both curves the critical
value of the potential well necessary to
create a cluster in State II decreases
with N with little difference between
both sets of data. Also displayed is
the critical V0 value for an homogeneous system with the same σ⊥ and
λ ((V0 /ER )C = 1.7 ± 0.3, Ref. 19),
noticeably lower than the values for
any of the cluster values represented
in Fig. (7). We can see also that
(V0 /ER )C seems to level off for clusters with N > 40, to a number more
than twice as the corresponding to the
equivalent homogeneous system.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Number of particles
at the central site, i =0, as a function of
V0 /ER for different values of N and ωz =
2×π 415 Hz.
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The appearance of State III for cer-

FIG. 8. (Color online) Same as in Fig. (7),
tain values of N and V0 can be underbut for ωz = 2×π 415 Hz and N = 5-37.

stood with the help of Fig. (9). There,
we plot the evolution of the number
Fig. (8) gives us the same informa- of particles on the central well, n0 ,

Publication 3

as a function of the external potential
depth for fz = 415 Hz. We can see that
for small values of both N and V0 , that
occupation is smaller than one, and
grows with V0 to reach n0 =1, as corresponds to a Mott insulator domain.
On the other hand, when N is larger,
n0 >1 for V0 → 0 and reaches unity, as
before, for large V0 values. The limit
between those regimes corresponds to
N ∼ 25; for larger N values we can
have State III clusters. The fact that
for ωz = 2 π× 4.15 and ωz = 2 π× 60
Hz, n0 is always less than one in the
limit V0 → 0 for all the values of N
considered in this work, suggests that
a necessary condition to see State III
clusters is that the number of particles on the central well be at least one
for low enough values of the potential
depth.
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rived form a BH model: the state diagrams depend directly on the experimental parameters (V0 , λ, ωz , ω⊥ ) and
the results do not need any translation
from the J, U and Vc parameters to the
real ones via Eq. (5),(6) and (7).

However, further analysis indicates
that our results are not equivalent to
the ones obtained from a BH Hamiltonian. In particular, in Refs. 26 and
35 is shown that, due to scaling arguments, the density profiles depend only
p
on a reduced variable, ρ̃ = N (Vc /J).
Since those profiles are used to derive
the state diagrams, the critical V0 ’s
should depend only on that variable.
Contrarily to what happens in the BH
description, this is not true in our simulation. For instance, in Fig. (7) we
can see that the results for two different trappings are virtually on top
of each other, instead of depending on
the corresponding ωz ’s. Moreover, all
IV. DISCUSSION
trials to reduce the three curves presented in Figs. (7) and Fig. (8) to a
If we look at Figs. (2)-(6), we
single one have been unsuccessful.
find that the profiles displayed there
are similar to the ones found in the
In a pure one-dimensional BH
literature for one-dimensional Bose- Hamiltonian, to have a Mott domain
Hubbard Hamiltonians [23–26]. Then, we need U/J ≥ 5.5 [26], a larger value
it would appear that continuous model than the corresponding to a homogecalculations could only certify the va- neous, non-trapped system (U/J ∼
lidity of that discrete approximation, 3.6). U/J = 5.5 translates into V0 /ER
at much higher computational cost. In = 1.6 (Eqs. (5) and (6)), and larger
any case, our data have at least an ad- values of U/J would also turn into
vantage with respect to the ones de- V0 /ER ’s greater than 1.6. All this
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main with respects to the results from
a continuous Hamiltonian. In this, a
trapped system is similar to an homogeneous one, in which (V0 /ER )BH =
0.7 < (V0 /ER )HS =1.7 ± 0.3 [19].

means that a minimum U/J implies
the existence of a minimum V0 /ER below which we can have only superfluid clusters. This feature can be seen
clearly in Fig. 8, in which the minimum is V0 /ER ∼ 4.4. The plateau
observed in Fig. 7 suggests that this is
also the case for smaller confinements,
with superfluid clusters for V0 /ER <
5.7. Both values are larger than the
(V0 /ER )C deduced from the BH state
diagram (V0 /ER = 1.6, given above).
i.e., a BH model underestimates the
V0 value needed to have a Mott do-
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Bosonic hard spheres in quasi-one dimensional bichromatic
optical lattices
M.C. Gordillo, C. Carbonell-Coronado and F. De Soto
Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos Quı́micos y Naturales,
Universidad Pablo de Olavide. 41013 Sevilla, Spain
We calculated the phase diagram of a continuous system of hard spheres loaded
in a quasi-one-dimensional bichromatic optical lattice. The wavelengths of
both lattice-defining lasers were chosen to model an incommensurate arrangement. Densities of one particle and half a particle per potential well were
considered. Our results can be compared directly to those of the experimental
system [L. Fallani, J. E. Lye, V. Guarrera, C. Fort, and M. Inguscio Phys.
Rev. Lett. 98, 130404 (2007)] from which our initial parameters were taken.
The phase diagrams for both densities are significatively different from those
obtained by describing the same experimental setup with a Bose-Hubbard
model.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d,05.30.Jp
I.

INTRODUCTION

An optical lattice is the result of
the interference of one or several pairs
of laser beams to produce a stationary
wave, felt by a neutral atom as an external potential of the form [1, 2]:




changing the light intensity. In a very
common arrangement, two of those
depths are fixed to values high enough
to produce a tight confinement in two
directions. We have then quasi-one dimensional systems well described by
the continuous Hamiltonian:
"

#

N
X
h̄2
2πx
H=
−
4 + Vext (zi )
(2)
Vext (x, y, z) = Vx sin
2m
λx
i=1
!
 X

1
2 2πy
2
+ Vy sin
(x2i + yi2 ) +
V (rij ).
+ mω⊥
λy
2
i<j


2 2πz
+ Vz sin
. (1) Here, V (r ) represents the interaction
ij
λz
between the atoms i and j, separated
This expression, that depends on the
a distance rij from each other, and
laser wavelengths (λx , λy , λz ), defines a
m is the mass of those atoms. ω⊥
three dimensional lattice. Vx , Vy ,Vz are
is the harmonic frequency we obtain
the depths of the potential barriers felt
at developing the first two terms of
by the atoms and can be modified by
2
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the right-hand side of Eq. (1) around
x = 0 and y = 0, a good approximation when Vx and Vy are deep enough.
When the interaction between particles is modeled by a hard spheres one,
a system described by this Hamiltonian at a density of one particle per
potential well exhibits superfluid-Mott
insulator transitions [3] for values of Vz
that depend on ω⊥ [4]. Eq. (2) does
not consider the system to be harmonically trapped in the longitudinal direction, z. That would mean to include an
additional term of the form 12 mωz2 zi2 in
the Hamiltonian [19].
Disorder can be introduced on this
simple arrangement. Two are the most
common experimental routes: the use
of two superimposed lasers of different
(and incommensurate) wavelengths on
the z direction [5–8], or the introduction of a speckle field on the optical
lattice [9, 10]. In both cases, we end
up having potential wells of unequal
depths, with a quasi-periodic variation
in the first case and a more randomly
distribution of potential minima in the
second. What the phase diagrams of
those arrangements have in common
is the presence of at least a superfluid
(SF) and a Bose glass (BG) phase, depending on the particular experimental setup. If the average number of
atoms per potential well is an integer, a
Mott insulator (MI) can be also stable

for some values of the lattice defining
parameters [11].
In this work, we considered the
first disorder option, and solved the
Schrödinger equation corresponding to
the continuous Hamiltonian in Eq. (2)
with an optical lattice potential of the
form:




2πz
λ
1 
2πz
+s2 ER2 sin2
(3)
λ2

Vext (z) = s1 ER1 sin2

where λ1 and λ2 are the two wavelengths that define the bichromatic lattice. Here, ER1 and ER2 are the recoil energies corresponding to λ1 and
λ2 (ERx = h2 /(2mλ2x )). Since we chose
to reproduce as closely as possible the
experimental setup used in Ref. 5, we
took λ1 = 830 nm, s⊥ = 40 (in units
of ER1 ), and m as the mass of a 87 Rb
atom. There is a difference, tough.
We considered λ2 = 1067 nm instead
of the 1076 nm originally used. This
makes the ratio λ1 /λ2 = 7/9 ∼ 0.7778
instead of the 0.77137 of the experimental data. s1 and s2 where taken
to be in the same range as the experimental data (s1 = 16; 0 ≤ s2 ≤ 2.5,
in units of their respective recoil energies). To use rational approximations
to the real wavelength ratio is a common practice (see for instance Ref. 12,
in which λ1 /λ2 = 5/7, or Ref. 13 in
which λ1 /λ2 = 97/126), and allowed
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us to use relatively small simulation [2, 20]. For the kind of Hamiltonians
cells. The interatomic potential was we are dealing with in this work [2]:
described by a hard-spheres (HS) inq


4
Vz 3/4 −2 EVRz
teraction: V (rij ) = +∞ for rij < a
J = √ ER
, (5)
e
π
ER
and 0 otherwise, a being fixed to a single value, that of the scattering length
and
of the 87 Rb atoms [14]. This potential
r


2
Vz 1/4 2π
was previously used to describe bosons
U=
h̄ω⊥
. (6)
π
ER
(λ/a)
loaded in optical lattices [4, 15–19].
In most previous literature, the
continuous Hamiltonian of Eq.(2) is
approximated by the discrete BoseHubbard (BH) model [20]:
H = −J
+

X

b+
i bj +

<ij>

X

∆i ni ,

UX
ni (ni − 1)
2 i
(4)

i

in which all the particles are allowed
to stay only at the minima of their
corresponding optical lattice potentials (i sites). Besides, only interactions of the type < ij > were considered, j being one of the two nearest neighbors (a quasi-one dimensional
system translates into a pure onedimensional Hamiltonian) to any particular i. b+
i (bi ) is the bosonic creation (annihilation) operator at i, and
ni represents the number of neutral
atoms at that same location. J, U and
i are parameters that can be related
meaningfully to the experimental ones
(Vz , λ, and ω⊥ ) only when the optical lattice potentials are deep enough

J is the hopping matrix element between sites i and j, and U models
the repulsive interaction between two
atoms located at the same i site. To
deduce the expression for U , it was
supposed that the full interaction potential between atoms in the original continuous Hamiltonian was adequately described by a pseudopotential
[2]. Eqs. (5) and (6) were deduced
for monochromatic lattices, i.e., lattices defined by a single laser of wavelength λ, and recoil energy ER . If another laser is introduced, both expressions would have to be recalculated to
include the effect of this second wavelength [21]. However, this is usually
not done [12, 13, 21–25], even though
a variation in J could produce an appreciable change in the phase diagram.
[26]
The remaining parameter in Eq.(4),
∆i , represents the energy offset at each
potential well, and for a monochromatic lattice with no longitudinal confinement is the same for each site.
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This means that could be set to zero since when s1 ER1 ∼ s2 ER2 , the syswithout loss of generality. However, tem is always a superfluid, as we will
when disorder is introduced, this is no see below.
longer the case. For bichromatic lattices, ∆i ∝ cos[2π(λ1 /λ2 )i] [8, 12, 22],
while for random disorder, ∆i follows
a uniform distribution in the interval
II. METHOD
[−∆, 0] or [−∆, ∆] [23–25].
In this work, we calculate the phase
diagram of the continuous Hamiltonian defined by Eq. (2) with the
optical lattice potential of Eq. (3).
This implies that the disorder arises
naturally at the introduction of the
second laser, with no ad hoc change
in the depths of the potential wells.
The only approximation was to use
a hard spheres interparticle interaction, a very common approach [4, 15–
17, 19]. We considered two densities,
one particle per optical lattice minimum, and half a particle per minimum, and compared our results to
those calculated with a Bose-Hubbard
model for the same systems [21]. However, our primary goal will be to compare our results to the experimental
ones, when available. Since the lattice defined by λ1 is in most cases
deeper than the defined by λ2 (s1 ER1
> s2 ER2 ), to define the average density
we used the number of potential minima corresponding to the lattice defined by λ1 . This convention will not
affect the limits of the phase diagram,

The initial step to calculate the
phase diagrams was to obtain the
ground state of a set of atoms described by the Hamiltonian of Eq.
(2). This means that we are operating a T=0, a reasonable approximation
commonly used [12, 13, 21] to describe
the very low temperature regimes in
which the experiments are performed
[5, 8]. In any case, we expect our description should be valid for temperatures lower than the corresponding to
the excitations of the system, which
are in the range of the kHz [5]. To
do so, we used the diffusion Monte
Carlo (DMC) method [27]. That technique needs an initial approximation
to the ground state wavefunction to
work, the so-called trial function. That
initial expression depends on the positions of the N atoms in the simulation
cell (r1 ,· · ·,rN ). In this work, we used:
Φ(r1 , · · · , rN ) =

N
Y

ψ(xi , yi )

i=1
N
Y

l<m=1

N
Y

φ(zi )

j=1

Ψ(rlm )

(7)
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where xi , yi , zi are the coordinates of
the atom i and rlm is the distance
between atoms l and m. We took
ψ(xi , yi ) to be a Gaussian of variance
2 = h̄/(mω ), i.e., the exact solution
σ⊥
⊥
to the harmonic potential that traps
the particles transversally. φ(zi ) was
taken to be the numerical solution to
an one-dimensional Schrödinger equation including only the monochromatic
lattice defined by λ1 . The two body
correlations were modeled by: [18, 19,
28]:

rij < a

0
√
sin( (rij −a))
Ψ(rij ) = B
a < rij < D,
rij


−rij /γ
1 − Ae
rij > D.
(8)

a is here the scattering length of the
pair of atoms. The particular way
to obtain the five constants in this
equation has been detailed elsewhere
[18, 19].
As indicated above, we chose the s1
and s2 parameters in the same range
that the experimental ones of Ref. 5.
The main difference is that instead of
limiting ourselves to the case s1 /ER1
= 16, we considered the entire range
0 ≤ s1 /ER1 ≤ 16. For each s1 /ER1
we performed calculations in the interval 0 ≤ s2 /ER2 ≤ 2.5 for a density
of one atom per potential well and 0
≤ s2 /ER2 ≤ 2 when the average atom
occupation was 0.5. In most cases,
a simulation cell including 36 poten-

tial minima (= 18 λ1 ) was used. We
checked that to increase that number
to 54, 72 or even 90 did not vary the
results presented in this work.

III.
A.

RESULTS

One particle per potential well

A Bose glass is usually defined
as an insulating (non-superfluid) and
finite-compressibility (gapless) phase
[11, 23]. On the other hand, a Mott insulator is a non-superfluid gaped state.
So, to determine whether a particular arrangement of atoms can be described as a glass, we should calculate
the superfluid fraction (to know if we
are dealing with an insulator) and the
compressibility of the system (to see if
we have a MI or a BG). We define the
compressibility, κ, as:
κ=

∂n
,
∂µ

(9)

where µ is the chemical potential,
µ=

∂E
∂E
E
=n N + .
∂N
∂n
N

(10)

Here, E is the total energy of the
hard spheres arrangement loaded in
the quasi-one dimensional optical lattice and n is the density of the system (n = N/L, N , number of atoms;
L, length of the simulation cell). This
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means that a finite κ at a given n is associated with a continuous slope of the
energy per atom versus the density at
that n.

the energy versus the filling fraction is
discontinuous at nλ1 /2 = 1, something
similar to what happens for s2 /ER2 =
1.2.

In Fig. 1, we represent E/N , in
units of the recoil energy of the primary lattice versus its filling fraction
(nλ1 /2), subtracting from the energy
the constant contribution per atom
due to the transversal harmonic confinement, EHO /N , in the same units.
All the cases displayed correspond to
s1 /ER1 = 16 and different values for
s2 : s2 /ER2 = 1.2 (bottom), s2 /ER2 =
1.3 (middle), and s2 /ER2 = 1.4 (top).
To see the influence of the size of the
simulation cell in our results, we display there the energies corresponding
to simulation cells including 36 (full
symbols), 54 (open symbols) and 72
(crosses) potential minima. The results for bigger cells were similar and
are not shown for simplicity. The
dashed and full lines are least-squares
fits to the simulation results for densities below and above nλ1 /2 = 1 when
only the data for 36 wells are considered. The fact that all the symbols
are basically on top of those fits, indicates that our energies are not affected
by size effects. The dotted line corresponds to the continuation of the result
in the 0.85 ≤ nλ1 /2 ≤ 1 range beyond
that last density. That line helps us to
see that for s2 /ER2 = 1.3, the slope of

On the other hand, when s2 /ER2
= 1.4 there is no such a slope change,
what indicates that for those parameters we have a gapless phase. Using
that information, and since we considered the smallest difference between
consecutive s2 /ER2 values to be 0.1,
we estimated the upper limit of the
Mott insulator for s1 /ER1 = 16 to be
s2 /ER2 = 1.3 ± 0.1. This corresponds
to the rightmost open symbol in Fig.
2. For larger s2 /ER2 values, we have
a gapless arrangement that can be either a superfluid or a Bose glass. That
value is in reasonable agreement with
the experimental results of Ref. 5, in
which we can see a disappearance of
the MI somewhere between s2 /ER2 =
0.5 and s2 /ER2 = 1.5. The remaining
open symbols in Fig. 2 were obtained
in the same way that the already described for s1 /ER1 = 16 and indicate
the upper limit of stability of the Mott
insulator phase for each s1 /ER1 value.
We calculated the superfluid fraction (ρs /ρ) using a variant of the winding number technique [29, 30]. The formal expression employed was:
ρs
D(τ )
= lim
τ →∞ τ D0
ρ

(11)
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n λ/2

FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy per particle (minus the harmonic contribution,
EHO /N ) for s1 = 16 in units of ER1 versus
the filling fraction. Symbols correspond
to the simulation results for different values of s2 (from bottom to top s2 = 1.2,
s2 = 1.3 and s2 = 1.4, all of them in
units of ER2 ). Full symbols correspond
to simulation cells with 36 potential wells,
open symbols to cells with 54 minima and
crosses display the case for 72 wells. Lines
correspond to least squares fits to the simulation data considering only the cell with
36 potential minima.

where D0 = h̄2 /2m. τ indexes each
Monte Carlo step of a given simulation,
from the initial step after the Monte
Carlo equilibration (τ = 0) to the end
of the Markov chain (in our case, τ =

0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16
s1 (ER1)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Phase diagram for
the case of an average density of one particle per potential well. SF, superfluid; BG,
Bose glass; MI, Mott insulator. s1 and
s2 are the parameters defined in Eq.(3),
in units of their respective recoil energies.
See further explanation in the text.

20000). D(τ ) is defined as:
1
h(~rCM (τ ) − ~rCM (0))2 i
2N
(12)
Here, ~rCM (τ ) is the position of the center of mass of all the particles in the
simulation cell at a step labeled by τ .
N is, as before, the number of particles. This definition means that if we
represent D(τ )/D0 as a function of τ ,
for large enough τ , we should get a
straight line whose slope will give us
the value of the superfluid fraction. An
D(τ ) =
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From the slopes of curves similar to
those in Fig. 3, and with the help of
Eq. (11), we can deduce the superfluid
fraction for the set of parameters we
are interested in. Fig. 4 shows those
results for different s1 /ER1 ’s as a function of s2 /ER2 . The errors bars for
each ρs /ρ were calculated by the same
method as in Ref. 4: least-squares
fitting procedures were performed for
the average values of D(τ )/D0 as a
function of τ , and for the same values after the subtraction (or addition)
of the corresponding limits given by
the error bars of that ratio. This allows us to obtain a range of most prob-

10000

8000

D(τ)/D0

example of that procedure is displayed
in Fig. 3. Each curve represents
the average of 50 independent DMC
simulations. There, s2 /ER2 = 1.5 in
all cases, while s1 goes from s1 /ER1
= 16 (bottom) to s1 /ER1 = 5 (top).
The solid line corresponds to the case
of a perfect superfluid (D(τ )/D0 =
τ ρs /ρ = τ ), and it is included as a
reference. The error bars are displayed
only for the case s1 /ER1 = 5, are fairly
typical, and correspond to an standard
deviation of the data produced in those
50 independent simulations. What we
can see is that the slope of D(τ )/D0 for
large values of τ (> 10000) increases
from zero (s1 /ER1 = 16,12), to values
that imply the existence of superfluids
(s1 /ER1 = 10,8,5).

6000

4000

2000

0
0

4000 8000 12000 16000 20000
τ

FIG. 3. (Color online) Diffusion of the center of mass as a function of the Monte
Carlo step index, τ . All cases correspond to s2 /ER2 = 1.5 and different values of s1 /ER1 . From bottom to top: s1 =
16,12,10,8,5. The solid line gives the slope
corresponding to ρs /ρ = 1. The error bars
are only displayed in one case for simplicity.

able slopes, and from that, a superfluid fraction interval. What we observe is that, except for the s1 /ER1 =
5 case, there is a range of s2 /ER2 values above which the system is an insulator, and below which we have a superfluid. We consider an arrangement
to be non-superfluid when the error
bar for the superfluid fraction includes
the value ρs /ρ = 0. So, for instance,
when s1 /ER1 = 12 (full squares in Fig.
4), the last insulator corresponds to
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ρS/ρ

s2 /ER2 = 1.6, since in that case ρs /ρ=
0.5
0.01 ± 0.01. This translates into the
point s1 /ER1 = 12, s2 /ER2 = 1.6 in
0.4
Fig. 2. For larger s2 /ER2 ’s, we have a
0.3
superfluid, and when 1.3 < s2 /ER2 <
1.6, the phase is a gapless insulator.
0.2
i.e. a Bose glass. The remaining of
the full symbols in Fig. 2 have been
0.1
obtained in a similar way for other
s1 /ER1 values. The error bars dis0
played there have the same origin as
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
the ones for the MI-BG limit. The full
s2 (ER2)
symbols in Fig. 2 are related to the
superfluid behavior of the system (see
FIG. 4. (Color online) Superfluid fraction
below).

B.

Half a particle per potential
well

Exactly the same calculations can
be performed for an average density
of half a particle per potential well.
The only difference is that in the phase
diagram we will have only superfluid
and Bose glass phases, since a MI is
only possible for a filling fraction of
one. Fig. 5 is the counterpart of
Fig. 4 for this lower density. There,
we displayed the superfluid fraction as
a function of s2 /ER2 for s1 /ER1 = 8
(upper curve) and s1 /ER1 = 10 (lower
curve), both sets of calculations including their corresponding error bars
for each point. We can see that for
s1 /ER1 = 8, the system is always a

as a function of s2 (in units of ER2 ) for
different s1 values (in units of ER1 ). Open
squares, s1 /ER1 = 16; full squares, s1 /ER1
= 12; open circles, s1 /ER1 = 8; full circles,
s1 /ER1 = 5. The error bars are only displayed in the last two cases for simplicity,
the ones not shown being of the same size
(∆(ρs /ρ) ∼ 0.01).

superfluid, irrespectively of the value
of s2 /ER2 . On the other hand, for
s1 /ER1 = 10, an insulator (Bose glass)
appears for s2 /ER2 ≥ 0.9. This last
value is represented in Fig. 6 as the
leftmost full symbol. Additional calculations indicate that for this density no
Bose glass appears when s1 /ER1 < 8,
at least for s2 /ER2 ’s in the range displayed in Fig. 6. For larger s1 /ER1 ’s,
the limits between the superfluid and
insulator phases are also shown as full
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ρS/ρ

symbols. The upper dashed line is a to create an insulator.
least-squares fit of those simulation re0.25
sults to a function of the form s2 (s1 ) =
a/(s1 − 8)b (a, b, constants, s2 and s1
0.2
in units of their respective recoil energies), i.e., to a function with an asymp0.15
tote for s1 /ER1 = 8 (vertical dotted
line), and it is intended simply as a
0.1
guide-to-the-eye.
0.05

On the other hand, the open symbols in Fig. 6 correspond to the values
obtained for a Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian that models the same system
[21]. For instance, the rightmost open
symbol of Fig. 6 correspond to the
largest U/J value considered in Ref.
21, (U/J = 10), for which the limit
between the superfluid and the Bose
glass phases is located at s2 ER2 /J =
4. Using Eqs. 5 and 6 above, we
have that this translates into s1 /ER1
= 6.1 and s2 /ER2 = 0.4. A similar procedure was used to obtain the
remaining open symbols shown there,
the only cases whose transformations
give coordinates in the s2 /ER2 range
displayed in Fig. 6. The dashed line
on top of them is again a least-squares
fit to be used only as a guide. What
we observe is that both in our simulations and those of Ref. 21 predict
a Bose glass for high enough s2 /ER2
and s1 /ER1 , even though the BoseHubbard Hamiltonian underestimates
the values of those parameters needed

0
−0.05

0

0.5

1
s2 (ER2)

1.5

2

FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4, but
for a density of half a particle per potential well. Full squares, s1 /ER1 = 10; open
squares, s1 /ER1 = 8.

IV.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we described the behavior of a set of neutral atoms loaded
in a quasi-one dimensional bichromatic
optical lattice. To do so, we solved
the Schrödinger equation corresponding to the continuous Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2), with an external potential
defined by Eq. 3. The only approximation employed, besides the use
of a stochastic method to obtain the
ground state, was the description of
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0.5
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0
0
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8 10 12 14 16
s1 (ER1)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 2,
but for an average density of half a particle
per potential well. The full symbols correspond to our simulation results while the
open symbols are from Ref. 21. All the
lines displayed are guides-to-the-eye. See
further explanation in the text.

the two-body interaction by a hardspheres potential. Within this framework, we obtained the phase diagrams
of Figs. 2 and 6, as functions of
the real parameters at two different
atom densities. This makes straightforward the comparison between theory and experiment. In particular,
when s1 /ER1 = 16, our value for the
MI-BG limit was s2 /ER2 =1.3 ± 0.1,
a value within the experimental range
(0.5 < s2 /ER2 <1.5) [5].
However, the standard approximation to describe an optical lattice is

the use of a Bose-Hubbard model. In
a classic case of putting the cart before the horse, the fact that a set of
atoms loaded in an monochromatic optical lattice is a very good experimental realization of a BH Hamiltonian for
some values of the lattice defining parameters [3, 20], has been used as an
excuse to describe any optical lattice
in any circumstances by this model.
The main advantage of this approach
is that the BH model is relatively easy
to use and its behavior is well understood; the main problem being that it
is only an approximation that breaks
down even for monochromatic lattices
with shallow potential wells, as it has
been established both experimentally
[31] and theoretically [4, 18] for the description of the superfluid-Mott insulator transition.
In addition, the study of a bichromatic lattice implies corrections for
both the J and U parameters that
would include the effect of the second
standing wave and that there are usually not considered. This means that
even in those cases in which the primary lattice is deep enough to be well
described by a BH Hamiltonian, the
description of the lattice is not exact.
That compounded error would be the
cause of the differences between the
phase diagram for half a particle per
potential well calculated with a conti-
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nous and a BH Hamiltonian shown in
Fig. 6. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, there are no experimental data
to compare those diagrams to. We
can only say that the stability zone of
the superfluid phase is reduced with
respect to the case of a continuous
Hamiltonian, the same general trend
found for monochromatic lattices [4].
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transition for s2 = 0. The value in this
work (s1 /ER1 = 5 ± 1) is larger than
the one deduced in Ref. 21 (s1 /ER1 ∼
3).
To conclude, we should make a last
remark about the general form of the
phase diagram displayed in Fig. 2.
There, we can see that for some values of s1 /ER1 (s1 /ER1 > 10), an increasing in s2 /ER2 makes the system
change from a MI to a BG and further
up, to a superfluid. However, when
s1 /ER1 is smaller, there is only a single transition, MI → SF. This is in apparent contradiction to some previous
theoretical results [11, 25] for a BoseHubbard model, that indicate that between a MI and a SF phases, there
should be always a BG ”sandwich”. At
least part of the discrepancy can be explained by the fact that those works
correspond to systems with random
site disorder, which behave differently
than arrangements with quasiperiodic
bichromatic lattices. In any case, the
results of Fig. 2 indicate that if that
intermediate BG exists for s1 /ER1 <
10, the width of its stability interval
should be very narrow.

The situation is similar for a density of one particle per potential well.
As indicated above, for s1 /ER1 = 16,
there is a reasonable agreement between the position of the MI-BG transition predicted from our calculations
and the experiment. Regretably, we
cannot compare any BH predictions to
that value, since s1 = 16 translates (using Eqs. (5) and (6), with the scattering length taken from Ref. [14]) into
U/J ∼ 130, a larger value than the
ones considered in the literature [12,
21, 22]. On the other hand, the upper
stability limit for the MI phase in Ref.
21 for U/J = 10 (larger U/J used)
corresponds to s2 ER2 /J ∼ 10. This
means s1 /ER1 ∼ 6.1 and s2 /ER2 ∼
1.1, to be compared to s1 /ER1 = 6,
s2 /ER2 = 0.6 ± 0.2, from Fig. 6.
Thus, we have that a BH description
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“We must not forget that when radium was discovered no one knew that it would prove useful
in hospitals. The work was one of pure science.
And this is a proof that scientific work must not
be considered from the point of view of the direct usefulness of it. It must be done for itself,
for the beauty of science, and then there is always the chance that a scientific discovery may
become like the radium a benefit for mankind”.
Marie Sklodowska Curie (1921)
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Conclusions

Quantum gases adsorbed on graphane
In Publication 1 we obtained the phase diagram of D2 adsorbed on Cgraphane at zero temperature, using DMC. Our main conclusions are
1. We modelled the D2 -substrate interaction using a Lennard-Jones potential with two sets of different parameters. We obtained the same
conclusions for both, which implies that our results are robust.
2. The ground state of the system is the so-called δ phase, a commensurate solid. This is different from what happens in graphene, where
√
√
the ground state is a registered 3 × 3 phase. This last solid is

also the ground state of H2 on graphane.

3. When we increase the density from the δ phase up, the system undergoes a first-order phase transition to an  registered phase and,
later on, to a triangular incommensurate solid.
4. Commensurate 4/7 and 7/12 structures, proposed for a second layer
of 4 He on graphene, are not stable on graphane.
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Optical lattices
In Publication 2 we studied in detail homogeneous quasi-one dimensional
optical lattices. We obtained the critical values of the optical lattice depths
at which the Mott insulator appears for a variety of transversal frequencies
and values of the optical lattice wavelengths. Only a filling fraction of one
was considered. Our main conclusions here are
1. In the one-dimensional limit, the system is a Mott insulator for any
value of the potential depth, a result in concordance with [DSG12]
and with the Sine-Gordon model.
2. For wider tubes, we need a finite value of the optical lattice depth to
produce a Mott insulator. This critical value depends on both the
width of the tube and the optical lattice wavelength. For smaller
optical lattice depths, we always have a superfluid.
3. The Bose-Hubbard model underestimates the potential well needed
to create a Mott insulator for narrow confinements. However, when
the harmonic potential in the transversal direction is wide enough,
BH results reproduce ours for a continuous model.
In Publication 3 we added a trap in the direction of the optical lattice,
which is a general practice in experimental studies. We obtained the critical values of the optical lattice depths above which we have Mott domains
(a phase is not possible). This was signalled by the appearance of “wedding
cake” structures, characteristic of those systems. We find that
1. For a number of particles lower than 20 (and for the range of longitudinal confining frequencies we simulated) we have always a single
Mott domain at the centre of the cluster.
2. For a number of particles larger than 20 (and a longitudinal frequency
large enough), two Mott regions symmetrically disposed with respect
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to the centre of the trap appear first. By increasing even more the
depth of the optical lattice, those two domains merge into a single
one.
3. The critical values of the potential depths needed to create Mott
domains are higher than the ones we obtained for a similar homogeneous case (given in Publication 2).
4. Those critical values are also higher than the ones obtained by solving
the BH model for the same system. The tendency is, therefore, the
same as for the homogeneous Hamiltonian.
In Publication 4 we considered bichromatic quasi-one-dimensional optical lattices to model disordered systems, since our main interest was to
observe a Bose glass and determined the extent to which the phase diagram
changed. Our principal conclusions are
1. The phase diagram at an average density of one particle per well was
obtained for ranges of the two optical lattice depths compatible with
experiment. In this setting, we found three phases: superfluid, Boseglass and Mott insulator, the phase diagram being in good agreement
with the experimental results of [Fal+07].
2. Once more our continuous model predicted higher values of the optical lattice depths needed to obtain a Mott insulator than the BH
description.
3. On the face of the phase diagram for a density of one particle per
well, we found that a direct transition from a Mott insulator to a
superfluid was possible for low enough values of the optical lattice
depths. This contradicts previous theoretical works, which asserted
that for a disordered system there should always be a Bose glass between those phases. Reasons for this discrepancy could be either that
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the disorder we considered is different from the random one of those
works, or that the intermediate Bose-glass phase is so narrow that,
with the precision of our numerical results, we cannot distinguish it
from the other two arrangements.
As future perspectives, we pretend to apply this continuous model to
systems of fermions in order to study the validity of the Fermi-Hubbard
model, as well as to other phenomena of the physics of strongly-interacting
fermionic atoms.
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Phase diagram of D2 adsorbed on graphene and graphite
C. Carbonell-Coronado and M.C. Gordillo
Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos, Quı́micos y Naturales,
Facultad de Ciencias Experimentales, Universidad Pablo de Olavide,
Carretera de Utrera, km 1. 41013 Sevilla, Spain
The phase diagram of o− D2 adsorbed on top of both graphene and graphite
was calculated for T=0 K using the diffusion Monte Carlo technique. Both
diagrams were found to be virtually identical, except for the energy offset due
to the presence of additional graphene
in graphite. The ground state of
√ sheets
√
D2 on graphene and graphite was a 3× 3 commensurate structure that upon
a pressure increase was transformed into a so-called γ phase, characterized
by a oblique unit cell rotated a given angle with respect to the axis of the
upper graphene sheet. At even higher densities, a triangular incommensurate
structure similar to the one in the H2 case is found. A δ commensurate phase
at 0.0789 Å−2 can barely be distinguished from the γ incommensurate solid
at this density, but an  commensurate
at 0.0835 Å−2 is more stable
√ structure
√
than its γ counterpart. Between the 3× 3 and the γ solid, a striped domain
wall α phase was found to be more stable than a mixture of both.
PACS numbers: 67.80.F-,05.30.Jp
I.

INTRODUCTION

[10–12] formed by a single isolate carbon sheet similar to those that constitute graphite. For this structure there
are no experiments of adsorption yet,
but computer simulations [8, 9] indicate that the phase diagrams for these
two quantum species are very similar
in graphene and graphite, being the
only difference the binding energies of
each particle with the substrate, bigger
in the case of graphite due to the presence of several graphene layers instead
of a single one.

The adsorption of different gases on
top of graphite is a venerable physics
topic both from the experimental and
theoretical point of view (see for instance Ref. 1 and references therein).
In general, we can say that if the temperature is low enough, all gases condense to form a solid monolayer on
top of this structure. In the case of
4 He and H , experimental and theoret2
ical work indicates that their ground
√
√
Experimental data on the absorpstates are 3 × 3 registered structures [2–9]. The same seems to be true tion of D2 on graphite indicates also a
√
√
for graphene, a novel form of carbon solid 3 × 3 ground state [6, 7, 13],
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but instead of having a single phase
transition to an incommensurate triangular structure at higher densities,
up to four other solid phases were detected in calorimetric studies [7, 13],
and in neutron [6, 14] and electron
diffraction experiments [14, 15]. From
√
the density corresponding to the 3 ×
√
3 (0.0636 Å−2 ) up we have a striped
domain α phase, and two incommensurate structures, a so called γ phase
and a triangular two dimensional solid
of the same type as the one in the
H2 and 4 He phase diagrams [2, 7–9].
At two definite densities within the
stability range of the γ phase, two
other commensurate arrangements, a
δ phase at 0.0789 Å−2 and an  one at
0.0835 Å−2 were found. The existence
of these two solids was inferred from
calorimetric measurements, but if was
not detected in the neutron or electron
diffraction experiments. Our goal in
this work will be to calculate the entire
phase diagram of o-D2 (the rotational
ground state of the molecule, a boson)
on graphite and graphene compare our
results to the experimental ones.
The plan of the work is as follows.
In the next section we will describe
the computational method used in our
calculations, indicating all the parameters and auxiliary hypothesis necessary
to carry out the simulations. Section
III will be devoted to the results ob-

tained, both for the unstable liquids
in graphene and graphite, and for the
stable solid phases of D2 on both substrates, closing with some conclusions.

II.

METHOD

The Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
technique is a numerical algorithm
that allows us to obtain the ground
state of any bosonic arrangement
within some statistical uncertainties
[16]. This means that it should give an
accurate description of a system of oD2 molecules, since those particles are
bosons. In this work, the D2 molecules
rest on top of a graphene sheet, which
was modelled by a set of carbon atoms
located in the nodes of a honeycomb
lattice. For each D2 molecule, all the
C-D2 individual contributions to the
external potential were taken into account. This potential was taken from
Ref. 17 and was previously used to
study the behavior of the hydrogen isotopes adsorbed in carbon nanotubes,
graphene and graphite [9, 18, 19]. In
the graphite case, we added also the interactions between each molecule and
each carbon atom located on up to the
seventh graphene layer below the first
one. Those layers were separated a distance of 3.35 Åfrom each other, as
in real graphite, and were stacked in
the A-B-A-B fashion characteristic of

Publication 5

this compound. The inclusion of more
carbon sheets did not change the deuterium adsorption energies, something
already tested for 4 He and H2 in Refs.
8 and 9. The D2 -D2 interaction was
assumed to be the Silvera and Goldman potential [22], one of the standards for simulations involving hydrogen isotopes [18, 21].
A fundamental ingredient in the
DMC algorithm is the trial function,
an initial approximation to the real
ground state wave function. The closer
is this trial function to the real ground
state of the system, the closest the energy obtained by DMC will be to the
real one, and the smaller the statistical
uncertainties of that energy will be. In
this work, we used the following trial
function:
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only one D2 molecule per simulation
cell. The minimum energy of this arrangement corresponded to bC-D2 =
2.3 Å, a = 5.2 Å−2 , and z0 = 2.9
Å. We used those values for the all
the many body simulations performed
in this work. The remaining parameter, bD2 -D2 , was computed for a system with 10 deuterium molecules on a
graphene simulation cell of dimensions
34.43 × 34.08 Å2 , corresponding to 14
× 8 carbon hexagons. Periodic boundary conditions were used only for the
x and y directions. No limits were
imposed in the z axis, since the deuterium molecules remain always close
to the carbon sheets. Its optimal value
was 3.195 Å. We also kept this parameter fixed for the rest of the simulations with both liquid and solid phases.
 
The same parameters were used for
5 
Q
bD -D
1
2 2
Φ(r1 ,r2 ,...,rN ) =
exp
−
graphite.
2
rij
i<j
 
However, if we consider solid
5 
Q Q
bC-D
2
× i J exp − 12
riJ
phases, Eq. (1) is not enough to give
Q
× i exp(−a(zi −z0 )2 ),
(1) an accurate description of the system,
it should be multiplied by:
Y
i.e., a similar form as the used in Ref.
exp(−c(xi − xsite )2 + (yi − ysite )2 ))
9 for H2 on graphene and graphite.
i
(2)
Here, r1 , r2 , . . . , rN are the coordinates of the deuterium molecules, where c is another parameter to be oband rJ are the positions of the carbon tained variationaly, and that in general
atoms on each of the graphene layers. depends on the kind of solid phase we
This function has several parameters are considered and on the density of
that were optimized variationaly. To that phase. The effect of Eq. (2) on the
obtain bC-D2 , a and z0 we performed complete trial function is to limit the
a series of calculations with included range of positions of each particle to
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III. RESULTS
TABLE I. c parameters in Eq. (2) variationaly obtained for most of the solids
considered in this work. For the rest,
Our first aim in this work was to
see text. For the striped domain phase
obtain the ground state of a system of
α, the subindex indicates the number of
molecules in their simulation cells. In all o-D2 molecules adsorbed on graphene
cases the error bars were 0.002 Å−2 .
and graphite. To do so, we started

Solid
√ phase
√
3× 3
δ

γ
α4
α6
α8
α10
α12

c (Å−2 )
0.459
1.041
1.195
1.195
0.984
0.853
0.937
0.949
1.027

a region around is corresponding crystallographic position, xsite , ysite . In Table I we display the different parameters obtained for the phases considered in this work. There are only two
exceptions: the triangular incommensurate solid found at high pressures,
and a oblique phase (the so called γ
phase), found at intermediate densities. For the first one, a linear fit
between the values obtained at densities 0.11 (c = 2.93 Å−2 ) and 0.08 Å−2
(c = 1.11 Å−2 ) was used. Below the
latter density, c was kept fixed to 1.11
Å−2 . The optimal value of c for the γ
phase was found to be the same that
for the  phase (see Table I) for all the
density range in which this arrangement was stable.

by checking if the liquid phases for
these systems are really unstable with
√
respect to the corresponding
3 ×
√
3 solids, as found experimentally for
graphite [6, 7, 13]. To simulate the
liquids, we used as a trial function
the translational invariant Eq. (1) and
calculated the energies per deuterium
molecule (E(ρ)) as a function of the
deuterium density. To change that
density, we varied the number of D2
molecules adsorbed on simulation cells
of dimensions 34.43 × 34.08 Å2 . The
results are displayed in Fig. (1), where
we included also the case of D2 on a
double graphene layer for comparison.
The lines are least square fittings of the
different data to:
E(ρ) = E0 +α(ρ−ρ0 )2 +β(ρ−ρ0 )3 (3)
where ρ0 and E0 stand for the density
and the energy per particle at each of
the minima of the curves, i.e., at zero
pressure. Below ρ0 , the homogeneous
liquids would be unstable with respect
to the formation of patches of D2 surrounded by empty space. ρ0 and E0
are given in Table II for the three substrates considered. We also included
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there the adsorption energies in the infinite dilution limit (Ed∞ ), and the en√
√
ergies per particle for a 3 × 3 commensurate (C) solid.

Energy per D2 molecule (K)

−440
−460
−480
−500
−520
−540
−560
0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Density (Å−2)

FIG. 1.
(Color online) Energy per
D2 molecule (in K) adsorbed on top of
graphite (full squares), a double graphene
layer (full circles) and graphene (full triangles) as a function of deuterium density.
The lines are least squares fits to Eq. (3)
for each system.

From the data in Table II we can
√
√
readily deduce that the 3 × 3 arrangement is more stable than a liquid
of any density adsorbed on the same
substrate. The solids have adsorption
energies per particle that are ∼ 11.5
K lower than the minimum energies of
their corresponding liquids. We can
also see that the main effect of adding
graphene layers is to increase the binding energy an amount that is basically
constant for all densities. For instance,
in the infinite dilution limit the offset in the adsorption energy between

graphene and graphite is 52.82 ± 0.09
K, versus 54 ± 1 K for the minima
in the liquid vs. density curves and
√ √
53.39 ± 0.01 K for both 3× 3 structures. The same happens for the pair
graphene-double graphene layer, with
discrepancies in the range 42 ± 1 K for
all phases and densities. It is also interesting to note that the best part of
the deuterium-graphite interaction is
due to the first two layers since the difference in the deuterium binding energies for the double graphene structure
and graphite is ∼ 80% of the difference between the interaction between
graphene and graphite. In addition,
we can also see that the influence of the
substrates on the equation the state
of the liquid is almost negligible: the
adsorption energies, (E0 − Ed∞ ), are
within each other error bars for all the
substrates considered, and the same
happens with the equilibrium densities, all around 0.064 Å−2 . These densities are very close to the corresponding C solid one (0.0636 Å−2 ) and are
greater than the ones for the H2 liquids
(around 0.0594 Å−2 ). Since the only
difference between the calculations in
this work and those of Ref 9 is the mass
of the D2 versus the H2 one, it is obvious that these discrepancies are due
to the more classical nature of the former molecule. That is also the cause of
the bigger adsorption energies for deu-
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TABLE II. Energies per particle and densities at the minima of the curves displayed
in Fig. (1), obtained from Eq. (3). Also shown are the energies in the infinite dilution
limit (Ed∞ ) and the adsorption energies at those minima in relation
√ to that
√ limit. In
the last column, we give the energy per deuterium molecule for a 3 × 3 registered
solid of density of 0.0636 Å−2 .
E0 (K)
ρ0 (Å−2 )
Ed∞ (K)
(E0 − Ed∞ )(K)
Graphene
-497.2 ± 0.9 0.064 ± 0.001 -464.87 ± 0.06
-32.3 ± 0.9
Double graphene layer -539.2 ± 0.9 0.063 ± 0.001 -506.80 ± 0.06
-32.4 ± 0.9
Graphite
-550.9 ± 0.8 0.066 ± 0.001 -517.69 ± 0.05
-33.2 ± 0.8

terium: -461.12 ± 0.01 and -512.97 ±
0.02 K for the C solid on graphene and
graphite [9] (H2 ), to be compared to 508.533 ± 0.007 and -561.924 ± 0.008
K (D2 ) from Table II. Those bigger
equilibrium densities and binding energies are in line to the simulation results in quasi one dimensional systems
for the same molecules [18, 19]. To
our knowledge, no experimental data
exists to compare to any of these adsorption energies for the case of D2 .
However, the value for graphite is in
good agreement with the energies per
particle for this registered structure
given by Novaco [20]. The approximate 2% difference can be ascribed
to the slightly different Lennard-Jones
parameters used in that work.
In both the experimental and simulated phase diagrams of H2 on graphite
at high enough densities we have incommensurate triangular (IC) structures for ρ > 0.08 Å−2 and up to the
experimental density for the promotion to a second layer (0.093 Å−2 [6]).
The experimental phase diagrams for

√
√
E( 3 × 3) (K)
-508.533 ± 0.007
-550.814 ± 0.009
-561.924 ± 0.008

D2 on the same substrate [6, 7, 13–
15] are similar to those of hydrogen in
this aspect: they end up in triangular
solids right before the second layer promotion at 0.099 Å−2 [6]. In Fig. (2)
we represent the adsorption energy per
particle of that IC phase on graphene
(solid triangles, dashed line) together
with the corresponding to a C solid
(solid diamond) whose numerical value
is given in Table II. The x axis of
that figure is the inverse of the deuterium density, since the stability limits of the different solid phases will be
defined with the help of a double tangent Maxwell construction for which a
display of the energy per particle versus the inverse of the density is needed.
We used graphene as representative of
both graphene and graphite since, as
indicated above and can be seen in Table III, the main difference in the equation of state on these substances is an
offset of ∼ 53 K in the binding energies per particle. From Fig. (2) we can
√
√
also deduce that the 3 × 3 phase
is the ground state of D2 adsorbed on
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In Fig. (2), we display the energraphene, since its energy per particle
is the lowest for all arrangements dis- gies per particle for the idealized structures αn , with n = 6,8,10,12 as crosses.
played there.
The theoretical density limit for this
Between the C and IC phases, H2 striped phase corresponds to an α4 aron graphite conforms to a striped do- rangement, the open square in that figmain wall arrangement called α. This ure. Those energies are given in Tais also true for D2 on the same sub- ble III. One would expect the striped
strate. Following Ref. 6, we modeled phase to be a mixture of several of
√
√
the α structure as a strip of a 3 × 3 these idealized αn structures in the
solid of variable width limited by walls right proportions for each density. We
in which the distances between deu- should also bear in mind that when the
terium molecules are smaller than in walls are infinitely separated from each
the C phase. An example is displayed other, we should recover the energy
in Fig. (3). There, the solid squares per particle of the C phase. We have
are the underlying carbon atoms on then a solid phase in the density range
the graphene, and the irregular stains 0.0636 Å−2 - 0.0764 Å−2 , with energies
are formed by the superposition of 300 per particle that are the weighted avsets of D2 coordinates represented by erages of the ones in Table III for each
a single cross each. The rectangle de- density. Obviously, we do not know
fines the unit cell at the particular den- the particular values for these energies,
sity (0.0716 Å−2 ) displayed there, one but we are confident that they will be
with dimensions 19.67 × 4.26 Å2 . This located below the dotted line (see bestructure is the one labeled α6 in Ta- low) in Fig. (2), as are virtually all
ble I. The index 6 comes from the the values for the idealized structures.
number of deuterium molecules (or D2 This means that the α phase is stable
columns) inside the simulation cell. If with respect to a mixture of C and γ
instead of 6, we had 8 particles (α8 ), (see below) phases. This is also true of
the length of the simulation cell would D2 on graphite. The experimental upincrease to 27.05 Å, leaving the width per limit for this α phase on graphite is
unchanged. The whole Fig. (3) cor- 0.0738 Å−2 , lower than the density of
responds to the simulation cell used the α4 structure. This is probably due
in our calculations for an α6 arrange- to the small length of unit cell of this
ment, whose dimensions are 39.34 × arrangement(12.30 Å), which implies a
38.33 Å2 and that includes 108 D2 very short distance between walls (9.84
molecules.
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Energy per D2 molecule (K)

Å), and that would penalize energeti- fit to the simulation results indicated
cally any structure that contains this by open circles) and the single density
√
√
unit cell.
of the registered 3 × 3 commensurate solid. The γ phase is a oblique
−492
arrangement defined by a rhomboid
−494
unit cell made up of two equilateral
−496
−498
triangles joined by one side. This
−500
structure has been found experimen−502
tally only for D2 on graphite, but not
−504
for H2 in the same substrate. A pre−506
−508
vious DMC calculation [9] for H2 on
−510
11
12
13
14
15
16
graphene indicated that this arrangeSurface per molecule (Å )
ment was unstable with respect to a
triangular incommensurate solid. An
FIG. 2.
(Color online) Energy per
D2 molecule (in K) for the different solid example of a typical unit cell is disphases of√deuterium
on graphene. Full di- played in Fig. (4). There, the shortest
√
amond, 3 × 3 structure; open circles , distance between the molecules located
γ phase; full triangles, triangular incomat the opposite vertices of the rhommensurate solid. The full and dotted lines
are least squares fits to third order polyno- boid is the same as the side of the unit
mials to the simulation results represented cell and equals 3.755 Å(corresponding
as symbols. The full square and full circle to a density of 0.0819 Å−2 ). To deindicate the  and δ commensurate phases
fine the structure completely we need
with the structures proposed in Ref. 6.
also the angle that the unit cell forms
The dotted line is the Maxwell double
√ tan√
gent construction between the 3 × 3 with the vertical axis, 10.2o in the case
and γ phases.
of Fig. (4). The rest of the data for
the open circles in Fig. (2) was obtained by defining oblique simulation
The dotted line in Fig. (2) is the cells containing 12 × 12 rhomboids of
Maxwell double tangent between the the type displayed in Fig. (4) with the
C and the γ phases. Since the for- adequate side lengths to obtain the demer structure is represented by a sin- sired densities. The rotation angles
gle density, we cannot in truth to make varied linearly from 7.5o for 0.076 Å−2
a Maxwell construction between two and 12o for 0.086 Å−2 (experimental
curves, so the dotted line is the one values from the LEED measurements
with the smaller slope between the in Ref. 14).
solid curve (a third order polynomial
2
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TABLE III. Densities (ρ’s) and energies per particle (E(K)’s) for each of the idealized
structures that are supposed to be the building blocks of the striped domain phase.
Both graphene and graphite values are shown.

Phase
α4
α6
α8
α10
α12

ρ (Å−2 )
0.0764
0.0716
0.0694
0.0682
0.0674

Egraphene (K)
-506.27 ± 0.02
-507.14 ± 0.03
-507.21 ± 0.02
-507.92 ± 0.01
-507.99 ± 0.01

The Maxwell construction between
the C phase and γ one ends up at
∼ 0.0789 Å−2 both for graphene and
graphite (whose data are not shown
for simplicity). This is the value corresponding to the δ commensurate structure inferred from calorimetric measurements, and remains basically unchanged if instead of the C phase we
used the theoretical limit of the α
phase (open square in Fig. (2) for the
double tangent. This means that at
least between 0.0764 and 0.0789 Å−2
there is a coexistence zone between the
α phase and the γ one. The differences
in that lower limit and the experimental one (0.0738 Å−2 ) have been already
refered to above, when we explained
the non plausibility of the α phase to
extend up to the α4 limit. The upper
limit is within a ∼ 5% of the experimental value (0.0757 Å−2 [6]).
Another question is if the δ and
 phases do really exist as these two
commensurate arrangements show up
only in the calorimetric data for D2

Egraphite (K)
-559.19 ± 0.02
-560.11 ± 0.03
-560.25 ± 0.02
-561.01 ± 0.01
-561.16 ± 0.02

FIG. 3.
(Color online) Simulation cell
used for the α6 structure, as defined in
the text. The solid squares represent the
carbon atoms of the underlying graphene
sheet. Solid smudges are the result of displaying 300 sets of deuterium coordinates
represented as crosses. The unit cell of
this solid, containing 6 D2 molecules, is
displayed as a rectangle.

(not H2 ) on graphite[7, 13]. Neither
arrangement was found to be theoretically stable in the case of H2 nor
for graphene nor graphite [9]. Those
structures are displayed in Figs. (5)
and (6). The simulation cell for the δ
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Depiction of the γ
structure for a density of 0.0819 Å−2 and
a rotation angle of 10.2o . The rhomboid is
its unit cell. The symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. (3).

solid includes 124 molecules on a 36.89
× 42.60 Å2 cell and the one for the 
structure has 112 particles on a 39.35
× 34.08 Å2 . Both simulation cells
are rectangular. Those last numbers
mean a density of 0.0835 Å−2 for the 
phase. The structures depicted correspond to the uniformly compressed arrangements proposed in Ref. 6, which
have lower energies that their heavy
domain wall counterparts proposed in
that reference for the same densities.
The corresponding unit cells for these
commensurate solids are given by the
diamond in Fig. (5) and the rhombus in Fig. (6). Both structures are
commensurate because the vertices of
their respective unit cells are adsorbed
on the center of a carbon hexagon on
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the underlying graphene or graphite.
However, as can be seen in Fig. (5),
both solids can also be described with
oblique unit cells similar to those of the
γ phase. The only difference will be
that when the solids are built this way
we have in general incommensurate arrangements. The energies per particle for all these structures are given
in Table IV both for graphene and
graphite. There, we can see that the
δ structure and its γ counterpart are
almost within each other error bars,
something that it is not true of the
 phase and its incommensurate partner. The energies for the δ and  heavy
domain wall structures are also given
for comparison. All this means that
the δ commensurate solid is virtually
identical and can be considered part of
the γ phase, while the  phase is different from the rotated oblique structure.
This is due to the fact that in the δ
phase the additional stabilization due
to commensurability is caused by the
location of one D2 molecule of each 31
on the center of one carbon hexagon
(the unit cell contains 31 molecules),
while in the  case, we have a commensurate contribution for one of every 7 particles adsorbed on graphene
and graphite (see Fig. (6)). In any
case, at least at T=0 K, the molecule
disposition and energy per particle between those pairs of structures are very
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small, what explains why is difficult to
distinguish them experimentally in the
graphite case.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Sketch of the uniformly compressed δ structure as proposed
in Ref. 6. The big diamond is the unit cell
for this arrangement, to be compared to
the small rhomboid of a γ-like structure
for the same density. The symbols have
the same meaning as those of Fig. (3).

From the above discussion, we can
consider that the stability range of the
γ phase is between 0.0789 and 0.0835
Å−2 , this last density the corresponding to the  phase. From that single point, we will have to perform another Maxwell construction to establish the next stable solid upon a pressure increase. If we try to draw the
line with the minimum slope from the
full square in Fig. (2)up, we will find
that it will end at a density ∼ 0.0869
Å−2 (corresponding to the confluence
of a full triangle and an open circle).
Since this last symbol would be the

FIG. 6. (Color online) Same as in the previous figure, but for the  solid at 0.0839
Å−2 . The corresponding γ unit cell is not
displayed for simplicity, but can be readily deduced form the disposition of the D2
smudges.

end of the stability limit of a γ phase,
this indicates that the  solid is in
equilibrium with a triangular incommensurate phase from that density on.
Experimentally, it is known that for
graphite this IC solid appears above
0.0840 Å−2 . This agrees with our results since above 0.0835 Å−2 and up
to 0.0869 Å−2 (the limit of the double tangent construction), we will have
a mixture of  and IC solids. Even
though this conclusion is reached for
graphene, it holds also for graphite as
well since the limits are similar to those
of graphene.
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TABLE IV. Energies per D2 molecule for the different possible structures at the densities corresponding to the δ and  arrangements.

Phase
δ (uniformly compressed)
δ (heavy domain walls)
γ
 (uniformly compressed)
 (heavy domain walls)
γ

IV.

ρ (Å−2 )
0.0789
0.0789
0.0789
0.0835
0.0835
0.0835

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the phase diagrams of D2 on graphene and graphite
by means of diffusion Monte Carlo.
From the study of the unstable liquid phase, we concluded that virtually
the only difference between those diagrams is an energy offset of ∼ 53 K
per particle, due to the greater number
of graphene sheets present in graphite
with respect to graphene. The main
part of the graphite-deuterium interaction is due to the first two graphene
layers, as can be seen from the data
in Table II. We found also that the
ground state for those structures is a
√
√
3 × 3 commensurate solid followed
by a striped domain α solid and a γ
structure with an oblique unit cell rotated with respect to the one of a triangular incommensurate phase. This
last IC phase becomes stable at high
enough densities. The δ arrangement

Egraphene (K)
-505.62 ± 0.03
-503.69 ± 0.03
-505.56 ± 0.02
-504.57 ± 0.03
-501.01 ± 0.05
-504.34 ± 0.03

Egraphite (K)
-558.19 ± 0.03
-556.4 ± 0.1
-558.17 ± 0.02
-557.12 ± 0.02
-553.89 ± 0.07
-556.94 ± 0.02

was found to be barely distinguishable
from its γ counterpart at the same density, something that it is not true of the
 commensurate arrangement. Since
any of these last three solids were seen
either in the experimental or theoretical phase diagrams of H2 on graphene
or graphite, we can say that the description of the system afforded by our
simulations is good enough to distinguish both isotopes, and it is able to
reproduce the experimental phase diagram of D2 on graphite at low temperatures.
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We study the zero-temperature phase diagrams of H2 adsorbed on the three
structures predicted for graphane (chair, boat and washboard graphane), using
a diffusion Monte Carlo technique. Graphane is the hydrogenated version of
graphene, in which each carbon atom changes its hybridization to sp3 and
forms a covalent bond with a hydrogen atom. Our results show √that the
√
ground state of H2 adsorbed on all three types of graphane is a 3 × 3
solid, similar to the structures found both for H2 and D2 on graphene. When
the H2 density increases, the system undergoes a first order phase transition
to a triangular incommensurate solid. This change is direct in the case of
washboard graphane, but indirect via different commensurate structures in
the other cases. The total hydrogen weight percentage on the three graphane
types in their ground states is in the range 10% to 12%, depending on if one
or both graphane surfaces are covered with H2 .

I.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in graphene as a structure formally derived from graphite
has risen lately, due, among other
things, to the possibility of using it
as adsorbent. Studying the physisorption of H2 on C-surfaces has the additional interest of assessing whether
these surfaces could be used as reservoir in fuel cells. To do so, a certain
amount of hydrogen has to be cap-

tured by the substrate. Hence, an ideal
structure will be the hydrogenated version of graphene, which has been called
graphane. In graphane, each carbon
forms a covalent bond with a hydrogen
atom. The existence of graphane was
theoretically predicted by Sofo and
collaborators[1], who proposed two different types of graphane, the chair
graphane (C-graphane) and the boat
one (B-graphane). Elias and collaborators [2] were able to synthesize
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the chair graphane in 2009. In 2010
a third type of graphane, the washboard graphane (W-graphane), was
predicted[3].
In this work we present zerotemperature calculations of the phase
diagrams of H2 adsorbed on the three
different types of graphane, using the
diffusion Monte Carlo technique. The
aim of this work will be to compare
these phase diagrams on graphane to
those obtained on graphene and estimate the weight percentage of H2 that
can be adsorbed on top of these novel
structures.
The plan of this work is as follows.
In section 2 we describe the computational method used in our calculations,
indicating the parameters and auxiliary hypotheses necessary to carry out
the simulations. In section 3 the results obtained will be discussed and
lastly, section 4 will present our conclusions.

II.

METHOD

here, since we only consider p-H2 , the
ground state of the hydrogen molecule.
The starting point of the method is the
trial function, an initial approximation
to the wave function of the ground
state of the system. To simulate the
liquids we have used the translational
invariant,

1
ΨL (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) =
exp −
2
i<j
Y
Φ(ri ),



b
rij

5 #
(1)

i

where the first part is a Jastrow function that depends on the distances rij
between each pair of H2 molecules and
the second one Φ(ri ) is the one-body
exact wave function obtained numerically, solving the Schrödinger equation
for a single H2 molecule in the potential created by all carbons and hydrogens on the substrate.
To simulate the solid phases, we
have used
ΨS (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) = ΨL
×

In order to obtain the zerotemperature phase diagrams we have
to solve the many-body Schrödinger
equation for a set of H2 molecules adsorbed on graphane. The diffusion
Monte Carlo method makes possible
to obtain exactly the ground state of
a system of bosons, as it is the case

"

Y

N
Y
i

e



(2)

−c (xi −xI )2 +(yi −yI )2



that is the product of the previous liquid wave function and a Gaussian term
that confines the H2 molecules around
the crystallographic positions (xI , yI ).
The parameters b and c on Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2) were optimized using variational Monte Carlo calculations for the
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same system on C-graphane.
The potentials were modeled by
Silvera and Goldman’s[4] for H2 −H2
interactions and by Lennard-Jones’s
for H2 -C and H2 -H interactions, using the Lorentz-Berthelot combination
rules and taking the characteristic parameters for C-C and H-H interactions from Ref.[5] and H2 -H2 ones from
Ref.[6].

III.

RESULTS

Our simulation results on Cgraphane, displayed in Fig. 1, show
√ √
that the ground state is a 3× 3 commensurate solid (solid circles in Fig. 1).
Its energy per particle is lower than
that of a liquid at the same density
(those values can be found in Table
1). This structure is the same that
the ground state found for graphene[7].
When the H2 density increases, there
is a phase transition (see Table 2) to
the δ commensurate phase (similar to
the one obtained for D2 on graphene
[8], [9]) and a further increase in the
density produces another phase transition to the triangular incommensurate
phase (see Table 2). Those changes
were determined by Maxwell doubletangent constructions. In this figure
three more structures are also represented, the 2/5 commensurate phase,
the 3/7 commensurate phase and an-

other commensurate solid observed on
B-graphane. These structures are not
stable with respect to a mixture of the
√
√
3 × 3 phase and the δ phase (in the
case of the 2/5 structure) or the incommensurate solid (for the 3/7 phase
and the commensurate one), because
of their higher energies per particle .
In the case of H2 adsorbed on Bgraphane and W-graphane, our results
also show that the lowest energy per
particle in both cases is obtained for
√
√
the 3 × 3 commensurate solid (see
Table 1).
In B-graphane (see Table 2), in the
same way that in C-graphane, there
√
√
is a phase transition from a 3 × 3
to a δ phase. When we increase the
density we do not find the triangular incommensurate solid, but another
stable commensurate structure is observed between both. In Fig. III, we
show the projection of this structure
in the z = 0 plane, where the solid
circles are the (x, y) coordinates of the
carbon atoms on the substrate and the
splotches are the result of the superposition of 300 H2 configurations (results
from our simulations) in the simulation
cell. In Fig. 2 we represent the radial
distribution function of this commensurate structure in contrast to the liquid phase on the same substrate.
In the case of H2 adsorbed on Wgraphane, the δ phase is not stable.
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This means that the phase transition
√
√
goes directly from a 3 × 3 phase to
a triangular incommensurate solid. In
Fig. 4 we represent the radial distribution function for the stable triangular
incommensurate phase at a density of
0.0843Å−2 and the corresponding ones
for δ and liquid phases at similar densities.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Radial distribu3
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tion functions on the xy plane for different structures on B-graphane. The blue
line represents the liquid phase at a density of 0.0740Å−2 and the purple one, the
new commensurate structure observed to
be stable on B-graphane at a density of
0.0921Å−2 .
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy per particle for different H2 phases
on C√ adsorbed
√
graphane. Solid circle, 3 × 3 registered
solid; solid square, δ phase; inverted solid
triangles, liquid arrangement and circles,
incommensurate triangular solid. Solid
triangle, commensurate structure; square,
3/7 phase, solid diamond, 2/5 phase. The
dashed and the solid line are fourth order FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulation cell
polynomial fits to their corresponding data used for the new commensurate solid on
B-graphane. Solid circles are the projecsets.
tion of the positions of the carbon atoms
on the z = 0 plane, the rectangle demarcates the unit cell of this arrangement.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

three types of graphane. The ground
√
√
The zero-temperature H2 phase di- state is the 3 × 3 commensurate
agrams have been presented for the solid in all of them, the same result
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TABLE I. Energies per particle at the ground state (E√3×√3 ), compared to the energies
of the liquid phases at the same density (Eliquid ) for the three types of graphane. The
result for the same structure on graphene is also shown for comparison [7].
a

Energy per H2 molecule for the liquid phase at the equilibrium density ρ0 = (0.05948 ± 0.00005)Å.

C-graphane
B-graphane
W-graphane
Graphene[7]

E√3×√3 / K
Eliquid / K
−401.180 ± 0.005
−397 ± 1
−407.09 ± 0.01
−404.3 ± 0.7
−414.140 ± 0.005 −406.9 ± 0.2
−461.12 ± 0.01 −451.88 ± 0.03a

TABLE II. Stable phases and densities at which the phase transitions occur.

Phase
Density/ Å−2
C-graphane
δ
0.0743
incommensurate
0.081
√
√
3× 3
0.0615
B-graphane
δ
0.0762
commensurate
0.0922
incommensurate
0.1032
√
√
3× 3
0.0674
W-graphane incommensurate
0.0719
as on graphene [7]. A phase transition to the triangular incommensurate solid happens when the density increases in all surfaces. The differences
between the C-graphane, B-graphane
and W-graphane phase diagrams take
place between these two phases. In the
case of C-graphane there is a previous
phase transition to a δ phase, a commensurate solid which was reported
for D2 on graphene and graphite [8].
On B-graphane, the phase transition
goes first to the δ commensurate phase
and later to an another commensurate

structure. Finally, in the case of Wgraphane, the phase transition takes
√
√
place directly from the 3 × 3 commensurate solid to the triangular incommensurate phase.
In a C-graphane unit cell, each carbon is bound to a hydrogen atom.
This means that in bare graphane the
hydrogen weight percentage is 7.7 %.
When H2 is added, the ground state
(the one for which the total pressure
√
√
is zero) is a 3 × 3 phase, in which
we have two H2 molecules on each
unit cell containing three graphane
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Radial distribution functions on the xy plane for different structures on W-graphane. The blue
line represents the liquid phase at density
0.0812Å−2 , the red one the triangular incommensurate solid at density 0.0843Å−2
and the green one the delta phase at density 0.0836Å−2 .
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Zero-temperature phase diagram of hard sphere bosons in
asymmetric three dimensional optical lattices.
F. De Soto, C. Carbonell-Coronado and M.C. Gordillo
Departamento de Sistemas Fı́sicos Quı́micos y Naturales,
Universidad Pablo de Olavide. 41013 Sevilla, Spain
We studied the superfluid-to-Mott insulator transition for bosonic hard spheres
loaded in asymmetric three-dimensional optical lattices by means of diffusion
Monte Carlo calculations. The onset of the transition was monitored through
the change in the chemical potential around the density corresponding to one
particle per potential well. With this method, we were able to reproduce
the results given in the literature for three-dimensional symmetric lattices
and for systems whose asymmetry makes them equivalent to a set of quasione dimensional tubes. The location of the same transition for asymmetric
systems akin to a stack of quasi-two dimensional lattices will be also given.
Our results were checked against those given by a Bose-Hubbard model for
similar arrangements.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d,05.30.Jp
I.

INTRODUCTION

An optical lattice is the result of the
interference of a pair of laser beams to
produce an standing wave. The change
in the light intensity in different points
of space create an effective periodic potential in whose minima neutral atoms
can be confined [1–5]. By using several
pairs of beams, the location of those
small traps can be fixed to build periodic lattices of almost any geometry or
dimension. The most general form for
a three dimensional optical lattice potential for an atom located at position
~ri = (xi , yi , zi ), is:
Vext (~ri ) = Vx sin2 (kx xi ) +
2

(1)
2

Vy sin (ky yi ) + Vz sin (kz zi )

where each kn = 2π/λn (n = x, y, z)
is related to a laser wavelength, λn , that
in principle could be different for any of
the three space dimensions. Vx , Vy and Vz
are the potential depths of the lattice minima that can also differ from each other.
Those depths are commonly given in units
of the recoil energy, ER = h2 /2mλ2 , (h
is the Planck constant and m the mass of
the neutral atom), and can be controlled
experimentally by varying the intensity of
the laser light. All this means that we
can describe a dilute set of bosonic atoms
(such as 87 Rb [1, 6–10], 133 Cs [11–13] and
23
Na [14]) of mass m loaded in an optical
lattice by the continuous Hamiltonian:

H=

 X
N 
X
h̄2
−
4 + Vext (~ri ) +
V (|~rij |)
2m
i=1
i<j
(2)
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in which V (|~rij |) stands for the interatomic potential between a pair of atoms
i and j separated by a distance rij . In
principle, one would have to solve the
Schödinger equation corresponding to the
above Hamiltonian, but the most common
approach has been to simplify it to obtain the well-known Bose Hubbard [15, 16]
(BH) model. This is a discrete approximation that depends on two parameters related to the one-body and two-body parts
of the complete continuous Hamiltonian.
The BH approximation assumes that the
interaction energy between two particles
in the same optical well is negligible with
respect to the energy difference between
the two lowest Bloch states of the full periodic Hamiltonian. It also considers that
the ground state of the system can be described by a superposition of functions localized entirely within each of those wells.
Obviously, this implies that not all systems of neutral atoms on optical lattices
could be described accurately by a Bose
Hubbard Hamiltonian. In particular, that
description is expected to break down for
shallow potential depths (Vx , Vy or Vz ), in
which both approximations fail [3]. On
top of that, in the BH model the real interparticle interactions of the full Hamiltonian are further approximated by shortrange pseudopotentials that depend only
on the scattering length and the mass of
the atom.
In this work, we will solve the full
Schrödinger equation derived from the
continuous Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), obtaining the ground state of a set of N
bosons loaded in the corresponding optical lattice. This means our results will be
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exact in the limit T → 0. Our only approximation will be to substitute the real
atom-atom interaction by a hard-sphere
potential, which is a common approach for
homogeneous atomic gases [17–21]. This
implies V (|~rij |) = +∞ for rij < a and
V (|~rij |) = 0 for rij > a, with a the diameter of the hard sphere fixed by the atomic
scattering length. With this in mind, we
have only to define the corresponding λn
wavelengths to fully characterize the system we intend to study, in our case, λx =
λy = λz = 50 a. There is only a limited
number of works that have used a continuous approximation for neutral atoms in
optical lattices [22–25]. Those have been
devoted either to pure three-dimensional
(3D) systems [22] or to one-dimensional or
quasi one-dimensional ones (1D) [23–25],
i.e., they considered Vx = Vy = Vz (3D) or
Vx = Vy >> Vz (1D) in Eq. (1). However,
other combinations have being experimentally produced as 3D-to-1D crossovers [7]
and stacks of quasi two-dimensional (2D)
optical lattices [8]. Our goal will be to
study the onset of the superfluid-Mott insulator transition in different asymmetric
lattices.
When the number of particles is not
the same at each lattice minimum, the
particles can jump to less populated wells,
creating a superfluid phase. We have also
a superfluid when the number of neutral
atoms is an integer multiple of the number of the lattice minima, but the depth of
the optical lattice potential is low enough
to permit tunneling between lattice sites.
However, there is a critical value of those
depths for which tunneling becomes impossible. The phase in which the atoms
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are pinned to their respective positions is
termed a Mott insulator (M.I.). In this
work we will be dealing with Mott insulators for which the number of particles at
each minimum is equal to one (n = 1),
even though phases with two or more particles per well are possible. The appearance of the Mott insulator can be monitored then in two ways. First, for n =
1, one can track the disappearance of the
superfluid when the optical lattice potential increases. This is the way chosen in
Ref. 22 for 3D systems. Second, we can
check if the chemical potential of the system has a gap around n = 1. This is the
approach used in simulations with the BH
model [27–29] and in Refs. 23–25. Ref.
25 tested that the superfluid and chemical
potential criteria were equivalent for quasi
one-dimensional systems of hard spheres.

R << 1) from which we start to observe
a discontinuity in the chemical potential
when there is exactly one atom at each
potential well. That critical value marks
the onset of the superfluid-Mott insulator
transition. For each simulation, we fixed
the value of Vz and changed R to produce
different values of Vx and Vy . However,
we checked that proceeding the other way
around, i.e., keeping constant Vx and Vy
and making Vz = Vx /R, gave us the same
values of the critical parameters.

II.

METHOD

To solve the Schödinger equation we
used a standard diffusion Monte Carlo
(DMC) technique [26]. This stochastic
method provides an exact solution for the
The asymmetrical lattices were conground state of any system of bosons,
structed by making Vx = Vy = RVz , R
within the uncertainties derived from the
being a parameter that we varied in the
introduction of an initial approximation to
range 0.01-100. In that way, we can model
that ground state, the so-called trial functhe results of some experiments in which
tion. The one chosen in this work was:
the magnitude of the potential well in one
direction is different than in the other two
N
N
Y
Y
(see for instance Refs. 6, 7, 9, and 12). In Ψ (r , r , · · · , r ) =
ψ(ri )
φ(rij )
T 1 2
N
the case R= 1, we have a standard three
i=1
i<j=1
(3)
dimensional symmetric lattice. However,
when R → 0, the atoms are trapped within where the ri ’s stand for the positions of
quasi-two dimensional layers parallel to the N neutral atoms loaded in the optithe xy plane with no possibility of hop- cal lattice, and the rij ’s correspond to the
ping in the z direction unless Vz is small distance between the pair of particles laenough. In the opposite limit, R → ∞, Vx beled i and j. Here, ψ(ri ) is the exact
and Vy are both very large with respect wavefunction for one particle in the exto Vz , allowing the movement of the con- ternal optical lattice potential, obtained
fined species only in the z direction. For by solving numerically the corresponding
each R, there is a minimum value of the one-particle eigenvalue problem. The twoVz parameter (for R >> 1) or Vx , (for body correlations were taken into account
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1
0.995
0.99
E/Einf

through [17]


rij < a
0
√
sin( (x−a))
φ(rij ) = B
a < rij < D,
x

 1 − Ae−x/γ
rij > D
(4)
In principle, this expression depends on
five constants, (A, B, , γ and D). However, by imposing the continuity of φ(rij )
and its first and second derivatives at rij =
D we are left with only two parameters
to be obtained variationally. The primary
output of a DMC calculation is the energy
of the ground state. As we are working at
T = 0K, that means that the chemical potential can be obtained straightforwardly
from DMC results as the the derivative of
the total energy of the system with respect
to the number of particles.

0.985
V0 / ER = 0.0
0.98

V0 / ER = 6.3
V0 / ER = 7.6

0.975

V0 / ER = 8.9
0.97
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N

FIG. 1. ((Color online) Energy per particle for a system of N particles divided
by the same energy in the thermodynamic
limit (N → ∞) as a function of N for
different values of the optical potential
depth, Vz , for the case R= 1. See further
explanation in the text.

per particle for systems with a finite numIII. RESULTS
ber of particles, N (EN ), and that energy
in the limit N → ∞ (E∞ ), extracted for
In order to evaluate the stability of each potential depth from a fit of the type
the results obtained when we vary the size EN = E∞ + b/N . For Vz = 0 (an hoof the simulation cell used in our Monte mogeneous dilute gas of hard spheres), the
Carlo calculations, we have computed the E∞ derived from the fit is fully compatible
energy per particle of a system of N bosons with the one obtained from Bogoliubov’s
in a symmetric three dimensional simula- perturbative analysis [32, 33] for the den3
−5
tion cell with N optical lattice wells, with sity na = 6.4 · 10 , the numerical dendifferent values of N and different geome- sity corresponding in our simulation cells
tries of the simulation cell. We have done to one particle per potential well.
What we see in Fig. 1 is that the fithis for four values of the potential depth,
V = 0 and other three around the onset nite size effects that could affect the energy
of the M.I. phase (see below). We con- are greatly reduced when one goes from
sidered simulation cells ranging from 33 an homogeneous gas to a gas loaded in an
(i.e. 3 cells in each spatial direction) to optical lattice. For instance, to use E27
53 and a corresponding number of parti- as approximation for E∞ for an homogecles ranging from 27 to 125. In Fig. 1 neous gas has an error of about 3%, while
we displayed the ratio between the energy to do the same for any of the Vz ’s consid-
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ered, reduces that same error an order of
magnitude, up to ∼ 0.3 %. If we use E64
instead, the approximation is true within
a 0.1%. That is the reason why in most
our calculations we considered simulation
cells with a number of potential wells in
the range N = 27-64. Moreover, we verified that for R = 1, the critical value of
Vz obtained from calculations with 33 , 43
and 53 simulation cells was the same.
The critical potential depths for the
appearance of a Mott insulator phase obtained from our DMC calculations are displayed in Fig. 2, as a function of R, as full
squares, together with their associated error bars. They were obtained for simulation cells in the range 33 (R > 1) to 43
(R < 1) potential minima. In that figure,
for large values of R (the right-hand end),
our system can be described as a set quasione dimensional tubes, since for R → ∞,
we can write Eq. (1) as:

Vext (~ri ) = RVz k 2 (x2i + yi2 ) + Vz sin2 (kzi )
1
2
(x2i + yi2 ) + Vz sin2 (kzi ),
= mω⊥
2
(5)
simply by developing sin(kxi ) and sin(kyi )
around x = 0 and y = 0. Thus, the
critical behavior of these optical lattices is
regulated by Vz , the smallest of the triad
Vx , Vy and Vz . With that in mind, we calculated the critical Vz parameters for systems with R > 1, and displayed them in
Fig. 2. Since the optical lattice potential in the perpendicular direction can be
approximated in this limit by a Gaussian,
we can use the standard deviation of that

function, σ⊥ = (h̄/mω⊥ )1/2 , as a measure
of the tube ”width”. For our quasi onedimensional systems, we have:
σ⊥ =

λ
2π



ER
RVz

1/4

(6)

This means that, for R = 100 and
Vz /ER ∼ 1 (see, Fig.
2), we have
σ⊥ ∼ 2.5a, a fairly thin tube, considering that the distance between those quasi
one-dimensional arrays is λ/2 = 25a. In
Fig. (2) we show also (as open circles) the
results of Ref. 25 that can be compared
to the ones in this work. Those correspond to quasi-one dimensional Hamiltonians whose optical lattice potentials are
defined exactly by Eq. (5), and were obtained using simulation cells with 40 potential minima, which are big enough to be
free of finite size effects. The error bars in
the x axis for this set of points are derived
2
= RVz k 2 , befrom the equivalence 12 mω⊥
ing Vz the critical value for the transition
in a quasi-one dimensional optical lattice.
What we observe is that for R ≥ 10, both
series of data follow exactly same trend,
what implies that even a 33 simulation
cell is big enough to produce reliable information for this kind of systems. The
divergence found for R <
∼ 3 probably indicates the breakdown of the approximation given in Eq. 5. We also observe that
for 1 < R < 3 the Vz critical values vary
smoothly up to the one for a completely
symmetric (R = 1) 3D lattice (Vz /ER =
8.6 ± 0.3). This means that critical values
for R’s other than the ones presented here
can be estimated reliably by interpolation
between known values. In any case, the
comparison of our data with the experi-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Critical value of the
optical lattice depth responsible for the
superfluid to Mott insulator phase transition (the minimum between Vx , Vy and
Vz ) in units of the recoil energy versus R =
Vx /Vz . Bose-Hubbard predictions in the
limiting cases and quasi-one-dimensional
results from Ref. 25 have been included
for comparison.

ments is straightforward since our results
depend on the same magnitudes (Vz , ER ,
λ and a).
If we go now to the left-hand side end
of Fig. 2 (R → 0), we end up with the
following approximation to Eq. (1):

Vext (~ri ) = Vx sin2 (kx xi ) + Vx sin2 (ky yi )
Vx
+ sin2 (kzi )
R
= Vx sin2 (kx xi ) + Vx sin2 (ky yi )
1
+ mωz2 (zi2 ),
(7)
2
obtained in the same way as before and
taking in mind that now VRx is very big.
Eq. (7) corresponds to a set of quasi two
dimensional systems whose critical behav-

ior is regulated by Vx = Vy , the smallest parameter of the triad Vx , Vy , Vz . This
value of Vx is the one represented in the
left-hand side of Fig. 2, not the Vz value
of the right-hand side already considered
above. The limit R → 0 corresponds to
a strictly 2D system. The width of the
Gaussian in the z direction (the one in
which the optical potential can be approximated by an harmonic potential) is:
λ
σz =
2π



RER
Vx

1/4

,

(8)

what implies that for R = 0.01 and
Vx /ER ∼ 4.5, we have σz ∼ 1.7a, i.e., a
set of a very thin quasi two-dimensional
”pancakes”.
In our simulations, we used 33 and 43
supercells, checking that the results were
similar in both cases (full squares), except
for R = 0.1 (open square), for which we
represent also the critical Vx value for a 52
quasi-two dimensional lattice that obeys
strictly Eq.(7). Both results are equivalent, i.e., they are not dependent on the
geometry of the simulation cell, as in the
case R > 1 discussed above. We can see
also a smooth decay in the critical parameter from R = 1 to the smallest R considered (R = 0.01), a behavior similar to the
already discussed for the quasi-one dimensional part of the diagram. Unfortunately,
we were not able to find in the literature
any studies of neutral bosons loaded on
quasi two-dimensional systems to compare
these results to.
However, they can be compared to the
ones given by Bose-Hubbard model. This
is a discrete model in which the positions
of the particles are limited to the bottom
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of each potential well. The BH Hamiltonian depends on two parameters, J, the
hopping matrix element between nearestneighbor sites, and U , related to the interaction between two or more atoms in the
same potential well. Both parameters can
be obtained from the Hamiltonian in Eq.
(2) by approximating the wave function of
the system by a combination of Wannier
functions corresponding to the lowest energy band [15, 16]. In the limit V0 >> ER ,
we have
q

3
V
4
V0 4 −2 ER0
J
e
(9)
=√
ER
π ER
where V0 is the potential depth that determines the critical behavior (Vx or Vz ).
When, in addition to that approximation,
we assumed that the interparticle interaction is described by a pseudopotential, we
reach the following expression for U :
U
=
ER

r

8
ka
π



Vx
ER

 14 

Vy
ER

 14 

Vz
ER

 14

(10)
Both Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) are approximations, albeit widely used.
From the above equations and the critical values of U/J obtained from exact
quantum Monte Carlo calculations found
in the literature we can solve for the critical V0 value for three-dimensional systems
(where U/J=29.34, according to [31]),
two-dimensional ones (with U/J=16.739
from[34]) and one-dimensional optical lattices (where U/J is in the range 3.2894.651, [25, 35]). For R >> 1, this corresponds to the dashed line in Fig. 2, drawn
using (U/J)1D =3.97, (the center of the interval given above). What we find is that,

in general, the BH model underestimates
the Vz critical, even though when R > 20
the parameters deduced are closer to our
simulation results. In fact, they could be
even compatible when we consider all the
(U/J)1D values in the literature [25]. The
same can be said of the opposite limit
(R << 1, full line in Fig. 2): the BH
results are always below that of the continuous Hamiltonian, but within the error
bars of our data for R < 0.1. On the other
hand, the agreement between our R = 1
result and the one derived from a 3D BH
model is very good (Vz /ER = 8.6 ± 0.3
versus (Vz /ER )BH = 8.4), both values being comparable to the experimental one of
Ref. 13 (Vz /ER ∼ 8.8, for a system with
λ/a ∼ 47). Unfortunatelly, the BH model
does not seem to describe the behavior in
the range 0.2 < R < 3, which is experimentally accessible for different values of
λ. For instance, in Ref. 11, R is in the
range [0.02-1.5]. Another example is the
3D-1D crossover regime of Ref. 7, where
the parameter R goes from 1.42 to 5.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed DMC calculations
that allowed us to calculate the critical
potential depths for the appearance of a
Mott insulator when the underlying optical lattices were asymmetrical (Vx =
Vy 6= Vz ), a quite common experimental setup. Those results can be compared
straightforwardly to those of the experiments, since they depend on the same
magnitudes (Vx , Vy , Vz , λ and ER ), and
not through indirect variables as the U
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and J’s in the Bose-Hubbard model. In
any case, we found that for quasi-one and
quasi-two dimensional systems, our results
were comparable but larger than the ones
deduced from a Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian. This is the same conclusion as the
one found in a similar study for symmetric 3D systems [22], but extended to
quasi one-dimensional and quasi-two dimensional optical lattices.
To be sure, we tested whether the
V0 /ER critical values deduced from Eqs.
(9) and (10), strictly valid when V0 >>
ER , were different when the J and U parameters were calculated numerically from
the exact solution of the one-body problem
taken from Ref. 15. From those J and
U , the critical Vz parameter for R = 100
was found to be 0.60ER , versus 0.55ER
deduced from Eqs. (9) and (10) and the
value displayed in Fig. 2. This is still
lower than our continuous Hamiltonian result (Vz /ER ∼ 1). On the other hand,
for R = 0.01, the critical Vx = Vy estimate was 4.14ER , virtually identical to the

number displayed in Fig. 2 (4.13ER ).
All our simulations deal with a single
λ/a parameter, but a comparison to previous calculations for totally symmetrical
systems (Ref. 22) or quasi-one dimensional ones (Ref. 25), indicates that the
critical V0 /ER values obtained from realistic continuous Hamiltonians are still larger
than the ones predicted by the BH model.
There is also a rather smooth dependency
of the critical value of V0 on λ/a, so in our
asymmetrical lattices we would expect a
qualitatively similar behavior than the already displayed in Fig. 2. In any case,
we think that our results could provide
a guide for future experiments in atoms
loaded in optical lattices.
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By using a diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) technique, we studied the behaviour
of a mixture of spin-up and spin-down cold fermionic atoms confined in onedimensional harmonic potentials. We considered only small balanced clusters
(up to eight atoms) or arrangements in which the difference between the population of fermions with different spins is one (with a maximum total number
of nine). The atom-atom interactions were modeled by a contact repulsive
potential. We focused on the ordering of the confined fermions, finding that
the probability of having a pure antiferromagnetic arrangement of atoms decreases strongly with the number of fermions, as to be almost negligible for
our largest clusters. Exactly the same can be said of a pure ferromagnetic
state.

I.

INTRODUCTION

nance (CIR) [6].
That richness of potential behaviour has triggered the appearance
of many theoretical studies devoted to
those systems [7–17], all of them having in common the use of numerical approximations to the solution of the following strictly one-dimensional (1D)
Hamiltonian:

Arguably, one of the most interesting recent experimental developments
in the field of quantum physics is the
possibility of creating effectively onedimensional few-body clusters of cold
fermions with a perfectly controlled
number of atoms [1–4]. Not only their
"
#
number, but the nature of their interN
2
X
−h̄
1
2
2
actions can be fixed by manipulating
H=
∆ + mω zi
(1)
2m
2
i=1
the strength of an applied magnetic
N↑ N↓
field in the vicinity of a Feshbach resX
X
+g
δ(zi − zj ).
1D
onance [5]. In the case of a quasii=1 j=1
one dimensional traps, we can also
change those interactions by chang- Here, N is the total number of paring the transverse confining frequency ticles of mass m, i.e. the sum of the
to generate a connement-induced reso- number of atoms with spin up (N↑ )
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and of those with spin down (N↓ ). The
coupling constant, g1D , is given by
g1D = −2h̄2 /ma1D , with a1D the 1D
scattering length of the pair of atoms
with unequal spins. The value of g1D
can take any value ranging from -∞ to
0 to ∞, even tough this work we only
concerned ourselves with repulsive interactions (g1D > 0). The system is
confined via a harmonic potential of
frequency ω. The high aspect ratio
of the traps used in the experiments
makes Eq. (1) a reasonable approximation to the description of the fewatom clusters.

form of Stoner ferromagnetism [13]. In
this work, we will further explore that
possibility by studying the ordering of
atoms of different spins when confined
in the 1D harmonic trap. Instead of
considering the impurity case, we will
study both balanced and slightly imbalanced (N↑ = N↓ + 1) clusters with
N ranging from 3 to 9. We calculated
also other magnitudes in order to compare our results with those of the previous literature to check the validity of
the numerical method used.

II.

All previous theoretical works have
been devoted mainly to obtain the energy of sets of spins confined in the
1D traps. This is reasonable since this
is an experimental observable, at least
in the case of attractive interactions
[3]. However, another common output
is the density profiles of spin-up and
spin-down fermions [7, 9, 13]. For balanced (N↑ = N↓ ) clusters, both spin
densities are exactly the same [9]. On
the other hand, for imbalanced (N↑ 6=
N↓ ) ones, the density of the minority
spin component at the center of the
cluster is increased with respect to the
spin density of the majority spin at
the same spot. In the impurity case of
(N↑ > 1, N↓ = 1), this has been interpreted as a incipient phase separation
that would lead to the onset of a 1D

METHOD

Our goal was to study the ground
state of a series of 1D clusters described by the Hamiltonian in (1). To
solve the associated Schrödinger equation we used the diffusion Monte Carlo
(DMC) method [18], a stochastic technique that allows us to obtain that
ground state within certain statistical
uncertainties. The only downside is
that DMC needs an initial approximation to the wavefunction of the system
to work, the so-called trial function. In
this work, we used:
Φ(z1 , · · · , zN ) = D↑ D↓

N↑ N↓
Y
Y
i

ψ(zij )

j

(2)
where zi is the position of the atom
i and D↑ and D↓ are Slater deter-
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minants that depend on the coordinates of the spin-up and spin-down
fermions, respectively. Those determinants would include the eigenfunctions
of the one-body harmonic Schrödinger
equation with the N↑ (or N↓ ) lowest
energies. This means that we studied
only the ground state configurations
of the spin arrangements. However,
instead of calculating those determinants, we used the standard approximation and evaluated instead those of
the equivalent Van der Monde matrices [8]. This speeds up the calculation
considerably.
The nodes of the total wavefunction are those of the Slater determinants, that might or might not be the
ones of the exact solution. Since we
employed a fixed-node diffusion Monte
Carlo (FN-DMC) scheme, the position of those nodes did not change
throughout our simulations. FN-DMC
only provides exact estimators of the
energies if the nodal surfaces coincide with those of the eigenfunctions
of the many-body Hamiltonian considered. Unfortunately, we do not know
a priori if that is the case, but we
can be sure that those energies are
at least upper bounds to their ground
state values [21]. To completely define Φ(z1 , · · · , zN ), we chose ψ(zij ) as
the exact solution of the two-particle
Hamiltonian in the unconfined (ω= 0)

case [19]. For g1D > 0, this means [20]:
ψ(zij ) =



cos(k(zij − Rm )) zij < Rm
1
zij ≥ Rm
(3)

with Rm a variational parameter and
zij the distance between particles i and
j. k was derived for each value of g1D
from the transcendental equation:
ka1D tan(kRm ) = 1.

(4)

For convenience and to follow the standard practice in all previous literature, all the lengths will be measured
in units of the oscillator length, σ
p
= h̄/mω, and the energies will be
scaled by h̄ω (h̄, Planck’s constant).
Taking that into account, we can define a new coupling constant, g =
g1D /h̄ωσ, parameter that will be used
in the remaining of the paper. Also, to
simplify the notation, a set of N↑ = n
and N↓ = m atoms will be referred to
as a n + m cluster.
III.

RESULTS

Our first concern will be to compare the energies given by DMC to
those obtained by other methods. Our
benchmark was the energy per particle
of the 2+1 system, displayed in figure
1. To obtain those energies, in 2 we
considered a D↑ that included the first
two harmonic oscillator wavefunctions,
and D↓ was set as a single gaussian, as
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4.8
4.4
4.0
4.4
_

E/ hω

corresponds to the ground state of a
cluster that includes two spin-up and
one spin-down fermions. We found
our results comparable [9, 11, 13, 15]
or even a little bit lower [7] than
those in the literature for the same g
range. This supports the good quality of the nodes of (2) and validates
the use of FN-DMC to treat this problem. The line in figure 1 corresponds
to the McGuire analytical expression
of Ref. [10], that is an upper bound to
the DMC results.
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FIG. 1. Total energy for the 2+1 system as
a function of the interparticle repulsion, g.
The upper horizontal line corresponds to
the limit g → ∞. The continuous curve is
the analytical prediction presented in Ref.
Also, as one would expect, our ener- [10].

gies approach asymptotically the value
for a Tonks-Girardeau (TG) gas (g =
∞) for large values of g, even though
there are noticeable differences even
for g’s as large as 50. The TG value
was obtained considering that the energy of a 2+1 cluster in the TG regime
is degenerate to that of a 3+0 arrangement for g = 0 [8]. On the other
hand, in figure 2, we show the energies
for larger clusters, energies that are in
good agreement with those of Ref. [15]
for 2+2, 3+3 and 4+4 clusters in the
range of g’s covered there. In that figure, we also displayed the energies for
g = 0 and g = ∞ for comparison. We
found that the bigger the cluster, the
larger the difference between the g =
50 and the TG limit. This is due to the
fact that, for strictly 1D systems, the
ratio between the kinetic and potential

energies increases, thus there is more
difference with respect to the Tonks
regime.
Another way to characterise the
clusters is to display their spin-up and
spin-down density profiles. In figure
(3), we show them both for the 4+4
and 5+4 cases, using a mixed estimator for the density. Given the quality
of the ground state energies discussed
above, we believe that the use of pure
estimators would not change significatively the results displayed. This is
supported by the fact that the results
we obtained from Variational Monte
Carlo calculations using the trial functions defined above and not shown for
simplicity are very close to those derived from FN-DMC. In addition, the
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FIG. 2. Total energy for all the clusters
considered in this work for different g values. Open squares, g = 0.25; solid squares,
g = 5; solid circles, g= 25; solid triangles,
g = 50. The top and bottom segments enclosing the values for each N indicate the
limits g = 0 (lower bound), and g = ∞,
(upper bound).

profiles for our smallest clusters are
similar to those found previously in literature [9]: the distributions of both
components are alike for balanced clusters, and differ from each other for imbalanced ones. We can see also that,
at least for small and intermediate values of g, the “excess” of the majority component in imbalanced clusters
is accumulated at the wings, that being similar to what happen to very
large clusters with attractive interactions [22, 23]. The results for g = 0
are also very similar to those derived
in Refs. [24, 25].

repulsive interactions produces also a
broadening of all profiles that progressively erases the distinct peaks (one
for each particle) that appeared in the
non-interacting case. This flattening is
more pronounced that for smaller clusters [9]. In that g range, we observe
also a certain alternation in the position of the peaks of the density profiles between the majority and minority components. That could hint at the
creation of an antiferromagnetic state,
in which the two neighbours of a given
spin-down atom will be two spin-up
fermions. Unfortunately, even though
this pure antiferromagnetic phase does
exists, the probability of finding it is
relatively small (see below). In the
regime of larger g’s, the smoothing-out
of the profiles is reversed since the behaviour of the system would trend to
that of a (n + m)+0 cluster for g = 0 .
This reappearance of the peaks can be
seen for balanced clusters in figure (3)
when we go from g = 10 to g = 50. We
have then a structure similar to that
of that of Ref. [24] for non-interacting
fully polarised clusters.

Apart from the previous results, the
DMC algorithm allows to study easily
the spatial distribution of the atoms
for relatively large clusters. The studying of this ordering is relatively diffiIn that regime of small and interme- cult with any other technique and, to
diate values of g, that increasing in the our knowledge, have been done only
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FIG. 3. Density profiles for the 4+4 (left)
and 5+4 (right) clusters. Red, majority
component; blue, minority one. The position z = 0 corresponds to the minimum
of the harmonic potential. From top to
bottom; g = 0,10,50 for both clusters. All
profiles are normalised to the number of
particles.
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FIG. 4. Probability of different spin orderings for a 4+4 cluster. Squares, ferromagnetic (F) state; circles, antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering; triangles, mixed (M) configurations.

general, for arrangements of N spins,
the total number of possible configurations is CN = N !/(N↑ !N↓ !), of which
only two can be considered ferromagnetic, and one (or two, equivalent to
each other, for balanced arrangements)
antiferromagnetic. So if the spin orderings were purely random, the probability of having a spin-separated F configuration will be 2/CN , and of having an
AF one either 1/CN (imbalanced clusters) or 2/CN (balanced case). However, one would expect those probabilities to change due to the existence of repulsive interactions between
atoms with different spins and to their
fermionic nature.

for clusters up to 4 atoms [14] when
g → ∞. For instance, for a 2+1 cluster, the spin ordering inside the cluster can be (↑, ↑, ↓), (↓, ↑, ↑) or (↑, ↓,
↑). We considered the first two to be
equivalent to each other for symmetry
reasons. So in this case, we have only
three possible spin configurations, of
which one of them could be considered
a pure “antiferromagnetic” (AF) state,
and the other two can be labelled “ferromagnetic” (F), since all the spin-up
fermions are close together. For larger
clusters, we will have also other spin
distributions, nor purely AF nor F.
Following Ref. [14], those configuraTo illustrate that point, we show
tions will be labelled “mixed” (M). In in figure 4 the probabilities of the dif-
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Our simulation results for other
clusters together with the values derived for purely random distributions
are given in figure 5.
A couple
of things are immediately apparent.
First, that the general trend is captured by the “entropic” (purely combinatorial) term: the probability of
having AF and F orderings decreases
strongly with the number of particles
in the cluster, something more obvious

1
0.8
Probability

ferent configurations for a 4+4 cluster. The main features of this figure are common to all the other sets
of fermions considered in this work.
First of all, we can see that for all values of g, the spin-separated ferromagnetic state is almost non existent, since
its probability is always very close to
zero. At the same time, the probability of finding a pure AF ordering is
between 0.2 for g = 0 and ∼ 0.15 for
g =100. The remaining configurations
are mixed, this state being by far the
most common. This is very easily understood if we take into account the
fact that the label “mixed” lumps up
many different spin orderings. We can
see also that the changes in the different probabilities with the strength
of the interaction are relatively minor, a 25% at most. On top of that,
all the probability shifts are produced
between g=0 and g ∼ 20, being unchanged for larger g’s.

M
AF
F

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
2+1

2+2

3+2

3+3

4+3

4+4

5+4

cluster

FIG. 5. Probability of different spin orderings for different clusters and g’s obtained
from our simulations: open symbols, g =
0; full ones, g = 50. Lines indicate the
probabilities of each phase if the orderings
were purely random. For the 2+2 cluster
in the random limit all orderings have the
same probability.

for the spin-separated F phase than for
the AF one. Second, that AF distributions are more common than a random
ordering would suggests, and more so
for smaller values of g, something presumably due to the particle-particle interactions. We can see also that an AF
phase is more probable than a mixed
one only for a 2+2 cluster, in line with
the results obtained in Ref. [14] for a
TG gas. Our simulations indicate as
well that the AF distribution is more
favoured in balanced clusters than in
imbalanced ones, as could be expected
by combinatorial reasons. However,
this effect is smoothed out for larger
clusters, and probably will be absent
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FIG. 6. Radial distribution functions
for 3+3 (left) and 4+3 (right) clusters.
Dots, same-spin distributions; full lines,
different-spin probabilities. Upper panel,
g = 0; lower panel, g = 50. The integral
under those curves was set to 1.

in very big ones.
Finally, with the help of figure 6, we
will try to explain the short range spin
ordering inside the clusters. There, we
display a radial distribution function
(that we called g(z)), defined as the
probability of finding another spin of
a given type at a fixed distance from
the one serving as reference. To simplify matters, the value of the integrals
of all distribution functions were set to
one. What we see there is that for g =
0 distributions (upper panel in figure
6), the probability of having a different spin as a first neighbour is larger
than that of having a same-spin closest pair, even tough this last one is not
negligible (except at zij = 0, where the
probability is exactly zero as a conse-

quence of Pauli’s exclusion principle).
This favours but not implies the existence of AF clusters in large proportions since we do not see an alternating structure of maxima and minima at
distances further away from zero. This
is true both of balanced and imbalanced clusters. A similar picture can
be deduced from the lower panel of figure 6 for a larger value of g: the probability of a (↑,↓) first neighbour pair is
still larger than that of the other possibilities, and this translates into a probability of having an AF cluster higher
than for a random spin distribution.
We observe also that for g = 50, the
pair distribution functions go to zero
at z = 0 in all cases, something that
is expected in the TG limit. This is
due to the fact that for g → ∞, the interparticle part of the wavefunction for
different spins should trend to zero, being equal to zero only in the TG limit
[8, 16].

IV.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have used a DMC
calculation to study both the energetic
and the spin ordering of small 1D clusters with repulsive interactions. As indicated above, the energies obtained
were similar to those in the previous
literature, what validates this numerical tool to study these systems, and
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testifies to the quality of the nodes of
the trial function. As a bonus, DMC
can readily give us the probability of
the different spin configurations compatible with each ground state, information that is more difficult to get
from other techniques. From those
probabilities, we can infer that the possibility of having pure AF or F phases
at T = 0 decreases very fast with the
size of the cluster. This means that
the hopes of having a ground-state
1D form of Stoner ferromagnetism are
negligible, except for the rather peculiar 2+1 case, in which we can have
only AF and F phases (see above). We
concluded also that the spin ordering
is mostly determined by the configu-

rational entropy of each cluster, related to the total number of configurations possible for a set of N↑ and N↓
fermions, and that the interaction energy plays a relatively minor role.
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